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An Inquiry Into the Competitiveness of Emerging Philippine Cities
attempts to approximate the competitiveness of the country's ten leading
emerging urban centers: Angeles, Baguio, Cagayan de Oro, Davao City,
General Santos, Iligan, Iloilo, San Fernando La Union, Tacloban, and
Zamboanga. The study uses both ranking and scoring methods to rate the
cities in eight major drivers: cost competitiveness, human resources
endowment, infrastructure, linkages with major urban centers and growth
areas, quality of life, responsiveness of local government units, and dynamism
of local economy. Itbest serves as a policy and urban management tool for
concerned local officials and leaders of various private sector groups in
identifying the cities' strengths and areas of improvement.
Insights on overall scores and rankings point to the importance of local
leadership, emphasis on improving quality of lives in urban centers, and the
role of surrounding local and/or international growth formations inenhanc-
ing urban competitiveness. Any combination of these factors actually ex-
plains the high rankings garnered by General Santos City, Angeles City and
Baguio.PART 1
RESULTS OF THE PROJECT2 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
..................... ., ,) ................................. ° .......
Tbroughout the 1990s, the principles of decentralization and empower-
ment have been key in Philippine legislation and governance. The passage
of the Local Government Code led to greater awareness of the role of
medium-sized cities in balanced national development. Coupled with global-
ization, decentralization has provided local governments the initiative to flex
their muscles.
More than providing basic public goods, the role of local governments is
to create conditions that nurture competitive businesses and vibrant com-
munities. It is a widely bemoaned fact that government lacks the competi-
tive environment that pushes the private sector to efficiency and innovation.
However, the rapidly changing global environment necessitates that cities
adopt competitiveness as a goal to survival and prosperity.
This study attempts to assess the competitiveness of leading medium-
sized cities in the country. By looking atrelevant indicators, the study answers
the main question: How competitive are the country's emerging cities? It
looks at the relevant indicators of factors that determine the competitiveness
of localities. This project formulates a process and technology that can regu-
larly monitor and evaluate strides in the development of emerging medium-
sized urban centers. Moreover, it constructs a benchmarking process that
will aid individual cities in measuring their level of competitiveness in com-
parison to those of neighboring cities, and cities in other parts of the globe.
This project allows the pilot testing of the benchmarking model, which
will then show how the benchmarking process may be improved, and the
initial competitiveness rating report, which by itself will be a useful tool in
policymaking. Local governments and policymakers will find the project
beneficial.
Intended Users
The study serves as a policy and urban management tool for city lead-
ers (i.e., mayors, vice mayors, councilors, heads of private sector groups) in
identifying "competitiveness gaps and potentials" in their respective locali-
ties. It will aid these local policyshapers know their urban areas' strengths
and weaknesses as business and living environments.3
Also, the study will aid national-level policymakers in identifying com-
mon problems and weaknesses that may be addressed and remedied by
national, sectoral, and/or industrial policies.
By monitoring the indicators that businesses and residents consider vital,
the project brings to the surface the stren_hs and weaknesses of a city and
highlights the areas where local governments must exert greater effort for
improvement. As the project is intended to be a continuous exercise, these
indicators across time will trace the development of cities and will contribute
to realistic planning for longer periods. By looking at different Philippine
cities, the project attempts to identify what structural issues are weakening
the competitiveness of Philippine urban areas and must be addressed by the
national government.
City Competitiveness: Its Nature and Drivers
The study takes off from the precept that city competitiveness is the
ability and the extent to which a city"is able to provide an environment
where the progress and dynamism of its local enterprises andindustries are
nurtured. City competitiveness is futile if itis not accompanied by a decent
standard of living for residents. Sustainable development dictates that the
city make efficient use of its natural resources by minimizing the adverse
effects of an undirected urban growth.
Local governments should therefore ensure that the prerequisites for
anenvironment where businesses and residents become better off, are laid
down. In the next 15to 20 years, the main drivers of the competitiveness of
emerging Philippine cities will be:
• Cost Competitiveness. How expensive is it to operate in a particular
city compared to other cities? This driver is concerned with the direct
costs of doing business, such as those for land, labor, telecommunica-
tions and power.
• Human Resource Endowment. How well-equipped is the population to
build and take advantage of opportunities in the locality? The education
of the populace is taken to be the most significant component of human
resource endowment. The driver primarily involves adult literacy and the
labor force's completion of secondary and tertiary education.4 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
* Infrastructure. Are the necessary physical, telecommunications, tech-
nological infrastructure and knowledge support services in place in the
city? Transacting business requires not only the quintessential produc-
tion factors, but accompanying infrastructure and services, too. These
include, among others, access to support services, road infrastructure,
telecommunications and transport.
* Quality of Life. How well off are residents in terms of quality of envi-
ronment and life? The quality of life factor has been increasingly con-
sidered as one of the yardsticks in determining which cities have suc-
cessfully developed, and which have succumbed to the ills of urbaniza-
tion. Indeed, the long-term competitiveness of the city would signifi-
cantly be influenced by the degree to which its leaders have taken care
of the environment and the local community. Among the relevant as-
pects of quality of life are the social welfare of people, peace and
order, quality of living environment and locational amenities.
* Linkages to Other Growth Nodes, Urban Centers, and Surround-
ing Growth Regions. Accessibility is a significant determinant of the
competitiveness of a city. Moreover, certain geographical characteris-
tics can be advantages upon which a city can be built on. The driver's
aspects are accessibility, access to domestic markets, and access to
international markets.
The role of these drivers in urban competitiveness is apparent. They
help make a city a more attractive place to live and do business in. There
are other drivers that may not be as quantifiable or tangible but can still
enhance the competitiveness of cities. For instance, the competitiveness of
a city is greatly influenced by good governance and the involvement of the
private sector. These help improve urban conditions and sustain the devel-
opment of a city.
* Dynamism of the .Local Economy. A vibrant local economy is funda-
mental in attracting inward investments.
* Responsiveness of the Local Govermnent. The role of the local gov-
ernment in urban development cannot be undermined. Much of urban
competitiveness is determined by the ability of the government to re-
spond to systemic and short-lived issues with a well-grounded and fo-
cused vision.5
• Dynamism and Involvement of Local Business Community. Like-
wise, government initiatives must be reciprocated by an equally active
and involved private sector.
Methodology
The study uses two methods to score and rank the competitiveness of
cities. The first is the ranking method, t and the second is the scoring method
formulated and applied by the W. Sycip Policy in its previous City Competi-
tiveness studies.
Ranking Method
For this method, the objective is to rank different cities according to
competitiveness as exhibited by certain indicators. Raw data can be used to
rank individual indicators. The difficulty lies in comparing these indicators in
finding over-all driver rankings.
The method converts raw data into a comparable standard scale that
accurately reflects differences in the performance of cities. It measures the
relative difference between cities' performance, and is more precise in ob-
taining the relative positions of each city in ranking. After computing for the
mean ofall values for acriterion, the standard deviation iscalculated using the
formula: S= {[Z(x-Z)2]/N} '_,where x-=original value; ;(=arithmetic mean;
and N=number of cities. Values for each criterion can then be converted
into the standard scale by utilizing the formula: z-- (x-z)/S; where x=original
value; ;(=arithmetic mean; and S=standard deviation.
With the raw data presented in the new scale, each criterion value can
be consolidated to produce rankings for each driver, yielding the relative
strengths and weaknesses of cities. For some indicators, a greater value
would decrease city competitiveness (e.g., vehicle density, consumer price
inflation). In aggregating z scores, signs were reversed for these indicators.
To adjust for lacking data items, the sum ofz scores for a particular value
was divided by the number of data items actually collected for a city.
The Institute of Management Development in Laussane, Switzerland also uses this method
in its world competitiveness studies.
Note: Rating and ranking were done by AIM researchers.6 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
The ranking method can be illustrated schematically in the following
diagram.
comparable standard scale
[ndicator I ¢lt_es performances
become apl_renl. Th_
computed standard scale
values are averaged to
Rank for obtain the ranking for
drivers.
Scoring Method
The scoring method aims to ratethe performance of cities as measured
by selected socioeconomic indicators. The rationale for the methodology is
that globalization necessitates standardsacross cities of the same tier to be
equalized. The dispersion ofpolitical andeconomic activity fromtraditional
centers of power compels medium-sized cities tocompete with primate and
capitalcities outside andwithin the country.Thus, standardsofperformance
are set inrelation to the average performance of Philippine urbanareas, as
well as global benchmarks.
Scores for each indicator are obtained by translatingraw datausing 10-
point conversion tables constructed on the basis of national averages and
global benchmarks. In ranking some factors, it is realistic to assess the
performance of a medium-sized city in relation to the rest of the country.
However, quality of life indicators are scored using global benchmarks be-
cause some dimensions of urban living must not be compromised by a
country's level of economic development. Thus, for some indicators, na-7
tional averages will take on the score of five, while for others, global aver-
ages will assume the mid-point of the scale.
Gradients of the 10-point scale will translate into qualitative categories
that are consistent with the categories of the utilized conversion tables. The
initial City Competitiveness Forum (CCF) benchmarking model used the
following scale to assess urban competitiveness:
Score Qualitative Meanin'g "
0-2 Very Low Competitiveness (Area ofImprovement)
3-4 Below Average Competitiveness (Area of Improvement)
5 Average
6-7 Above Average Competitiveness (Enhance)
g-10 ' High Competitiveness (Sustain)
With each indicator scaled uniformly from 1to 10, it becomes possible
to compute for the average score of a city for each driver.
The strength of the scoring method is that it rates the performance of
a city in relation to known national and global standards, and identifies the
areas where a city needs improvement. On the other hand, the standard
deviation method is designed to yield the precise ranking of cities.
While the scoring method can also be used to rank cities, it is of little
use when there is little variance among the scores of each city. Likewise,
the ranking method can be used to rate aspects of urban living, but these
ratings will be significant only in relation to the sample of cities being
studied, and not in relation to external standards. Using both methods in
complementarity will yield useful information for policymakers and busi-
nesses alike.8
The scoring method is shown in this diagram:
Score for
indicator 1 Score for
Indicator 1
Score for
Indicator n Score for
A verage ] Indicator n 1
Score for A verage
Score for Driver I Score for
Indicator 1 Score for Driver 2
Indicator I






5"¢'oreJbr Scoring Method, Scores for
Score for Driver n i_ldicalors are derived from ten-
Indicator 1 point conversion scales. Scores
for indicators are averaged to
obtain scores for driverx.
Score for
Indicator n
Limitations of the Project
The study has several limitations. First, data gathering was extremely
dependent on secondary sources (e.g., city, provincial and regional profiles
published by local governments, as well as published and unpublished tables
from regional National Statistics Offices). While it is assured that defini-
tions of indicators and categories are standardized among regional offices
of national agencies, this may not be so for local government publications.
Moreover, the study is contingent upon the veracity of the data published in
these secondary sources.
Second, the study is beset by the scarcity of reliable data. Thus, the
final ranking and rating omit indicators wherein great variance in observa-
tions prohibited the establishment of acceptable benchmarks. Moreover,
not all data items were collected. Indicators where no data was collected
for majority of the cities were omitted. In some instances, city observa-
tions-which which were suspiciously or outrightly incorrect--had to be
omitted as well.9
The existence of information gaps could inadvertently raise or lower
city ranks and scores. To illustrate, a high driver score or rank may be
unreflective of a city's true state of competitiveness when the missing data
items are those for which most Philippine cities have low values. Corollarily,
information gaps in indicators for which a city is performing well will pull
down that city's rank and score.
Overall Competitiveness Rankings as Business Environments
To put everything into perspective, the study computes for the overall
ranking for the city-samples in terms of performance. While some experts
may argue that comparing cities of varying types, sizes, and economic make-
up may be very difficult, overall rankings that reflect general (and relative)
performance will be very helpful in policymaking.
The seven drivers (only seven out of the original eight were used) can
be divided into two main determinants of urban competitiveness: viability
and sustainability. While four of the drivers (cost of doing business, human
resources endowment, linkages, and dynamism of local economy) may be
used to look at the viability of the localities as places to do business in, the
other three may be looked at as determinants of long-term competitiveness
(sustainability).
COMPETITIVENESS = Cost of Doing Business
Human Resource Endowment
VIABILITY Linkages
Dynamism of Local Economy
Infrastructure
SUSTAINABILITY Quality of Life Responsiveness of LGU
The computation for the overall ranking uses the same standard devia-
tion method, but appropriating greater weights 2 to the three factors that
more or less measure the sustainability of localities as business sites. Ex-
perts and extensive research show that three of the drivers (infrastructure,
responsiveness of LGU to long-term and business needs, and quality of life)
2 Greater weights (in the process of averaging) were given to the values depicting the deviation
from the Z-scales, Differentials for the three factors (infrastructure, responsiveness of LGU to
long terra and business needs, and quality of life) were multiplied by 1,25,10 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
shape the long-term capacity of urban centers to handle and direct growth
in economic activity and people.
Table 1 shows the overall ranking per city (versus each other) and the
average scores per driver (relative to national and global benchmarks). Gen-
eral Santos City, Angeles City, and Baguio City are in the top three positions,
while lligan and Tacloban are ranked as tenth and ninth, respectively.
Table 1.OverallRankingand ScoresperDriver
Dynamism of
Rank CDB HRE Infra Linkages QOL Local Res. of
Economy LGU
GenSantos 1 8.67 5.14 5.51 4.42 4.64 5.50 6.59
Angeles 2 6.00 5.06 5.44 5.13 6.26 3,33 3.90
Bagnio 3 5.75 7.08 6,35 4.83 6.10 5.57 4.87
SanFetaaando 4 3.33 5_ 65 5.43 5.O0 6.33 4.O0 4.24
Davao 5 7,75 5.60 4'.81 5.27 5-52 5.58 5.07
IIoilo 6 4.O0 6.97 5,59 4.07 5.85 6,O0 4.42
Zamboanga 7 7.00 5.29 4.62 "3121 5.88 7.58 5.29
Cagayan de 8 .... 6.00 7.33 4.64 4.32 5.0"6 5,17 5.35
Oro
Tacloban 9 6.75 7.53 4.94 3,57 5.46 4.25 4.68
Iligan 10 6.00 6,17 4.68 3.08 5.20 7,00 5.50
General Santos City has high scores in the indicators belonging to the
infrastructure, dynamism of local economy, and responsiveness of LGU
drivers The competitiveness of General Santos may prove to be long-term
in nature due to its emphasis on physical infrastructure, development-plan-
ning capacity and proactive leadership. Moreover, the city has established
very strong linkages with the surrounding growth area (SOSKSCARGEN),
Angeles City's high rankings are reflected more by the individual
rankings than the scores. Based on the rankings, the stronger points of the
city lie in itsLinkages and Human Resources Endowment. The city's proxim-
ityto Metro Manila and Clark Special Economic Zone as well as its central-
ity in Luzon remain as its major strengths. On the other hand, despite its
small land area, the city possesses a large pool of skilled/easily trainable11
labor. It is worth noting that the city's not-so-impressive scores pertain to
its standing vis-h-vis national/global benchmarks.
Baguio City (third in the ranking) has impressive scores in the human
resources endowment, infrastructure, and quality of life drivers. The city's
competitiveness is now being shaped in its emerging role as the center of
the planned BLIST (Baguio, La Trinidad, Itogon, Sablan, and Tuba) Metro
Area and as the gateway to the Cordilleras.
Analysis per Driver
Cost of Doing Business
• The first driver pertains to the cost competitiveness of a city. The
indicators used are as follows: average rent of commercial space in the
city center; average rent of land for industrial use; average cost of
telephone services for business use; and the cost of power for industrial
use (Table 2).
• The direct cost of doing business throughout the country varies. While
there are still advantages when it comes to cost of factor inputs such as
cost of land/space for industrial and commercial uses, these advantages
seem to be greatly offset by threatening weaknesses in areas such as
cost of power.
• Aside from San Fernando La Union, all cities with data on rent of
commercial space (in city center) still have very competitive commercial
rent costs, relative to average rent levels in other major urban centers in
the country aswell as Thailand, China, Indonesia, and Malaysia. Baguio
City's score, although still competitive, reflects the scant supply of land
for commercial purposes since much of the city's commercial activities
are centered within a very small area around the poblacion.
• Average rent for industrial land in most, if not all, of the cities appear
very competitive vis-a-vis global benchmarks. The presence of industrial
estates and districts in most of the cities studied, for instance, ensures a12 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
Table2. Costof DoingBusiness
Average Rent of Average Rent for Cost of Aequidng Cost of Power for
"_ ] _. r_ _ Commercial Space Industrial Land Telephone Services Industrial Use
.............. Rank'vs. Score vs. Rank as, Score vs, P, ank vs. Score:Ys. Rank vs. Scor_v_;.
Sample Bcnchalarks Sample Benchmarks Sample Benchmarks iSample [_enchmarks
Angele_ City 6 6.00 nd -- 4 10,00 1 "' 7'.00 5 1.00
Baguio City 8 5.75 -'_ " 6,00 6 10.00 6 6.00 7 1,00
Cagayan de Ore 5 6,00 5 7.00 3 10.00 nd -- 3 1,00
Davao City 2 7.75 2 9.00 1 I0.00 5 7,00 t 5.00
General Santos 3 8.67 I 10,00 "_ 10,00 8 6.00 Nd --
lllgan 10 4.33 nd -- 7 10,00 9 2,00 ' Nd --
lloilo 7 4,00 nd -- nd -- 4 7.00 8 1.00
San Fernando 9 3,33 7 3.00 nd -- 7 6.00 6 1,00
Taelobml 4 6,75 3 9.00 5 10.00 2 7.00 4 1.00
Zamboanga 1 7,00 4 9.00 I nd -- 3 "7.00 2 5.00
substantial amount of inexpensive industrial land. The cities of Davao,
General Santos and Cagayan de Ore lead the ratings. Davao City and
General Santos have vast land areas, while Cagayan de Ore has access
to massive industrial zones such as the PH/VIDEC in Misamis Oriental.
• However, inexpensive commercial or industrial space cost/rent translate
to weak advantages. Inexpensive land-usage costs are easily offset by
high transportation costs. The high costs of inter-regional transport in
the country plus constrained port capacities offset the advantages.
• Cost &telecommunication services has been improving due to the entry
of more players in the past several years. Except for Iligan, all cities in
the sample get scores of 6 to 7. However, according to the interviews
made, these low "published" costs mask a bigger problem caused by
inadequate coordination between the different service providers--often
times resulting in interconnection problems.
• Cost of electricity in the country is very high. The country's power
rates are only less expensive than Japan's (within the Asia-Pacific
region). Using the cost of the average industry consumption for five
countries (China, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines) as
benchmark, six out of nine cities got scores of 1 (very low
competitiveness). The cost advantages enjoyed by Davao City and13
Zamboanga City are temporary in nature and brought about in large
part by cross-subsidies, which are eventually going to be taken out.
The generally higher scores for Mindanao cities reflect the relatively
lower rates in the Mindanao grid.
,, The temporary advantages in direct costs are further offset by other
factors not adequately measured by this study such as those pertaining
to transport and bureaucratic costs. At the end of the day, very
inexpensive rent of industrial and commercial land would mean nothing
when high costs of shipping, for instance, discourage potential locators
in setting up shop in emerging local urban economies.
Human Resources Endowment
• The Human Resource Endowment driver was measured by the indicators:
adult literacy, percentage of labor force with high school diploma,
percentage of labor force with college degree, and a survey indicator
on the ease of training personnel. Weighted versus national and global
benchmarks, figures from Tacloban, Cagayan de Oro, Baguio City, Iloilo
and Iligan have above-average ratings, while the rest of the city-samples
have average ratings. Ranked versus each other, Iloilo City and Angeles
City garner the top positions (Table 3).
Table3a.HumanResourceEndownment
Adult Literacy Percentage of Labor Percentage of Labor Ease of Tralnln_
Force with High Force with College Persc.mnel (S)
"] _ School Diploma Degree
,.-,=
Rank Scorevs. Rank Seea¢vs Rank Scorevs. Rank Scorevs.
vs. Bcti¢lun_rk_ vs Benchmarks vs. Botehmarks vs. Benckmarks
Sample Sample ,, Sample Sample ,.-
Angeles City 2 5.d6 2 I0.00 I 2.00 7 1.00 2 7.20
[_aguio Ci__ 5 r.0# "'6 7.00 ..... nd -- nd 3 7,17
agayan de Oro 6 7,33 5 8.00 nd -- nd 5 6,67
Davao City 7 5.60 7 7,00 ' 5 l?00 4 8,00 8 6.40
5¢neral Santos 8 5.14 .....8 6.00 4 1,00 '-' 5 7.00 7 6"57"....
[ligan 3 6,17 nd - 6 1,00 2 10.00 I 7.50
Iloilo 1 6,97 3 " 10,00 3 1.00 I 10100 4 6.87
San Fernando 4 5,65 I I0,00 :£ "_" 2.00 6 4.00 " 6 6.60
Tacloban 9 7.53 4 9,00 nd - nd - I0 6.07
"1" z_nboanga -lO 5,29 9 5.00 7 1_00 3 9.00 9 6.1714 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
• Scores for adult literacy, a basic indicator of HR quality, range from 5 to
10. The percentage of local labor forces with high school education
show very low scores. Benchmarks used assumed that since high school
education is basic education, the average scores for urban areas would
have to comprise the lower boundary for scores of leading urban centers.
Only San Femando La Union and Angeles City have grades significantly
higher than this average.
• Out of seven cities with available data on the percentage of labor force
with college degree, the cities oflligan, Iloilo, Zamboanga, Davao City
and General Santos have scores of 7 to 10 (above-average
competitiveness). These cities have at least 67 percent of their work
force classified as college graduates.
* These figures are partly mirrored by the next indicator---ease oftraining
personnel. All cities have above average ratings, but Angeles, Baguio,
and Iligan lead the scores. Despite the low scores for the previous
indicator, those surveyed still regarded the labor forces in Angeles City
as relatively very manageable to train. One possible explanation is that
Angeles is a migrant city; a big part of its daytime workforce comes
from neighboring cities and towns.
• Although this research failed to get figures for Baguio City and Cagayan
de Oro, both cities can boast of very competitive labor pools. Enrolment
rates in secondary education (1993-1994 figures) are 60.91 percent for
Baguio and 99.62 percent for Cagayan de Oro. Philippine average for
the same period was 74 percent. When it comes to the percentage of
20- to 24- year old population enrolled in tertiary education, Baguio City
has a score of 167 percent and Cagayan de Oro, 66.85 percent. The
Philippine average is 26.2 percent. The very high score for Baguio City
for enrolment rates in secondary education reflects its status as a center
for college/tertiary education.
• The combination of a high score for percentage of labor force with
college degree and a low score for percentage of labor force with high
school diploma could explain the paradox of having a large supply of
low- to mid-skilled workers while having low labor productivity levels.15
On the other hand, the disparity in the scores could just reflect the
location of universities vis-a-vis that of elementary and high schools.
While many of the tertiary-level educational institutions are clustered
within leading cities, primary and secondary schools appear to be
dispersed more toward the peripheral, semi-urban, and rural areas.
Infrastructure
• Under the broad infrastructure driver, cities are rated and scored in
terms of eight factors:
a) Access to and availability of suitable space/land for business
(measured by growth in building construction for non-residential
use and presence and type of industrial districts).
b) Access to finance and support services (number of banks vis-a-vis
population, net loan-to-deposit ratio, and presence ofbusiness support
services).
c) Telecommunications (ease of making domestic and international
telephone calls and telephone density).
d) Sustainability of transport (rate of growth of private vehicle stock);
the indicator measuring the amount of investment in pedestrian-
related infrastructure was originally included but dropped from the
analyses due to inadequate data.
e) Solid-waste management (percent of households with access to
regular garbage collection, per capita spending on solid waste
management, degree of compliance with national environmental
standards, and perceived cleanliness of community).
f) Access to media and technology (access to internet - number of
subscribers viz. total population and total number of cable subscribers
viz. households).
g) Power supply (electrification coverage).16 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
• The average overall scores for the infrastructure driver of the 10 cities is
5.2 (Table 3b). While this average has been pulled upward by indicators
such as presence of business support services, vehicle density, ease of
making local and international calls, telephone density, and electrification
coverage, it is pulled down by weaknesses in access to finance, access to
media and technology, per capita spending on solid waste management of
compliance with national environmental standards, and sustainability of
transport. Rankedagainsttherest ofthecity-samples,San Fernando, Baguio,
General Santos City, Iloilo and Angeles have the highest ratings. These
cities also have the highest overall scores vis-/l-vis the benchmarks used•
Table3b. Infrastructure: Overall Rank/Score
Overall Rank/Score
Angeles Baguio-' Cagayan Davao General [ligan "" Iloilo San Tadoban Zamboanga
de Oro City Santos Fcrnando
5 2 7 8 3 9 4 1 6 10
5.44 6.35 4.64 4.8"1 5.51 4.68 5.59 5.43 4,94 4.62
• Iloilo City, Angeles, and Baguio had themost active construction activities
from 1995 to 1998 (Table 3c). It is no coincidence that these cities also
have the highest population density levels and relatively developed road
networks. As densely populated migrant cities, these places experience
continuous increase in the demand for new housing and structures
servicing newly built "communities." Also, growth in construction activity,
inorder to be optimal, has to beaccompanied and facilitated by developed
road networks, which will help layout the new construction toward the
outer rings of the urban centers. On the other hand, aside from an inactive
local economy, factors such as inadequate road network and lack of
Table3c. infrastructure:Accessto Space/Land/Finances
Access to/Availability of Suitable Space/ Access to Finance and Support Services
Land For Business
Growth in Building Presence/"type or Nulnbcr of Banks Net Loan Dcp_it PresenCe of
Construction for Industrial Districts vs, Population Ratio Business Support
Non-Residential Services (S)
LI_e
Rank Seo_e vs. Rank Scorevs. Rank Scorevs. Ran_ Scorev0. Rank Scorevs,
w. De,w-h- v0. Bctlch- vs. J)e_zh- v_. Bct_eb- vs. Bc_ch-
Sample maeks _trnple m_rks Sample tttalks _'_mp)© marks Sample m_rks
Angeles City 2 t 10O0 2 7.50 6 1,00 8 I.O0 9 6.88
Baguio City 3 , f_"0_' '" 2 7,50 5 1.00 .... 10 1.00 2 .... 7,61
Cagnyan de Gro 1 7 2.00 2 7,50 "' 7 1.00 ] I0,00 1 8.17
Davao City 8 1.00 "7' 2.'50 9 1,00 ""3 I0,00 5 7.3"_-
Gem Santos "' ' 6 2.00 I I0,00 10 "' L00 2 7,00 7 7.04
Iligan 5 4,00 2 7.50 4 1,00 4 1.00 4 7.42
lloilo l 10,00 l0 1.00 1 9,00 5 1.00 3 7.50
San Fernando 9 1.00 7 2,50 2 4.00 9 1,00 6 7.24
Tacloban I0 1.00 7 2,50 3 '2.00 6 1,00 8 .... 6.88
ZamboanB_l ' 4 6.00 2 7.50 8 1.00 7 1.00 "10 6.7617
development plans constrain construction activities. For instance, Davao
City, Cagayan de Oro, General Santos City,and lligan City's construction
sectors have not been as vibrant as that of other leading urban centers
because of still underdeveloped road systems.
• In terms of presence and type of industrial districts, the cities of Angeles,
Baguio, Cagayan de Oro, lligan, and Zamboanga have scores of 7.5.
General Santos gets a 10. A 7.5 rating is given based on the existence
of industrial districts having a significant number of local and foreign
locators and adequate basic infrastructure. General Santos's fish port
and economic zones are given a score of 10 due to the same factors
and the presence of relatively specialized infrastructure. The 2.5 ratings
given to Davao City, San Fernando, and Tacloban point to the presence
of"hollow" industrial enclaves. These citiesmay have industrial districts,
but are the types that have minimal number oflocators (mostly domestic)
and/or inadequate infrastructure.
• Part of the "infrastructure" that can make or break the competitiveness
of urban centers are the clusters/concentrations of firms/groups and
institutions that provide the array of support services to the main
economic sectors, e.g., access to finance, insurance, real estate needs,
and marketing support services. Access to finance is measured by the
number of banks viz. population and the ratio between total loans and
deposit levels in the localities. In terms of number of banks per 1,000
population, iloilo's rate (0.95) is even higher than that of Quezon City.
Angeles, Bagnio, Cagayan de Oro, Davao City, General Santos City,
Iligan City and Zamboanga City have scores of 1--having less than one
bank per 10,000 people. However, using the loan-deposit ratio as a
complement measure and as a better indicator of availability of financial
capital in a Iocality--Davao City, Cagayan de Oro (scores of 10) and
General Santos City (score of 7) have the highest scores. These figures
reflect the general business/investors' confidence prevalent in these
cities during the past several years.
• Since all of the city-samples are either growth centers or sub-growth
centers, they rank high in terms ofpresence ofbusiness support services.
Cagayan de Oro, Baguio, and Iloilo have the highest scores and ranks.18 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
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• Four indicators are used to measure the adequacy and quality of the
cities' road networks (Table 4). The vehicle density indicator (i.e.,
number of vehicles per kilometer of road) complements the road density
indicator (i.e., km of road per square km of land area). The adequacy of
road networks has to be analyzed in terms of the respective cities'
ability to manage their respective vehicle stocks. An ideal scenario is
where a city has both adequate road infrastructure and at the same
time has manageable levels of vehicle density. This is the case for the
cities of Iloilo, San Fernando and Tacloban. For cities such as Angeles,
high road density is greatly offset by too many vehicles roaming the
city's roads. Cities with road density scores of lower than 5 (less than
1 km of road per square km) have to do more road building.
Table4.Road Infrastructure
Road Infrastructure
Road Density Vehicle Density Quality of Road Quality of'Road
System'. Pavemeat System; Quality of
Ratio Road Networ}c (S)
Rank Score vs. Rank So.Irevs. Rank Score vs, Rank Score vs.
vs. B_'nch- v_, Bench- vs. Bench- vs. B_ch-
Sample marks Sample marks Sample m=rks Sample marks
Angeles City 1 10.00 9 1.00 3 10.00 6 5.38
Baguio City 6 5,00 5 . 8.00 I 10.00 4 5,80
Cago,and_,O;o 8 4.00 7 7.00 7 1.00 10 4.50
Davao City 9 3.OO 3 9,00 9 /.00 7 J,32
Gen. Santos 7 4,00 4 9.00 5 7.00' 1 7.40
_ Iligan 10 " 2.00 2 9.00 nd 1.00 2 6,67
Iloilo 2 9.00 10 10.00 2 10.00 9 4.60
San Fernando 4 '7.00 8 6.00 6 5.00 5 5.77
. Tacloban 3 8.00 6 7,00 4 9.00 3 5.97
Zamboanga. 5 5,00 1 )0.00 8 I 1,00 8 4,80
• In terms of quality of road system (pavement ratio), Baguio, Iloilo,
Angeles, Tacloban and General Santos have the highest scores (scores
of 7 to 10). General Santos, Iligan, Tacloban, Baguio, and San Fernando
have the highest scores for the survey question on the quality of road
network. General Santos, Tacloban and Baguio City have highest scores
for both indicators-meaning that road quality in these cities has been
matched by the quality in the network (e.g., presence of ring roads,
bypass roads).
• Cities of Baguio, San Fernando, Angeles, and Tacloban have the highest
telephone-density figures (about 178 lines per 1000 people or higher).
Davao City and Zamboanga City have the lowest scores (1 and 3,19
respectively)(Table 5). In terms of ease of making domestic and
international calls, Iloilo, San Femando, Tacloban, and Zamboanga yield
the highest scores. Despite having average ratings, cities withthe lowest
rankings (Angeles, General Santos, and Cagayan de Oro) are those









Rank vs. Score vs. Rank vs. Score vs. Rank vs. Score vs.
S_tmple Benchmarks Sample Benqhmark_ Sample . Btnchmarks
•Angeles City 8 7.34 3 9,O0 10 1.O0
Bagnio City 5 7.80 I 10,00 9 2,00
Caga_'an de Oro 10 6,88 7 6,00 8 2.00
Davao City 6 7,63 I 0 I. 00 I 9.O0
General Santos 9 7.14 6 7.00 5 4.00
Iligan 7 7.50 8 5. O0 2 8.O0
IIoilo 2 8. 75 5 8. O0 3 5,oo
San Femando I" 8. 79 2 10.00 4 5.00
Tacloban 4 8,13 4 9.O0 7 4,O0
Zamboanga 3 8.20 9 3, 00 6 5,00
° Angeles City, Baguio City, and Cagayan de Oro have the worst scores
in terms of rate of growth inprivate vehicles. These cities are those that
have been having worsening problems in traffic congestion. All cities
studied seem to have been giving very low priority to investments in
public transport/pedestrian-related facilities (Table 5).
° In terms of the solid waste management indicators, only San Fernando-
La Union has been consistent in its ability and willingness in handling
solid waste. It scores 7 or higher in the following: percentage of
households with access to regular garbage collection; per capita spending
on solid waste management; and perceived cleanliness of community,
and gets an average (5) score in its degree of compliance with national
environmental standards. Except for relatively low per capita spending
on solid waste management, Baguio City continues to live up to its
reputation as one of the cleanest urban centers in the country. The city
ranks first in the degree of compliance with national environmental20 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
Table6.SolidWasteManagement
Solid Waste Management
Percentage of Per Capita Degree of Perceived'
Households with Spending on Solid Compliance with Cleanliness of
Access to ReguIar Waste National Community (S)
Garbage Management Environmental
Collection Standards
Rank Score vS. Rank Score vs, Rank Score vs. Rank Score vs.
vs. Bench- vs. Bench- vs. Bench- vs. Bench-
Sarnpl marks Sample marks Sample marks Sample marks
Angeles City 5 5.(90 nd nd -- 8 5.4b
Baguio City 2 8.00 5 1.00 1 5100 1 8.20
Cagayan de nd 3 4.00 6 3.00 7 5.50
Oro
Davao City 8 1,00 nd 1 5,00 3 7.15
Gen, Santos 7 1.00 2 4,00 1 " 5.00 4 "7.03
Iligan 9 1.00 8 1.00 6 3.00 5 6.17
lloilo 5 6100 6 1.00 8 ].00 10 4.42
San Fernando 3 7.00 1 7.00 I 5,00 2 7,78
Taclob_n 1 8.00 4 "1.00 1 5,00 9 5.40
Zamboanga 4 I 6,00 7 1.00 ' nd -- 6 5.80
standards and perceived cleanliness of community, and 2 in terms of
percentage of households with access to regular garbage collection.
Of the cities with data, only San Fernando, Baguio, Davao City, General
Santos City and Tacloban have acceptable solid waste management
facilities. Iloilo, Tacloban, and Angeles have the worst scores in termsf
perceived cleanliness.
• Although more and more households in the country's leading urban
centers are linked to the main channels of the information age such as
the internet and cable television, statistics show the relatively slow pace
in which things are happening (Table 7). A probable explanation for the
more IT-oriented cities, which still garner low scores, isthe proliferation
of both registered and unregistered internet shops acting as substitutes
to direct household connection. However, on a broader scope, factors
such as limited number of telephone lines, inadequate infrastructure,
and other unmet market requisites constrain the service providers
involved.21
Table7.AccesstoMedia-Technology-Power Supply
Access to Media and Techno!ogy Power Sup.p_ly
Accessto NumberofCable TV Electrification
Internet Subscribersviz. Coverage
.... Population .....
Rankvs. Score vs. Rankvs, Scorevs. Rankvs. Score vs,
Sample ,.B.enclnnarks Sample Benchmarks Sample Benchmarks
Angeles City 1 1,00 4 1.00 3 I0.00
Ba_uioCity nd -- .. Nd -- 1 10.00
Cagayande 5 1.00 2 2.00 5 8.00
Oro
Davao C.ity nd -- Nd ,. - 7 6.00
General nd -- Nd -- 8 4,00
Santos
llig_n nd -- ' 'Nd .... ""--
lloilo 3 1.00 "1" 3.00 6 "'6?00
SanFernando 2 1.00 3 2.00 4 10.00
Tacloban 4 1.00 5 I,00 1 10.00
Zamboanga ncl -- 6 1.00 9 3:00
Linkages with Growth Areas
• The linkages with growth areas driver is measured in terms of the
following: general accessibility (number of weekly domestic flights);
access to domestic markets (population viz. fast food chain outlets);
access to production inputs; and proximity to international markets
(Table 8).
• Relative to the benchmarks used, only Angeles City, Davao City and
San Fernando have cumulative scores of at least 5. Zamboanga City,
Iligan and Tacloban appear to be the least accessible and 'linked'.
• Iloilo City, Davao City and Cagayan de Oro have the most number of
weekly domestic flights. Davao City, General Santos, Angeles City,
Cagayan de Oro and Zamboanga, however, are the only cities capable
of having international flights (inthe present or near future), which could
further boost their competitiveness.
• Angeles City, San Fernando and Baguio City garner the highest scores
in terms of access to domestic market - as measured by the number of
fastfood chain outlets viz. population (Table 8).22 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
Table8.LinkageswithGrowthAreas
Accessibility Access to Access to Access to
._ Domestic Production International
Markets Inputs Markets
Number of 16opulationvlz. Proximity to Proximity to
E _' Weekly Domestic F_t Food Chain Major Sources of International
'_ _ l'light s Outlets Production Inputs Points _a
ofEntry .,andExit
Rank Score vs. Rank Score vs. Rank Scorevs. Rank S_r¢vs.
vs, Bench- vs. Bench- vs. Bent:h- vs. Bench-
Sample marks Sample marks Sample ma_s Sample marks
-'Angeles City 1 5.13 8 1,00 1 I0.00 1 7.35 4 6.32
Baguio City 6 4,83 7 1,00 3 1000 6 6.65" 7 5,48
Cagayan de Oro 4 4.32 "3" 6,00 5 2.00 4 6.67 5 5.92
Davao City 3 5.27 1 7.00 7 L O0 3 6.99 3 6.37
Gen, Santos 2 4.42 6 2"0'0 4 5.00 4 6.67 1 7.41
Iligan 9 "3.08 8 1,00 '1() LO0 2 7.33 9 5.06
Iloilo 7 4.07 l 7.00 9 1.00 8 "" 5,80 6 "5.57
Sa_l Fernando 5 " 5.00 8 1.00 2 I0.00 7 6.36 2 6.65
Tacloban 8 3.57 4 5,'00 6 1.00 8 LSO 1()'" 5.03
Zamboanga 10 3.21 5 3.00 ' 8 1,00 10 5,73 8 5,33
Quality of Life
• Five factors _brmed parts of the Quality of Life driver (Table 9):
a) General social welfare of society (infant mortality rate, squatting
population as percentage of total)
• poverty level/incidence was dropped because of inadequacy of
data on the city level
b) Peace and order (incidence of theft/murder per 1000)
c) Access to basic services (number of hospital beds per !000, number of
medical personnel, access to potable water)
d) Quality of living environment (population density, cleanliness of open
bodies of water)
e) Presence oftertiary level and higher level training institutions
Table9a. QualityofLife:Overall Rank/Score
Overall Rank/Score
Angeles Baguio Cagayan Davao General lligan Iloilo San Tacloban Zamboanga
de Oro City Santos Fernando
9 3 7 6 10 8 4 1 2 5
6.26 6,10 5.06 5.52 4.64 5.20 5.85 6.33 5.46 5.8823
* There were other indicators that are part of the benchmarking model
but not included in the analyses because of inadequate/incomplete data
for cities: i.e. price of a fixed basket of goods (measuring comparative
cost of living); house price-to-income ratio (measuring affordability of
housing); density of total suspended particulates during peak hours
(measuring quality of living environment); and access to public space
and urban amenities.
• San Fernando-La Union and Bagnio City get the first and third slots in
the rankings and the next highest over-all scores (both almost rated as
above average). Davao City, Cagayan de Oro, General Santos, and
Iligan rate low in similar areas, reflecting common weaknesses, e.g.,
squatting for Davao, Cagayan de Oro, and General Santos; incidence
oftheft for Davao and General Santos; and murder for Tacioban, General
Santos, and Zamboanga; number of medical personnel viz. population;
and access to potable water.
• One apparent problem in leading urban centers is the ever-increasing
number of illegal settlers/squatters (Table 9b). Six out of 10cities studied
show significant amount of problems with regard this (i.e., scores lower
than 5). These cities are those whose population is composed of at
least 15 percent illegal settlers (Angeles, 33%; Cagayan d Oro: 25%;
Davao: 15.57%; General Santos: 16.7%; San Femando 27%; Tacloban:
16.4%). Angeles, San Fernando, and Cagayan de Oro - cities with the
lowest scores, are migrant cities as well as regional centers. A common
"push factor" for the migrant squatters population is the very significant
socioeconomic disparities between the cities and the outlying regions.
Table9b. General SocialWelfare ofSociety/Peace and Order
General Social Welfare of Society Peace and Order
Squatting Population
Infant Mortality (also Measure of Inaldence of Theft Incidence of Murder
Kate Housing Availability) per !00, 000 per 100,000
Rankvs. S¢.ont vs, Par&vs. Sco_ vs. Raflkw S¢olc vs, Par&vs. Sco_ vs.
Bcncl-,_uk_ ._ml_¢ B©n_l_arks _ l_nchn_rks San_ Bemh_arks
Angeles City. , 2 9.00 10 1,00 ,, 4 I0.00 2 5.00
Baguio City 3 9.00 4 L O0 nd -- nd --
Cagayan de Oto 5 8.00 8 L O0 6 9.00 4 L O0
Davan City _ 4 9.00 5 3.00 9 3.00 1 9,00
G-_n.Santos 9 6,00 7 2,00 8 6,00 8 1.00
lligan 7 7,00 3 "6.00 2 10.00 6 1.00
[Ioilo 6 8.00 1 10.00 3 I0.00 5 1,00
. ..,
San Fernando I 9.00 9 1.00 1 I0,00 3 5.00
Taeloban 10 4,00 6 3,00 7 7,00 "9 " 1.00
Zamboanga 8 7.00 2 ]0.00 5 I0,00 7 1.0024 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
• Of the cities with available data on peace and order, Angeles and San
Fernando have the highest scores in both incidences of theft and murder
indicators. While Mindanao and Visayan cities score relatively high in
the first indicator, they rate very low inthe incidence of murder. Although
there are no data on Davao City, it is believed that a major cause of its
economic dynamism in the 1990s was the vastly improved peace and
order environment.
• While all cities seem to have adequate medical facilities, as measured
bythe number of hospital beds viz. the population, the number of "public-
oriented" medical personnel isvery limited (Table 9c). In terms of access
to potable water, at least two cities have less than half oftheir populations
without direct and formal access to potable water (lligan: 32%;
Zamboanga: 48%). Incomparison, an acceptable global benchmarks/
standards with regard access to potable water for leading urban centers
in emerging economies would be about 70 percent.
Table 9c. Quality of Life: Access to Basic Services
Access to Basic Services
NumberofHospital NumberofMedical Percentage of
Bedsper 1000 PersonnelEmployedby PopulationWith
theGovernment per Accessto Potable
00,000 Water
Rank vs, Score vs, Rank vs, Score vs. Rank w. ] Score vs,
Sample Benchmarks Sample Benchmarks Sample [ B_chmarks Angeles City l 10.00 nd. -- nd --
..BaguioCit;¢ 5 9.00 5 'I.00 1 9.00
Cagayan de Oro 10 5.00 1 2.00 3 4.00
Davao.City 7 7.00 8 1.00 5 3.00
General Santos 6 8,00 7 1.00 ....
.,Iligan 8 6.00 6 1.00 7 1.00
Iloilo 3 10,00 " 3 1.00 4 3.00
San Fernando 2 10.00 4 I.00 lad +-
Tacloban 4 9.00 2 1.00 2 6.00
Zamboanga 9 6,00 nd -- 6 2.00
• General Santos has very scarce raw data; however, because its data
were not confirmed, this city was dropped from this particular analysis.
It is however, worth noting that General Santos City's very low score is
because the construction and establishment of a public water system
are still going on.25
• Most cities (except Angeles, Baguio and Iloilo City) stillhave manageable
population densities and show signs that growth could still be
accommodated (Table 9d). Except for Iloilo and Angeles, all other city-
sample respondents perceive that inland waters and rivers still have
acceptable cleanliness levels.
Table9d.QualityofLife:QualityofLivingEnvironment




PopulationDensity _21eanliness ofO'pen NumberofTertiaryLevel
BodiesofWater(S) EducationalInstitutions
WithintheCit),
Rank vs, SGOl-Cvs. Rank vs. Score vs, Raslk vs, Score vs.
Sample ,. Benchmarks ,S.ample Benqhnmrks Sample. Benchmarks
" Angeles,City 8 4.00 9 4,56 5. 10.00
Bagui 0 City 9 2,00 6 • 5.91 4 10.00
Cagayan de 6 9,O0 8 5.67 6 1O. O0
Oro
Davao City 3 " 10,00 3 6,23 7 10.00
GeneralSantos "4 10.06 i 7,40 10 " 4.00
II]gan 2 10, 00 4 '6,17 8 " 8.00
Iloilo 10 1,00 10 4.32 3 10,00
SanFernando 5 10•00 2 6,30 I I0.00
Tacloban 7 800 5 '- 6.07 2 i0,00 ,,,
Zamboanga 1 /0.0() 7 5•77 9 6.O0
n San Fernando, Tacloban, Iloilo,Baguio and Angeles have the most number
of universities located within their jurisdictions. The cities of Iloilo and
Baguio are widely regarded as university centers, and can develop this
"cluster" as a strong foundation for the cities' development.
Dynamism Of Local Economy
• The dynamism of city-economies was measured by the general health
of the local economy (e.g., city product per household, growth in
exports, growth in investments, and growth in tourist arrivals) and the
degree of openness and internationalization (per capita export earnings
of cities' ports viz. country; earnings from exports as percentage of
city product).26 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
Table10a.DynamismofLocalEconomy:GeneralHealthofLocalEconomy
General Health Of Local Economy
City Product pet Growth Rate in Growth Rate i_ Growth Rate in Tourist
Household Exports Investments Arrivals
Rank vs. Score vs. Rank Score vs, Rank Score vs. Rank Score vs.
Sample Benchmarks vs, Benchr_trks vs. BenehmaJ,ks vs. B¢_dunarks
Sample Sample Sample
Angeles City '3 8.00 nd -- l0 1.00 2 ),00
Baguio City , 1 10,00 2. "10,00 9 2.00 ,_ 10.00
Ca_ayan de Oro 2 10,00 8 1.00 5 10.0 7 4,00
Davao City 5 6.50 6 2.00 4 10.00 5 10.00
Gen. Santos 9 4.00 4 ._.00 6 10.00 9' 1.00
Iligan 6 6.00 1 10.00 3 10.00 8 1.00
lloiIo 4 8,00 nd -- 2 10.00 nd 5.00
San Fernando i0 3.00 3 5,00 8 3.00 3 10,0'0
"['acloban 7 5,50 7 I.O0 1 10.O0 6 6.O0
Zamboanga 8 4.50 5 1.00 7 10,00 1 10.00
* Zarnboanga, Iligan, Iloilo, Baguio and Davao City garner the top over-all
scores and rankings (Table 10b). Baguio City's high level of economic
output and surge in exports, investments and tourist arrivals in the post-
earthquake years boosted Baguio City's high marks. Zamboanga City's
high scores, on the other hand, reflect its role as one of the premiere
international entrepots for Mindanao. As a matter of fact, the trade
indicators are responsible for the city's very high ratings. Meanwhile,
impressive growth in investments and a respectable performance in
tourism pushed lloilo's ratings.
Table10b.DynamismofLocalEconomy:OverallRank/Score
Over-aU Rank/Score
Angeles "'Baguio Cagayan Davao General Iligan 'iloilo Sarl Tncloban Zamboanga
de Oro City Santos Fernand
o
3 4 7 8 10 5 2 9 6 1
J'_33 5.67 5,17 5,58 5.50 7.'00 600 4.00 " 4.25 7.58
* lligan City's economy, although lagging behind growth intourism, leads
in investments and exports growth. Davao City's above-average score
viz, the benchmarks was brought about by impressive growth in
investments and tourist arrivals. General Santos had impressive growth
rates in investments in the 1990s.
* The computation for the city product per household (GNP of the city)
was based on the cities' average household incomes and the ratio of the
total household income and the GNP of the country. The formula, used27
by the United Nations Development Programme, is one of the various
ways in estimating total goods and services produced at the city level.
Baguio City, Cagayan de Oro, Angeles, Iloilo and Davao City have the
highest city product per household figures.
* General Santos City and Zamboanga City, although having below average
city product per household figures, lead the city-samples in terms of
openness and internationalization (Table 10c).
Table 10e.Dynamism ofLocal Economy:Openness/Internationalization
Openness/ln,ternationalization,
Per Capita Export Earnings of Earnings from Exports (Ports) as
City (Ports) viz. Country Percental_e of City Pr_uct
Rankvs, Scorevs, Rankvs. Scorevs.
Sample Benchmarks Sample Bealclunarks
AngelesCity nd -- nd --
BaguioCity 8 1.0b 9 1.00
Cagayan.deOro 4 5.00 "4 I.()() ...
DavaoCity 5 4.00 5 1.00
GeneralSantos 2 9.00 2 4.00
I1-igan ' 3 7.00 3 .. 2.00
lloilo nd -- 8 1,O0
SanFernando 6 2.00 7 1.00
Tacloba'n 7 2.00 6 1.00 J
Zamboanga 1 ./ 0.00 1 .. 10. 00
- Two cities register the highest rankings and scores for both per capita
export earnings of cities' ports as compared to that of the country and
export earnings as a percentage of city product. General Santos City's
entrepot activities have been boosted by the dynamism of
SOSKSCARGEN's agrisector, while Zamboanga City is pushed by the
trading of goods between Southern Philippines and the Association of
Southeast Asian Nation (ASEAN) Cities.
Responsiveness of City-LGU to Long-Term and Business Needs
- One of the most important drivers that shape urban competitiveness is
the responsiveness of the cities' leadership to the following: (a) business
needs; (b) fiscal capacity and local government health; (e) electronic
governance; (d) participatory governance; and (e) long-term urban
changes.28 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
• Top overall rankings/scores go to General Santos, lligan City, Davao
City and Zamboanga City (Table 1la and 1lb). General Santos City
gets above average ratings in terms of the number of days required to
secure business permits, general attitude toward business needs, internal
revenue allotment as percentage of city revenue, growth of city revenue,
and presence of fora with constituents. Tacloban City and Iloilo City
rank poorly in most of these indicators.
Table11a.Responsiveness of City-LGU to Long-Termand Business Needs:
Overall Rank/Score
Over-all Rank/Score
Angeles Baguio Cagay,'m Davao General Iligan I/oilo San Tacloban Zamboanga
de Oro City Santos Fernando
'8 5 7 6 1 2 10 4 9 3
3.90 4,87 5.35 5,07 6,59 5.5 4,42 4.24 4,68 5,29
Tablellb. ExistenceofLand-UsePlans
Existence of Land -Use Plans
Angeles Baguio Cagayan Davao General lligan Iloilo San l-acloban Zamboanga
de Oro City Santos Fernando
3 7 7 I I -- 7 3 3 3
---:,5.... 2.s J,S 1o.o w.o -- 2,5 510 s,o s.o
• Based on the results of a survey among businessmen, General Santos,
Angeles, and San Fernando are found to have the fastest turnover rate
in the processing of business permits, while Iloilo and Tacloban take the
most number of days (Table 1lc). On the other hand, Zamboanga City,
General Santos, Iloilo City and Iligan appear to have the leanest
government units while Angeles, San Fernando and Davao City have
the most nun_ber of government employees viz. population size.
• Perceived corruption is lowest in San Fernando, General Santos and
Baguio City while worst in lloilo and Tacloban. The next indicator, general
attitude of government to business needs, mirrors these scores. San
Fernando, General Santos and Baguio City are perceived as being very
supportive of their respective local business environments while lloilo
City and Tacloban City, although having respectable scores, rank last
among the 10 cities.29
Tablellc. Responsiveness ToBusinessNeeds
-- Responsiveness To Business Needs
Numberof Days Numberof Corruption GeneralAttitudeof
Requiredto Secure Government PErception (S) Goverrunontto
BusinessPermit(S) Employeesper 1000 BusinessNeeds(S)
• of the Population
R_mkvs Score vs Rank vs Score vs. Rank vs Score vs Rgnk vs Score vs,
Sample Bench- Sample Bench- Sample Bench- Sample Bench-
marks marks marks marks
Angeles Ci_,. 2 6.17 7 LO0 7 .5,39 6 6.83
Baguio City 8 5.11 4 5.00 3 6,27 3 7.28
Cagayan de 6 5.50 Nd -- 8 5,33 8 6.50
Oro
Davao City 5 5,65 9 1.00 6 5,78 4 7.05
General Santos " 1 6.57 2 8,00 2 6,48 2 7.$0
_ lligan 4 5,67 4 7.00 4 6.77 5 7,00
Iloilo 9 "'"- 5,00 3 8,00 10 3.82 9' 8,00
San Fernando 3 5,90 8 1.00 I 6.67 1 10.00
Tacloban 10 4,43 6 6.00 9 4.43 10 6,00
Zamboanga 7 5.37 1 9.00 5 5.'85 7 9.00
• In terms of fiscal health of local government units (LGUs), the internal
revenue allotment (IRA) as a percentage of city revenue and the growth
of city revenue were analyzed. Relatively self-reliant city-LGUs are
expected to have other sources of revenue and should only allow its
IRA to constitute less than half of their total revenues. General Santos,
Zamboanga City, Baguio, Iloilo City and Cagayan de Oro are the cities
that meet this standard. On the other hand, Cagayan de Oro and General
Santos City have had the highest growth in city revenue. General
Santos's IRA constitutes only about 38 percent of total revenue,
comparable to the leading cities of Metro Manila (Table 11d and 11e).30 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
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Tablelld. FiscalCapacityandHealthofLGU
Fiscal Capacity and Capacity for Openness
Health ofLGU Electronic
Governance
as%ofCity" Growth ofCity UseofITin Presenceof
Revenue Revenue Bureaucratic Forums/lnitiatiws
Processes toElicitOpinions
ofConstituents
Rank Score vS. Rank Score vs, Rank vs. Score vs. Rank vs, Score vs.
vs, Bench- vs. l_'_h- Sample B_nch. Sample B(meh-
Sample marks Sample re.arks marks marks
Angeles City 8 3.O0 9 2.O0 6 2.50 "7' 6.13
Baguio City 2 5,00 5 3.00 6 ,2.50 3 7.20
Cagayan de 5 5,00 1 10.00 1 10,0 8 6.00
Oro
Davao City 6 4.00 7 2.00 3 7.50 5 6.67
Gen. Santos 1 '7.00 2 7.00 5 5:00 1 7.32
lligan 7 ,/.00 6 2.00 1 10.0 4 7.17
Iloilo 4 5.00 8 2.00 5 5,00 9 5.98"'
SanFernando nd -- 10 I' 1.00 6 2.50 2 7.31
Tacioban 9 3.O0 4 4.O0 3 7.50 10 5,73
Zambo_nga 2 6.00 3_. 5.00 nd -- 6 6.5
Table lle. Computer-To-Bureaucrat Ratio
Corn ,uter-To-Bureaucrat Ratio
I . .... l,!: .... , "o,,o- "°',.0
• An important factor measured was the use of information technology in
the bureaucratic purposes. Cagayan de Oro and Iligan City have been
ranked as very competitive, while Davao City and General Santos rank
as above average and average, respectively.31
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Figure 5. Cost of Electricity for Industrial Use, 1999
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Survey Score in Six-point Scale35
Infrastructure
Figure 10. Growth inBuilding Construction for Nonresidential Use, 1995 to 1998
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Figure 11.Number of Banks per 1000 People, 1999
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Figure 13. Presence of Business Support Services
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Survey Score, in Six-poinl Scale
A survey score of 1 indicates that consultaney, legal, insurance and marketing services are
inadequate m the city A survey score of 6 indicates otherwise.
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Figure 16. Pavement Ratio, 1997
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Figure 17. Quality of Road System
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Survey Score in Six-point Scale
A survey score of 1 indicates that the road network is inferior because it brings about frequent
traffic congestion. A score of 6 indicates that the road network is able to facilitate the
efticient flow of vehicles.38 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
Figure 18.Ease ofMaking Domestic and International Long Distance Calls
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Survey Score in Six-point Scale
A survey score of 1 indicates that Interconnectivity among different telphone operators, and
making domestic and international long distance calls are difficult A 6 indicates ease,
Figure 19. Telephone Density, December 1998
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Figure 20. Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock, Average of 1995 to 1998
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• Figure 21. Percentage of Households with Access to Regular Garbage Collection,
1999
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Figure 22. Per Capita Spending on Solid Waste Management, 1998
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Figure 23. Cleanliness of Community
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Survey Score in Six-poim Scale
A score of I indicates that the cleanliness of the urban environment is not maintained by the
city government and citizens, A score of 6 indicates that cleanliness is well maintained,40 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
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Figure 24. Electrification Coverage, 1999
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Figure 26. Access to Cable Television, May to August 1999
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Linkages to Other Growth Nodes, Urban Centers and
Surrounding Growth Regions
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This is the status of weekly domestid and international flights during the data gathering segment
of the study. Note that Davao City does handle international aviation traffic, although on an
on-and-off basis Also, Angeles City, through the Clark Airport, can handle domestic flights by
special arrangement with carriers, Likewise, San Fernando's Poro Point airport can cater to
domestic flights.
Figure 28. Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain Outlets
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, . Survey Score in Six-point Scale
A survey score of 1 indicates that the city is located far from major sources of production, and
that the city is near production, inputs and that the duration of transport of raw materials is
reasonably short.
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A survey score of 1 indicates that the city is far from interna{ional points of entry and exit; the
process of moving raw materials is slow and inefficient; and the transport of goods/raw materials
to international markets takes too long, A score of 6 indicates otherwise.43
Quality of Life
Figure 31. Infant Mortality Rate, 1997
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Figure 32. Theft per 100,000 of the Population, 1997
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Figure34. ConsumerPrice Inflation,1998 (1994=100)
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Figure 38. Number of Medical PersonnelEmployed bytheGovernment per
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Figure 39. Percentage of Population with Access to Potable Water, 1997-1998
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Figure 41. Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water
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Survey S_ore in Six-point S_ale
A survey score of fl indicates that natural bodies of water in the city (i.e., rivers,lakes, creeks)
are dirty and hazardous to citizens" health. A score of 6 indicates these are clean and aesthetically
pleasing.
Figure 42. Number of Tertiary Level Education Institutions per 100,000 of
Population, 1999
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Dynamism of Local Economy
Figure 43. City Product per Household, 1997
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Figure 44. Growth Rate inExports, Average 1994 to 1998
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Figure 45. Growth Rate in Investments, Average of 1994 to 1998
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Responsiveness of the Local Government
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Survey Score in Six-pointScale
A score of 1 indicates that the length of time required to secure a business permit is too long.
A score of 6 indicates that the length of time is reasonably short.
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Figure 51. Corruption Perception
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Survey Score in Six-point Scale
A score of 1 indicates that the local government is riddled with corruption, A score of 6
indicates that the local government is transparent and honest in its dealings,51
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Survey Score in Six-point Scale
A score of I indicates that the city governmcnt is hostile and restrictive to business needs. A
score of 6 indicates receptiveness or willingness to accommodate business needs.
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Figure 55. Growth of City Government Revenue, Average of 1995 to 1998
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SurveyScore in Six-point Scale
A score of 1 indicates that the local government does not hold fora to elicit the opinions of
constituents. A score of 6 indicates that it does.54 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
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Table 12. Indicators Requiring Qualitative Analysis•
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts
City Is There an Is Basic Are there Is Specialized Researchers' Score
Industrial Infrastructure Foreign Infrastructure Remark
District? Adequate? Locators? Present?
Angeles Yes. Yes. Yes. None specified. -- %$0
Baguio Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Saturated. 7.50
No room for
growth,
Cagayan de Oro Yes. Yes. Yes. Nol -- 7.50
Davao Yes. No. Nota lot. No, -- 2.50
General Santos Yes, Yes, Yes. "Yes.... 10.00
lligan Yes. Yes. No. Yes. -" 7,50




San Femando Yes, but ...... Potentialyet 2.50
thereare unrealized.
nolocators.
Tacloban Yes.but ........ 2.50
there are no
Iocators.
Zamboanga Yes. Yes. _ Yes. Yes. -- lfi.fifi
Table 13. Degree of Compliance with National Environmental Standards
Governing Solid Waste Management
City Current Means of Concrete Measures Being Undertaken to Upgrade Score
Solid Waste Solid Waste Disposal (i.e., suitable site identified;
Disposal budget allocation, or legislation)
Baguio Open dumping. Construction of a sanitary landfill already planned. 5.00
Site identified, budget allocated.
Cagayan deOro Controlleddumping. Plans underway.No concretemeasuresspecified. 3.00
Davao Open dumping. Site selected. 5.00
General Santos Controlled dumping Budget allocated. 5.00
Ill,an Opendumping. Site selectionunderway. 3.00
Iloilo Opendumping. None specified, l._"-
San Fernando Open dumping. Sanitary landfill to beconstructed through the world 5.00
bank's solid waste ecological enhancement program.
Siteselected and feasibility study conducted.
Tacloban Open dumping. Plans underway. No concrete measures specified. 3.00
Table 14. Existence of Land Use Plans
City Status of Land Use Plan and Zoning Ordinance Score
Angeles Land use plan being reviewed for approval by the HLURB 5.00
Baguio Land use plan still beinA_ drafted by localgovernment 2.50
Cagayan de Oro Larid use plan still being drafted by localgovernment 2,50
Davao Land use plan and zoning ordinance enacted 10.00
General Santos Land use plan and zoning ordinance enacted 10.00
Ill,an Land use plan still being reviewed by the HLURB 5.00
lloilo Land use plan still being drafted by local government 2.50
San Femando l_and use plan being reviewed tbr approval bythe 5.00
provincial board
Tacloban Land use plan awaiting approval by provincial committee 5.00
Zamboanga Land use plan awaiting approval by HLURB S.0055
Table 15.Use of Information-Technology in Governance
City Computerization Operations Which have Use of GIS or Score
Efforts Ongoing? Already Been LARIS or
Concrete Measures Computerized LAN?
Taken?
Angeles Yes, Computer units None, No, 2.50
acquired,
Baguio Yes. Computerization None specified. No. 2.50
program underway.
Davao Yes, Various business Yes to 7.50




with the SSS and treasury
offices,
General Yes. Continuous Computer database in Yes to GIS. 5.00
Santos capability-building and business bureau.
digitizing of data.
Iligan Yes. Issuance ofbusiness Yes to GIS. 10.00
permits and licenses; tax
assessment and billing;
payments and collection;
assessment and billing of
fees and charges;
computerization of budget





Iloilo Yes. Computer units Electronic public No. 5.00
acquired, employment records; local
government website,
San Yes, Local government No. 2.50
Fernando. website;
Tacloban Yes. Business permits; tax Yes to LAN. 7.50
assessment; billing;
payments and collection;
billing of fees and
charges.
Zamboanga Yes. Feasibility study Electronic database of GIS present, 2.50
being planned, employment records, but not
utilized due to
lack of skills56 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
Insights on Overall Rankings and Scores
1. The quality of leadership affects the competitiveness of cities.
Strong leadership, which brings about directed planning and growth, isa
unifying element that could explain high scores and rankings, especially in
the infrastructure and quality-of-life drivers. Strong leadership--in the
private and/or public sector is present in cities that got the top five slots in
the over-all rankings (General Santos, Angeles, Baguio, San Fernando and
Davao). Its mayor, development planning capacity, very active business
groups, and the SOSKSCARGEN development office lead General Santos
City's leadership arsenal.
It is quite a different story for Angeles City. The city, although not
known for having an enlightened and proactive LGU, boasts of a strong
private sector. This is very evident in the number and degree of involvement
&business/trade associations and non-governmental organizations. Baguio
City's LGU has had a reputation of maintaining one of the cleanest and
greenest cities inthe country. City mayor Mary Jane Ortega of San Fernando,
La Union has been in the forefront in defining the vision and growth plans
for one of the country's newest cities, and even has gone abroad to market
her city's investment and growth potentials. For Davao City, the strong
leadership of Mayor Duterte has brought about Davao City's dynamism (by
providing the needed political stability), especially in thefirst half of the 1990s.
2. Urban development that gives due emphasis on the cities' quality
of life almost always helps nurture the cities' overall
competitiveness.
The cities of Angeles, Baguio and San Fernando, ranked second, third
and fourth, respectively, have above-average overall scores for the quality-
of-life driver. Local business environments, to be competitive in the long-
term, have to give due emphasis on the standard of living of their local and
transient residents. While there are urban centers that are good for residents
but not as much for business (agglomerating factors tend to favor
concentration of consumers than residents), it will be difficult to find those
that remain bad for residents but good for business.57
Above-average quality of lives affect productivity especially of labor.
Also, healthy urban centers nurture some kind of pride in the place and
enhance business dynamism in cities.
3. Growth regions- whether at the subnational or subregional level-
help cities enhance their competitiveness.
Research shows that the natureand strength of economic andphysical
linkage thatcities establish with their surroundinggrowth areas/regions can
further enhance the long-term competitiveness of the city-samples.
The top three cities mentioned earlier can use their adjacent or
surrounding growth areas (such as Clark Airbase for Angeles) as their
platform in the global economic game. Growth regions can offer cities
added competitive advantages in the formof:
• Shared resources/infrastructure facilities
* Complementing comparative advantages
* Shared efforts in attractinginward foreign direct investments
4. Figures point to the need for a shift in the country's urban policy ,
especially with the significant advancement of globalization and
local autonomy. The following insights are deduced from the results
of the study:
a) There is a need to rethinktraditional national urbanhierarchies that set
out pre-determined roles and functions to the country's urbancenters.
National urban hierarchies are starting to give way to global urban
hierarchies, such that "mid-size" urban centers that lessen their
dependence on the primate city would have greater chances of being
active players inthe global economy.
b) Improvement in the utilities sectors will have profound benefits on the
cities' cost competitiveness.
e) The LGUs have great control in minimizing indirect costs of doing
business, especially those that are related to bureaucratic costs and
lack/inadequacy of information.
d) Infrastructurepolicy needs to be pushed atboth the national and local
levels.58 RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
e) It isvery vital to physically and technologically integrate the major urban
centers.
f) There is a great need to review the present system of allocating internal
revenue. The present system tends to reinforce the socioeconomic
imbalances between the more- and less-developed urban centers.PART 2
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Table 1.Demographic Profile





._Latest Estimate (1999) 296.664
Population Density Average 1995 4:262.81
Annual Growth irate in Population 1970-198.0,._, 4.035,
1980-1990 2.30
1990-1995 -0.20
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 0.62
population under15and over65 dividedby
percentageof populationbetween15and65) ._
LifeExpectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 21.20
(in number of years) Median Age
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 22.20
(in n.umber ofyears) Median...Age
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 38.21
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate ..... 4.42 ..
Employment Rate 1998 91.74361
Table 2. Land Use Analysis
Land Use ExistingLand Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area(in of Total Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (insquare Land Use
kilometers) kilometers)
B_uilt-Up 26.6906 42.94 31.8717 51.27
Commercial 2.8424 4.57 3.6424 0.0586
Agro-lndustrial/ 0.7865 126 1.7778 2.86
Industrial
Total Land 62.1616 100 62.1616 100
Area of City
Table 3. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 0.0585 Wholesale and Retail Trade 1.120
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 0.3200 Transportation, Storage and 2.524
Communication
Manufacturing 1.742 Financing, Insurance, Real Estate 4.921
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water 2.64
Construction 1.935
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)62 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 4. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)/indicator [ Rank Score
Cost Of Doing Business 6 6
Average Rent of Conunercial Space in City (Affordability of Land/
Center Space for Industrial/
_Average Rent of Land for Industrial Use Commercial Use) _ 4 10
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof 1 7
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost of Electricity for Industrial Use (Cost of Power) 5 1
Human Resource Endowment 2 5.06
Adult Literacy (Presence of Skilled/ 2 10
% Of Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable 1 2
Diploma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with a College Degree 7 1
"'Ease of Training l%rsonnel (Eas e of Interacting 2 7.26
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 5 5.44
Growth in Building construction for Non- (Access to/ 2 10
R.esidential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 3 7.5
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 6 ]
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support 8 1
Presence of Business Support Services Services) 9 6.88
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road Per I 10
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 9 1
.per Kilometer of Road ..
Pavement Ratio 3 10
Quality O£ Road System 6 5.38
Ease of Making Domestic and International 8 7.34
Lon_; Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 3 9
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainability of 10 1
Transport) .
% of Households with access to Regular 5 5
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste
Degree of Compliance with National Management)
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
[-, . •
C!eanhness of Conmmmt_ 8 5. 46
_Electrification Coverage (Power Supply) 2 10
Access to Interact (Access to Media and 1 1
Access to Cable Television T.echnology) 4 1
Linkages with Growth Areas 1 5.13
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights (Accessibility) 8 1
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Ciaain (Access to Domestic 1 10
Outlets Markets)63
Table 4. Continued
Proximity to Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 1 7.35
Inputs Inputs)
Proximity to International Points of Entry (Access to 4 6.32
and Exit International Markets)
Quality Of Life 8 6.26
ln_hnt Mortality Rate (General Soeia'l 2 9
'Stlnarting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 10 1
Driver/(fact,or)/ Indicator Rank Score
Incidence of Tliefi per 100000 of the 4 1()
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000 of the 2 5
Populat!on
Local Inflation Rate (Price Stability) 5 I
Population per Hospital Bed 1 I0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed
by the Govermnent per 100,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population with Access to Potable
Water
PopUlation Density (Quality of Living 8 4
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water Environment) 9 4.56
Number of Tertiary Level Educalional (Prese'nce of Tertiary 5 10
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dynamism of the Local Economy 3 3.33
City Product per Household 3 8
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) 10 /
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals 2 /
Per Capit a Exports vis-a-vis Count D, (Openness/
_Exports as a %of City Product ...... Internationalization)
Responsiveness of the 1,GU to Business 8 3.9
and Long-Term Needs,.
Existence of Land Use Plans (Capacity to 3 5
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Changes)
Number of Days Required to Secure a 2 3,17
Business Permit
Number Of Government Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 7 1
of the Population Business Needs)
Corruplion Pcrceplion 7 5.39
General Attitt, de of Government to 6 6.83
Business Needs
IRA as a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 8 3
(Avera_,e of 1995 to 1998) and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 9 2
Extent of IT Use inBureaucratic Processes Capacity for 6 2.564 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Analysis
Anxious to shed its image as the G.I.'s complaisant hostess, Angeles
City has taken on an aggressive regeneration campaign that aims to secure
for itself a place in global markets• Traditionally, much of the economic
identity of Angeles has cleaved to the existence of Clark Air Force Base.
Even after the turnover of the base to Filipino hands, Angeles still relies
heavily on the Special Economic Zone, albeit with greater control over the
winds of fate.
Angeles City has a sizeable share in Central Luzon's envisioned role
as the industrial heartland of the Asia Pacific region• Planners intend the
Angeles-Clark conurbation to form a growth triad with Subic-Olongapo
and Metro Manila. Together with Subic, the Angeles-Clark conurbation
is to serve as the region's international gateway to global economies.
Moreover, the city is to play a major role in the country's W-Growth
Corridor. Angeles forms part of the growth area's industrial zone, hous-
ing CSEZ, Angeles Industrial Park, Angeles Livelihood Village and San
Simon Industrial Park.
Despite the presence of these industrial districts, services and trading
constitute the bulk of the Angeles economy. From 1995 to 1997, general
merchandise and labor service firms consistently accounted for 73 percent
of the number of registered firms in the city. On the other hand, industrial
firms took up, at most, a diminutive 5.4 percent of the pie. Investment
figures substantiate this picture• Growing at a pace that leaves much to be
desired, investment in Angeles is channelled dominantly to trading and la-
bor services.
With such an economy, it is no wonder that the Angeles City Urban
Regeneration Program (ACURP) banks heavily on tourism development
to cater to visitors who are indeed pouring in. The development of the
Clark airport and connective road infrastructure will hasten the pace of
growth in the city. How such rapid change will affect the social fabric of
the city remains to be seen. Presently, Angeles already suffers from the ills
of congestion as well as inadequate infrastructure and poor delivery of
health services.65
Unanimous concern has been raised over the severe traffic congestion
within the city and between neighboring towns. Angeles City boasts of the
highest road density among the 10emerging cities sampled in this study, yet
has one of the highest vehicle densities too. Moreover, private vehicle reg-
istration is growing extremely fast. The ACURP has identified the upgrad-
ing of main roads and expansion of the road network as one of its objec-
tives. This will be accompanied by the construction of drainage, water,
sewerage and garbage management systems.
A more pressing concern ought to be the large squatter population
thriving within the city. The National Housing Authority estimates that
16,515 families, or 33.19 percent of households within the city,are squatters.
Thus, ACURP plans to implement a social housing plan for urban
squatters. This comes hand in hand with other strategies for the social
sector, such as the improvement of education, population growth restraint,
drug abuse mitigation, the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases and
nutrition improvement. In the long run, efforts in social regeneration will
need to be complemented by aggressive investment attraction schemes to
invigorate the slow growth in investments. Investments must be channelled
to sectors that will increase the long-run productive capacity of the economy.
Only in this way can the domestic economy afford a better standard of
living for Angelefios.
On the other hand, a boon presents itself in the form of a highly-skilled
and educated labor force. This is evidenced by an adult literacy rate of
98.69 percent and a labor force with a better-than-average finishing rate in
basic education. Angeles City can step up this advantage with continuous
improvements in its education program.66 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Strengths, Weaknesses and Areas of Improvement
Strong Points
• Presence of strategic industrial districts
• Educated labor force and high adult literacy rate
• Expansive road network, as indicated by high road density
,, High growth rate in tourist arrivals
Weak Points
• Large squatter population, portent of deeper socio-economic problems
. Vehicular congestion
- There is a need to improve the existing road network, to accommodate
the ambitious role envisioned for the city
* There is a need to hasten the pace of investment and channel investments
to the right sectors67
BAGUIO CITY
Table 5. Demographic Profile






Latest Estimate (1999 Pr) 266.443
Population Density .Average 1995 4,639.70
Annual G.r.owthRate in Population 1970-1980 4.0775
1980-1990 5.3889
1990-1995 2.3884
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 0.56201
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
percentage of population between 15 and 65) ........
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 21.2
(in number ofye _ars)
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 21.5
(in number ofyears)
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People . . Latest Estimate . 24_.27
Crude Death Rate per 1000 Peop!e ....... Latest Estimate 3.4
Employment Rate 1998 " 86.5768 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 6. Land Use Analysis
LandUse Existing Land Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area(in 0fTotal Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
kilometers) kilometers )
Built-Up 28.7183 49,95 32.4612 56.4.7
Commercial 2.0135 3.50 2.1256 3.70.
Agro-Industrial/ 1.3039 227 0.517 0.90
Industrial
Total Land 57.49 100 57.49 100
Area of City
Table 7.Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 1.507 Wholesale and Retail Trade 0.508
and Forestry.
Mining and Quarrying 6.026 Transportation, Storage and 0.4851
Communication
Manufacturing 0.3568 Financing, Insurance, Real Estate
and Business Services 1.96
Electricity, Gas and Water 1.123 ...
Construction 0.7929
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)69
Table 8. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(Factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Cost Of Doing Business 8 5. 75
Average Rent of Commercial Space in City (Affordability of Land/ 6 6
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Re'nt of Land for Industrial Use Commercial Use) _ " 6 10
Average Cost of Acquiring telephone (Affordabilityof 6 6
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Servicgs )
Cost of Electricity for Industrial Use" " {,Costof Power) 7 1
Human Resource Endowment 5 7.08
Adult Literacy . 6 7
% Of Labor Force with a High School (PresenceofSkilled/
Diploma Easily Trainable
% Of Labor Force with a College De_ree Labor)
Ease of Training Personnel iEase of Interacting 3 7,17
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 2 6,35
Growth In Building Construction for Non- (Access io/ 3 10
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 3 7,5
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 5 1
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support I0 1
Presence of Business Support Services Services) 2 7,61
Road Density, in kilometers of road per 6 5
square kilometer
Vehicle 13ensity, in number of vehicles per (Road Infrastructure) 5 8
kilometer of road
16avement Ratio 1 10
Quality of Road System 4 5.8
Ease of Making Domestic and International 5 7.8
Lon_ Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 1 10
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainability of 9 2
Transport)
% Of Households with Access to" Regular 2 8
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste 5 1
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 1 5
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management .
Cleanliness of Community 1 8,2
Electrification Coverage (Power Supply) 1 10
Access to Internet (Access to Media and
Access to Cable Television Technology)
_ Linkages with Growth Areas 6 4.83
Number of Weekly Domestic Fli_hts (Accessibility) 7 1
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (Access toDomestic 3 10
Outlets Markets)70 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 8. Continued
Proximity to International Points of Entry (Access to 7 5.48
and Exit International Markets)
Quality of Life 2 6.10
Infant Mortality Rate (General Social 3 9
Squatting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 4 5
-- Driver/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Incidence of Theft per 100 000 of the
Population (Peace And Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000 of the
Population
Local hffiation Rate (Price Stability) 3 4
Population per Hospital Bed 5 9
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 5 1
by the Government per 100,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population with Access to Potable 1 9
Water
]_opulation Density (Quality of Living 9 ' 2
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water Environment) 6 5.91
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presence of Tertiary 4 10
institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
_c. Dynamism of the Local Economy 4 5.67 City Product per Household 1 )0
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of 2 10
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) 9 2
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals 4 10
Per Capita Exports vis-a-vis Country (Openness/ 8 1
Exports as a % of Cit_¢Product Internationalization) 9 1
Responsiveness of the LGU to Business 5 487
and Long-Term Needs
Existence of Land Use Plans (Capacity to 7 2,5
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Changes)
Number of Days Required to Secure'a (Responsiveness to 8 5."11
Business Permit Business Needs)
Number of Government Employees to '000 4 5
of the Population
Corruption Perception 3 6.27
General Attitude of Government to 3 7.28
Business Needs
IRA as a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 2 5
(avera!ge of 1995 to 1998) .. and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 5 3
Extent of IT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for 6 2.5
Compu_ter t_ Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance71
Analysis
Baguio City upholds its traditional role as the "summer capital" of the
Philippines; as well as the center of higher learning for Northern Luzon.
Tourist arrivalshave continued its upwardtrendsince the 1990 earthquake
that leveled the city, while students from the surrounding provinces con-
tinue to flock to one of the nine tertiary educational institutions in the city.
Being the seat of government during the summer months of the American
Period and the years following that was also a large factor in reinforcing its
role as the political and economic center for the region.
Trends indicate that tourism and services related to tourist and edu-
cational activities shall continue to fuel the city's economy. While ex-
ports also contribute a sizeable portion to the city's income, the limited
amount of space available for industrial activities curtails this sector's
future growth. A relatively pro-active resident community, supported by
a local government responsive to its needs have established a good qual-
ity of life for Baguio City residents. And while recent infrastructure projects
have improved access to the city as well as to production inputs fromthe
surrounding municipalities, ingress and egress from the city is disrupted
by the periodic closure of main highways due to landslides during the
monsoon season.
In the context of the planned Urban BLIST area, which encompasses
the municipalities of Baguio City, La Trinidad, ltogon, Sablan and Tuba, the
city is expected to play a crucial role as the area's urban and services
center. Conceptualized within the framework of the Northwest Luzon
Growth Quadrangle, the proposal was to arrest the emerging concerns
related to the increasing urbanization in the city by creating a framework
for the planned development of these municipalities into an efficient urban
environment. By decentralizing activities among these municipalities, econo-
mies of scale and productive efficiency are the expected outcomes.
However, before the city can proceed to fulfill such great expectations,
several issues need to be addressed at the onset. The lack of a clear eco-
nomic or physical development strategy for Baguio City poses a challenge
for the city's future. While the vision for the city as a "center for tourism72 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
and education in Northern Luzon" is unified, its strategic role in the region
is undefined. The immediate implications of this shortcoming are mani-
fested in the haphazard development trends now taking place in the city.
With only about 58 square kilometers in total area, most of which is either
built-up or remain untouched for construction due to steep slopes, Baguio
City needs to use its limited land resources more efficiently in order to meet
the spatial needs of its established industries.
More than the implications on the economic use of the city's available
land, recent urbanization patterns are threatening the preservation of the
city's natural and man-made environment. Long-time residents of Baguio
City lament that the city they see emerging before them is a far cry from
the lush mountain resort it once was. More and more, large concrete build-
ings that house shopping malls and residential condominiums are replacing
the city's forest cover.
Unabated urbanization trends, coupled with rapid population growth
have placed a tremendous strain on the city's infrastructure systems. The
city's limited water supply has been a persistent problem for residents.
The worsening air quality brought on by the rise in the city's private vehicle
stock, on the other hand, emerged only in recent years. Waste water treat-
ment facilities as welt as more efficient solid waste management measures
are needed if the city government intends to maintain the prevailing quality
of life for its residents.
The conflicting demands of progress and the preservation of tradition
brings Baguio City to an important crossroad on its path to development.
Capitalizing on the strength of its traditional roles can prove to be a great
advantage for the city, with the access it provides to a wide range of valu-
able production inputs such as labor and agricultural products, and a more
extensive market base. In particular, agri-based industries are a potential
growth cluster for Baguio City. The city has certainly taken the right path in
prioritizing the preservation of its natural environment. Its challenge there-
fore, is to place this within the context of its development objectives of
maintaining its stature as the tourist and educational center for Northern
Luzon. By pursuing this vision within the broader development frame-
work of the planned Urban BLIST area, Baguio City and the other mu-73
nicipalities in the area, can function more efficiently as an integrated metro-
politan network.
Strengths, Weaknesses and Areas of Improvement
Strong Points
• Availability of basic infrastructure services (e.g., water,
telecommunications, power)
• Presence of support services
• Responsiveness of the local government to business and community
needs
• Cleanliness ofthe environment
• Safe and comfortable quality of life
Weak Points
• High rate of growth of private vehicle stock
• Limited access to domestic and international markets
• High population density
• Low growth rate in investments, low volume of exports (as a percent-
age of city product)74 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
CAGAYANDE 0_o Clrr
Table 9. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate !1999 PrI 510, .000
Population Density Average 1995 0.88
Annua! Growth Rate in PopuLation 1970-1980 5.88
1980-1990 4.10
1990-1995 4.45
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 1995 63.83
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
percentage ofp0pulation between 15 and 65' ..
LifeExpectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 65.00
(in num.ber of years) (1995) _
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 67.00
(in number ofyears) .... (1995)
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People .LatestEstimate(1995 28.69
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People75
Table 10. Land Use Analysis
Land Use Existing Lane Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area(in of Total Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
kilometers) kilometers)
Built-Up 62.50 12.80 82.00 16.80
Commercial 2.57 2.57 4.00 0.82
Agro-Industrial/ 2.19 2.19 2.14 0.44
Industrial
Total Land 488.86 488.86
Area of City
Table 11. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 0.20 Wholesale and Retaii Trade 1.06
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 0.50 Transportation, Storage and 1.63
Communication
Manufacturing 0.86 Financing, Insurance, Real Estate 3.17
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water 1.30
Construction 1.10
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)76 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 12. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
D_rive.r/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Cost of Doing Business 5 6.0
Average Rent of Commercial Space in City (Affordability of Land/ 5 7.0 --
Center Space for industrial/
Averal_e Rent of L.aM {'orIndustrial Use Commercial Use) 3 10.0
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof nd --
Services Ibr Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost of Electric]Py'for Industrial Use (Cost of Power) 3 1.0
Ituman Resource Endowment 6 ' "7.33
Adult Literacy (Presence of Skilled/ "5 8,0
% Of Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable nd --
Diploma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with' a College Degree nd --
Ease of Training Personnel (Ease of interacting 5 6.67
with Labor Force) , ,
Infrastructure 7 4.57
Growth in-Building Construction for Non- (Access to/ 7 2.0
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 2 7.5
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 7 1.0
Net_]_oan'-Deposit Ratio Business Support l '" 10,0
Presence of Business Sup.port Services Services) 1 8.17
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road per 8 4.0
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 7 7.0
per Kilometer of Road
Pavement Ratio 7 1.0
.Quality.of Road System 10 4. 5
Ease of Making Domestic and International 10 6.88
Long Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 7 6. 0
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainability of 8 2. 0
Transport)
% of Households with Access to Regular nd --
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste 3 4. 0
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 6 3.0
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cleanliness of Community 7 5.5
Electrification Coverage (Power Supply) 5 8.0
Access to Internet (Access to Media and 5 1.0
Access to Cable Television Technology) 2 2.0
Linkages with Growth Areas 4 4.32
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights (Accessibility) 3 6.0
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (Access toDomestic 5 2,0
Outlets Markets)77
Table 12. Continued
Proximity to Major Sources of Production [ (Access to Production 4 "" 6,67
Inputs ,i Inputs)
Proximity to International Points of Entry (Access to 5 £92
and Exit International Markets) ,,.
Quality of Life 7 4, 72
Infant Mortality Rate (General_ocial 5 8.0
Squatting Populat!.on/Total Population' Welfare of Society) 8 1.0
Driver/(Factor)/Indicator .., Rank Score
Incidence of Thel_ per 100,000 of the 6 9,0
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000"o/" 'the 4 1.0
Population ,.
Local Inflation Rate (PriceStability) 10 1.0
i Populatton per Hospital Bed 10 5.0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 1 2,b'
by the Government per 100,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population with Access to Potable 3 4,0
Water
Population Density (Quality of Living 6 9,0"
_Cleanliness of Open [3odies Of Water -- Environment) 8 5.67-
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presence of Tertiary 6 10.0
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dynamism of tile Local Economy 7 5,17'
City Product per Household 2 10.0
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of 8 1,0"
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) 5 10.0
"'Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals "_/ 4.0
"-PerCapita. Exports vis-a,vis (2ountry (Openness/ .... 4 5.0
Exports as a % of City Product Internationalization) 4 1.0
Responsiveness of the LGU to Business 7 5.04
and Long-Term Needs
Existence of Land use Plans (Capacity to 7 2,5
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Changes)
Number of Days geq"uired to Secure a 6 5,5
Business Permit
Number of Government Employees to *000- (Responsiveness to Nd ---
of the Population Business Needs)
Corruption Perception 8 5.33
General Attitude of Government to 8' 6.5
Business Needs
IRA as a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity "'5 5,0
(Average of,!.995 to 1998) and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 1 " 10,0
Extent of it Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for 1 10,0
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance Nd --
Presence olr Initiatives/Forums to"Elicit Openness 8 "6.0
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Analysis
The total land area of Cagayan de Oro is about 489 square kilometers.
It includes about 25 kilometers of coastline and a fine deep-water harbor,
the Macalajar Bay. From a mere population of 52,000 people in 1948, the
number of inhabitants rose to 128,000 after 22 years. It almost doubled in
1980. Over 100 percent was added another decade later. From 1980 to
1990, the population has increased by 113,000. Surprisingly, between the
intercensal period of 1990 to 1995, the population of the city increased by
88,000.
A big part of the city,just like many other urban areas in the country, is
rural. About 80 percent of its total land area isconsidered as rural; however,
only 20 percent of the total population are actual rural inhabitants. The city,
especially its urbanized districts, have experienced considerable amount of
migration since the start of the post-war years.
In years of peace orpolitical turmoil, this city of"golden friendship" and
its economy has benefited tremendously from being the rest and recreation
haven of Mindanao. As years pass, however, there seems to be an ongoing
transformation of Cagayan de Oro from being just a bustling rest and recre-
ation city-port in the south to becoming one of the country's metropolitan
centers.
The official role and function of the city is straightforward. Continu-
ously being developed as one of Mindanao's premiere trade, services and
recreational center has been the raison de' Otre for its prominence, as
collectively noted by various national and local development plans and docu-
ments. On the other hand, the National Urban Development and Housing
Framework (UDHA) cites the function of the city, the regional center of
Northern Mindanao, as a major satellite of the country's tourism develop-
ment and provider &the highest level of health, education, banking, trade,
commerce and government services in the region.
The Cagayan-Iiigan Corridor (CIC) Master Plan cites a similar vision
for Cagayan de Oro; however, it notes that the city's role goes beyond its
physical boundaries, it being the growth corridor's most important urban79
center. The Mindanao 2000 plan pushes this role even further, saying that
its second highest-ranking urban settlement plays a pivotal role in an inte-
grated Mindanao economy, being the services center for its North Coast
Economic Growth Cluster3 This North Cluster, which includes CARAGA
and CIC, is envisioned to be: (I) a premiere domestic food-basket and agri-
industrial exporter; (2) the industrial corridor of Southern Philippines; and
(3) Mindanao's gateway to the domestic economy.
Cagayan de Oro seems to be heading toward metropolitan-hood. Glo-
bal economic integration (i.e. decentralization of international economic
activities) seems to have accelerated the expansion of medium-sized cities
of emerging regions and their industries. Investments tend to be moving
from established centers to the emerging periphery, partly because of the
latter's cheaper production inputs, advances in telecommunications tech-
nology and newly formed subregional alliances.
The overcongestion of Metro Cebu and Metro Manila on one hand, and
considerable development and growth in Cagayan de Oro's services, trade
and manufacturing sectors, on the other hand, might just help the latter
become an important secondary metropolitan node in the country. This in-
deed seems to be the inevitable next step for the city's long-term develop-
ment.
Statistics show that Cagayan de Oro has three leading growth clusters:
(l) sectors involved in business or corporate services; and (2) sectors in-
volved in transport, trade and communication. Figures also indicate that a
third leading growth cluster in the city would be sectors consisting of(light)
manufacturing industries such as those in food manufacturing.
Past research and data would point out that the competitiveness of
Cagayan de Oro relies heavily on the extent to which physical, technological
and economic linkages with the CIC-ADZ, Region 10, and the rest of
Mindanao are strengthened and further developed. The two most important
TheMindanao2000 classifiesthe Island'svariousgrowthregionsintothree major
EconomicGrowthClusterson thebasis ofresourceendowments,marketsinfrastruc-
ture, and products:North Coast AgriindustrialCorridor, SouthernMindanao Food
TriangleandEAGA AgriindustrialHub, and WesternMindanaoMarine Centerand
EAGATradingHub.80 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
linkages that have to be developed are: (a) transport and telecommunications
infrastructure links; and (b) linkages between the city and urbanized areas
and the rural hinterland. Infrastructure is an apparent weakness of the city.
Quality of the city's road network needs some improvement. The city spends
a relatively low amount on solid waste management and has not yet come
up with an updated land-use plan.
While the focus in the next 10 to 15 years should be on infrastructure
development, some sectors are still showing signs of continued growth and
may lead the city's next round of growth. For instance, domestic tourism, as
measured by tourist arrivals, still managed to achieve a 21 percent growth
rate in the first quarter of 1998, compared to the same period in 1997.
Occupancy levels also increased by about 6 percent during the same period.
This dynamism in domestic tourism is seen as an advantage to the city's
potential as gateway to Northern Mindanao's ecotourism sites such as the
Camiguin Island, the Eco-Village in Malasag, the farms of Bukidnon and
others.
The export sector could prove to be a crisis-resilient sector, as shown in
the 72 percent increase in the 1998 first quarter value of exports, compared
to that of the first quarter of 1997. However, the growth was offset by the
much greater increase of 146.65 percent in the value of imports. In the
short- and medium-terms, there is a need to push for the growth and export
of high-value agri-based products (e.g., mango). However, necessary and
sufficient post-harvest, storage, and transportation facilities and infrastructure
have to be put in place to improve the exports' quality and reduce the
presently high levels of spoilage
Also in the short- and medium-term, there is a need to promote the
image of the city as potential location for firms in the so-called quartenary
sector such as banks and consultancy firms. The relatively low costs of
commercial space and the city's emergence as the next metropolitan area
add to its competitive advantage.
In the longterm, Cagayan de Oro ought to develop its food-processing
industry. The sector can only be globally competitive in the long-term for81
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• Still low rent of land for industrial use
• Availability of skilled- and easily-trainable labor
• Presence of industrial zones
• Access to financial capital
• Presence of business support services
• Electrification coverage
• Access to tertiary-level and training institutions
• Growth in investments and exports
• Growth in city revenue
Weak Points
• Slow growth in building construction
• Poor quality of road network
• Low spending on solid waste management
• Relatively alarming incidence of murder
• Absence of updated land-use plan82 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
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Table 13. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate (1998), 1,1"16_950 .
Population Density .Average 1995 413.00
Annual Growth Rate in Population 1970-1980
1980-1990 3.37
1990-1995 322
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 1998 62.94
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
5_ercentage of population between 15 and 65)
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 66.60
(in number of years) (1997)
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 70.20
(in number of years) . (1997)
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People LatestEstimate (1997 31.24
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People LatestEstimate (!997 . 4.54
Employment Rate 1998 87.9083
Table 14. Land Use Analysis
LandUse ExistingLan¢ Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area (in of Total Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
__lometers) kilometers) .....
Built-Up _4_1. 22 14.17 127.62 43.88
Commercial 7.97 2.74 34.12 11.73
Agro-Industrial/ 8.44 2.90 70.59 2427
Industrial
Total Land 2,443.61 2,443.61
Area of City
Table 15. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 0.63 Wholesale and Retail Trade 1.33
and Forestry
Mining'find Quarrying 1.44 Transportation, Storage and 1.27
Communication
Manufacturing .... 1.03 Financing, Insurance, Real Estate 2.62
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water 1.10
Construction ' 1.08 ....
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)84 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 16. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(Factor)/Indicator ...... Rank Score
Cost Of Doing Business 2 7,75
Average Rent of Commercial Space'in City (Affordability of Land/ 2 ' 9.0
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Rent of Land for Industrial Use Comrr_rcial Use) 1 10.0
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof 5 ZO
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost Of Electricit_..for.Industrial Use (Cost of Power) 1 5,0
Human Resource Endowment 7 5,6
Adult Literacy (Presence of Skilled/ 7 7,0
% of Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable 5 1.0
Diploma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with .aCollel_e De_ree 4 8.0
Ease of Training Personnel (Ease of Interacting 8 6,4
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 8 4,96
Growth in Building Construction for Non- (Access to/ 8 1.0
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial'Districts Suitable Space/Sites 7 2.5
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 9 1.0
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support 3 10,0
Presence of Business Support Services.. Services) 5 7.37
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road per 9 3,0
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Inti-astructure) 3 9.0
per Kilometer Of Road
Pavement Ratio 9 1,0
Quality of Road,.System .... 7 5,32
Ease of Making Domestic and International 6 7.63
Long Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone De_i_ 10 L 0
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock ' (Sustainability of 1 9.0
Transport}. _
% of Households with Access to Regular 8 1,0
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spendin_ on SWM (Solid Waste Nd --
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 1 5,0
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cleanliness of Community 3 7.15
Electrification Coverage (Power Supply), 7 6.0
Access to Internet (Access to Media and Nd --
Access to Cable Television Teclmology) Nd --
Linkages With Growth Areas 3 5,27
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights ,.(Accessibility t 1 7.0
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (Access to Domestic 7 1.'0
Outlets Markets)85
Table 16. Continued
'i_roximityto Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 3 6.99
Inputs Inputs) ,
Proximity to International Points 'of Entry (Access to 3 6.37
and Exit InternationalMarkets)
Quality ofLife 6 5,11
Infant Mortality Rate (GeneralSocial 4 9,0
Squatting Population) Total Population Welfare of Society) 5 3.0
Driver/(Factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Incidence of Theft per 100,000 of the 9 3_0
Population (Peace andOrder)
Incidence of Murder per "100,000 of the 1 9.0
Population
Local InflationRate (Price Stability) 4 3.0
Population perHospital Bed 7 7,0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 8 1,0
by the Government per I00,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population with Access to Potable 5 3.0
Water
Population Densit_ (Quality of Living 3 10.0
Cleanliness ofOpenBodies of Water Environment) 3 6,23
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presenceof Tertiary 7 10.0
Institutions withinthe City Level Schools and
Higher LevelTraining
Institutions)
DynamismOt'The Local Economy 8 5.58
City Product perPerson 5 6,3
Growth Rate in Exports (General HealthOf 6 2.0
GrowthRate in Investments LocalEconomy) 4 10.0
Growth Rate inTourist Arrivals 5 10.0
Per Capita Exports vis-a-visCountry (Openness/ 5 4.0
Exports asa % of City Product Internationalization) 5 1.0
Responsiveness ofthe LGU to Business 3 5.07
andLons-Term Needs
ExistenceofLand UsePlans (Capacityto 1 10,0
Anticipate Long-Term
UrbanChanl_es )
Number of Days Required to Secure a 5 5.65
BusinessPermit
Number of Government Employeesto '000 (Responsivenessto 9 1,0
of thePopulation BusinessNoeds)
Corrup.tionPerception 6 5.78
General Attitude of (;overnment to 4 7,05
BusinessNeeds
IRA as a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 6 4.0
(Averageof 1995to 1998) andHealth)
GrowthOf City GovernmentRevenue 7 2.0
Extentof ITuse in BureaucraticProoesscs Capacity for 3 7.5
Computer to BureaucratRatio Electronic Govtxnance 6 '1,0
Presence of Initiatives/Forums to Elicit 'Optamess 5 6.67
OpinionsofConstituents86 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
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Analysis
Davao City is one of the largest urban centers in the country, both in
terms of land area and population. According to the country's national urban
development plans of the past two decades, the city has been identified as
one of the major growth centers of the country and one of the two major
metropolitan centers (together with Metro Cebu) meant to balance and
diffuse the over-concentration of economic activity in Metro Manila. From
a population of about 390,000 in 1970 and an urbanization rate of 45 percent
in 1970, this migrant city grew to become a settlement of over a million
residents with an urbanization rate of 70 percent. As a major metropolitan
area, the city is being groomed as an emerging international metropolis,
especially since it is said to be fast becoming BIMP-EAGA's (Brunei
Darussalem Indonesia Malaysia Philippines East ASEAN Growth Area)
defacto capital. As a growth center for industries, the city's vast land area
and access to abundant natural resources give existing and potential locators
sufficient economies-of-scale.
Davao City, together with the rest of the Davao Gulf area, pursues a
multiindustry development strategy. Its economy is made-up of several
healthy industries that could all develop into dynamic interrelated growth
clusters. Agriindustry, being the predominant economic sector in Mindanao,
isalso the underlying industry cluster that givesother industries slrong support
and foundation for their respective development. On the other hand, the city
also has strong services sector, as seen in its numerous educational and
research institutions, government offices, and consumer services-related
establishments. Other growth sectors include tourism and light
manufacturing.
Davao City's economy seemed to have been running too fast until 1996.
When the global financial crisis occurred in mid-1997, the weakness of
some of its sectors became more apparent. While the entire economy seemed
to be on a colorful growth path from the start of the 1990s, post- 1997 figures
paint a more realistic picture of the queen city's economy. This reality is
best summarized by the average household income figure, which dropped
by 10 percent in real terms, from 1994 to 1997. Davao City's frailties speak
of potential strengths brought about by size but failed to be fully optimized87
because of a lack of economic diversity and long-term outlook. Its production
sector, especially its exports sector, is dominated by very few products (i.e.,
banana and coco-based products). Most of its manufacturing sub-sectors,
aside from consisting of cottage industries, are mainly catering to local
markets.
Also, the city has not yet succeeded in coming up with a dynamic non-
resource*based and outward-looking production sector. A city like Davao,
while primarily based on agrirelated sectors, has to go beyond agriculture
and develop more propulsive and high growth sectors such as electronics.
The city's business associations seem to be pushing for the development of
small- to medium-scale industries as the bedrock of Davao's industrial
development in the next 10 to 15 years. However, leaders have to address
problems such as limited access to markets (outside Metro Manila and
Metro Cebu), lack of"regional" economies-of-scale through better transport
and trade links with the rest of BIMP-EAGA; limited technological
infrastructure and support (e.g., need for rhore research and development
centers); and limited access to capital.
Another weakness would be the monolithic nature and composition of
the city's investments. In 1996, about 68 percent of total investments went
to property development and 24 percent to tourism-related facilities.In
contrast, 77 percent of total investments that were poured into General
Santos City in 1997 were in the manufacturing and infrastructure sectors.
Davao City, however, still remains to be one of the most competitive
city economies in the region owing to its abundant natural wealth,
cosmopolitan culture, impressive business climate, still admirable quality of
life and a pool of skilled and easily-trainable workforce.
Potential growth sectors in the short- and long-terms include the
following:
• short-term: short-haul tourism sector, services sectors related to the
city's functions as a metropolitan center, and food manufacturing
* long-term: higher value-added agriobased products, small firm-driven
light industries, high-growth sectors, and the long-haul tourism sector88 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Strengths and Weaknesses
Strong Points
• Cost of doing business, especially availability of land for potential
development
,, Availability of skilled and easily-trainable labor
• Access to financial capital (high net loan-deposit ratio)
• Presence of business support services
• Dynamism of local economy as boosted by tremendous investors'
confidence
• Still impressive quality of life shown by factors such as controlled vehicle
density, degree of compliance with environmental standards, cleanliness
of community
• Links to surrounding growth area; proximity to abundant factors of
production and international points of entry and exit
• Peace and order situation
• Attitude of government toward business and long-term needs (city has
approved and updated land-use plan and has started to use information
technology for bureaucratic purposes)
Weak Points
• Infrastructure endowment
• Type of industrial districts
• Inadequacy and below-average quality of its road network
• Low telephone density
• Poor access of households to regular garbage collection
• Increasing number of squatters
• Relatively high incidence oftheft
• Relatively low exports level
• Bloatedlocal bureaucracy
• And low growth in city revenue89
GENEP_AL SANTOS Clrr
Table 17. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate (,I999 ) 396,414
Population Density Average 1995 605
Annual Growth Rate in Population 1970-1980 5.80 -I
1980-1990 3.37 ..I
1990-1995 5.14
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 1998 72.86
population under15andover65 dividedby
Aoercentage of populationbetween15 and 65)
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 57.32
(in number of years)
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 65.18
(in number ofxears )
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 17.54
Crude Death Rate per 1000 .People Latest Estimate 5.38 _,
Employment Rate 1998 86.8090 cITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 18. Land Use Analysis
Land Use Existing Land Existing % I Proposed Land Proposed
Area (in ofTotal Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
kilometers) kilometers)
Built-Up 42.02 7.84 94.21 17.57
Commercial 5.63 1.05 15.36 2.87
Agro-Industrial/ 6.47 1.21 54.37 10.14
industrial
Total Land 536.06 536.06
Area of City
Table 19. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 1.02 Wholesale and Retail Trade 1.06
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 0.30 Transportation, Storage and 1.03
Communication
Manufacturing 0.90 Financingl Insurance, Real Estate 1.96
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water 1.26
Construction 0.78
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)91
Table 20. Comp.etitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)../Indicator Rank Score
' (_ost Of Doing Business 3 8.67
Average Rent of Commerciai Space in City (Aflbrdability of Land/ 1 10.0
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Rent of La.ncltbr Industrial Use Conunercial Use) 2 10.0..__
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof 8 6.0
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost of Electr!c_it:¢for industrial Use (Cost of Power) nd --
lluman Resource Endowment 8 5.14
Adult.L iteracy (Presence of Skilled/ 8 6.0
% Of Labor Force with a High 'School Easily Trainable 4 1.0
Diploma .. Labor)
% Of Labor Force with a College Degree 5 7.0
Ease of Training Personnel (Ease of Interacting 7 6.57
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 3 5.23
Growth in Bui'lding Construction lbr Non- "- (Access to/ 6 2.0
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 1 10.0
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Popul'ation Size (Access to Finance and 10 1.0
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Busin'ess Support 2 7.0
Presence of Business Support Services Services) 7 7.04
Road'Density in kilometers of road per 7 4.0
square kilometer
Vehicle Density, in'number of vehicles per (Road Infrastructure) 4 9.0
kilometer of road
Pavement Ratio 5 710
Quality of Road S_.stem ... 1 7.4
Ease of Making Domestic and International 9 7.14
Long Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 6 7.0
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainability of 5 4.0
., Transport)
% of Househoi_ with Access to Regular 7 1.0
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste ... 2 4.0
Degree of Compliance with National Management) i 5.0
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cleanliness of Communit2. .... 4 7.03
.E.lectrification Coverage .... (Power Suppl..v} 8 4.0
Access to Internet (Access ,o Media and nd --
Access to Cable Television Technology) nd --
Linkages with Growth Ar._eas 2 4.42
Number ofWeeldy Domest!c Fli#ts (Accessibility).. 6 2.0
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (Access to Domestic 4 5.0
Outlets Markets)92 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 20. Continued
Proximity to Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 4 6 67
Inputs Inputs)
Proximity to International Points of Entry (Access to 1 7.41 --
and Exit International Markets)
Quality of Life 10 4.12
IJa.n ! M0rtality Rate (General Social ' 9 6.0
Squatting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 7 ' ' 2,0
Driver/(Factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Incidence of Theft per 100,000 of the 8 6,0
Pop,u.l.ation (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100_0()0 of the 9 1,0
Population
Local Inflation Rate (Price Stability) 8 " 1.0
Population per Hospital Bed 6 8,0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 7 1,0
by the Governnlent per 100,000 of the (Access toBasic
_Population Services)
% of Population with Access to Potable Data/_o't Verified
Water
P_. ?/ation Density (Quality of Living 4 10.0
Cleanliness Of Open Bodies of Water Environment) 1 7,4
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presence of Tertiary 1[_' 4,0
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dyt_amism of the Local Economy 10 5.5
City Product per Household 9" 4,0
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of 4 5.0
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) 6 10.0
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals 9 1.0
Per Capita Exports vis-a-vis Country (Openness/ . "" 2 9.0
Exports as a % ot_C!ty Product Internationalization) 2 4:0
Responsiveness of the LGU to Business 1 6.59
and Long-Term .... Needs
Existence of Land Use Plans (Capacity'to 1 10.0
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Changes)
Number of Days Required to Secure a 1 6.57
Bnsiness Permit
Number' of Government Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 2 8,0 ....
of t_hePopulation Business Needs)
Corruption Perception 2.... 6.48
General Attitude of Government to 2 7.5
Business Needs
IRA as a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 1"' 7.0
(Avera..g.e. of 1995 to 1998) and Health)
Growt.h of City Government Revenue , ,, 2 7,0
Extent of IT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for 5 5.0
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance 1 1,0
Presence of hfitiatives/Forums-'to Elicit Openness 1 .... 732
Opinions of .Constituents93
Analysis
In 1997, about 70 percent of the total investments poured into General
Santos City were in the infrastructure and manufacturing sectors. While
other leading cities had investments mostly in property development and
other services sectors, General Santos had started to build on its long-term
competitiveness, givingdueemphasis onagri-industrialization,good planning
and governance andmassive infrastructure building.
Under the national and regional physical framework plans, General
Santos City has been envisioned to be a Regional Industrial Center (RIC)
and secondary growth center in Southern Mindanao. However, the dynamism
&the SOSKSCARGEN development zone during the past decade led this
relatively young urban center to pursue a much bigger role. The growth
area's agri-based sector has attracted so much foreign capital, especially
from development and donor agencies, infusing investment on impressive
road networks, a brand new airport, state-of-the-art development planning
equipment and others. According to the proposed 1998to 2008 comprehensive
development plan, by the year 2010, General Santos City shall be transformed
into a leading trade and financial hub in Mindanao.
Fishing isone of the biggest industries inthe city. The sector has actually
helped trigger the economic boom being experienced by the city today.
General Santos City's marine-based products have caught international
recognition. For instance, in 1998,the fishing industry share about 48 percent
of the value of exports. Although the city is only the second leading fish
landing area in the country (next to Navotas), it is number one in higher-
value fish products such as tuna. Sashimi-grade tuna has found its way to
Japan and first-class hotels in Metro Manila. The rest is canned by the five
biggest tuna canneries that have a combined capacity of 570 metric tons a
day or consumed by the domestic market.
General Santos has abundant marine resources and is situated in a very
strategic site. The country is located along the so-called tuna belt, which
runs from the East Central Pacific Ocean. Aside from the Pacific fishing
grounds, other fishing areas such as the Moro Gulf and the Celebes Sea are94 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
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also very rich in tuna. Today, the city has over 40 commercial fishing firms
landing a combined volume of 8,000 metric tons offish per month.
The city's economy likewise depends on pineapple, bananas, coconuts
and cattle. Agriculture will continue to play amajor role in the city's industrial
development. The rate of the sector's growth continues to determine the
structural changes in the industrial and the services sector. As part of the
general industry development plan, manufacturing will be enhanced so that
the processing of locally produced agricultural products can be made possible.
The industrialization thrust of General Santos calls for the massive
development of its infrastructure and utilities.
The master plan of the city maps out a development path geared toward
not just the agri-based industries, but also toward the manufacturing and
tourism sectors. Agri-based sectors would develop food processing, while
manufacturing will center on shipbuilding and repair, packaging products
such as boxes and tin, coco coir, foundry and metal fabrication, handicrafts,
furniture, electronics and garments.
The establishment of an agro-marine processing zone, which will be
built next to the newly completed fish port complex, is expected to intensify
growth in the city's fishing industry. Innovative efforts in improving related
activities such as tuna farming will boost the country's bid to become one of
the world's major suppliers of processed fish.
The fishing industry isexpected to be enhanced by infrastructure building
and good development planning, which seems to have been the major
backbone of the city's economic dynamism.
Some of the major issues confronting the full development of major
industries are as follows:
* Border conflicts with ASEAN neighbors and other adjacent
municipalities
• The lack of a water, sewerage, and Solid waste management systems
• The decline in the fish catch
• The lack of supply95
Strengths and Weaknesses
Strong Points
• Low costs of doing business, especially access to land that can be
developed
• Infrastructure, especially quality of road network and ports
• Presence and type of industrial zones
• Access to finance
• Cleanliness of community and environment; handling of solid waste
• Proximity and linkages to surrounding growth area (SOSKSCARGEN)
• Very active exports/trade sector
• Responsiveness of LGU to long-term and business needs: existence of
approved and updated plans, efficient bureaucracy, low corruption
perception
• Use of iT in local governance
• Participation of private sector in development initiatives
Weak Points
• Basic infrastructure (water, garbage collection)
• Below-average quality of life (low access to urban amenities, relatively
large squatting population, relatively high incidence of murder, high local
inflation rate)96 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
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Table 21. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate (1999 Pr 303.211
Population Density Average 1995 303.21l
Annual Growth .R..at_e in Population 1970-1980 0.602
1980-1990 0.534
1990-1995 0.205
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 0.594
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
percentage of population between 15 and _6,5)
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 63.47
(in ntmaberof years) .......
Lii_Expectancy:Women Latest Estimate 69.41
(in number of years) .....
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People 31.8
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People ..... 63.0
Employment Rate 1998 86.297
Table 22. Land Use Analysis
Land Use Existing Lane Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area(in of Total Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (insquare Land Use
kilometers) .. kilometers)
B.uilt-Up - 5.49 - -
Commercial - 0.04 .... -_ -
Agro-Industrial/ - 0_73 - -
Industrial
Total Land - - -
Area of City
Table 23. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery - Wholesale and Retail Trade -
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying - Transportation, Storage and -
Communication
"Manufacturing - Financing, Insurance, Real Estate
and Business Services
Elec_ici'ty, Gas and Water -
Construction
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)98 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 24. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Cost Of Doing Business 10 4 33
Average Rent of Commercial Space in Cit3J (Affordability of Land/ ....
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Rent of Land for Industrial Use Commercial Use) 7 I0
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof 9 2
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost of Electricity ]_orIndustrial Use (Cost of Power) ...... -- __.
Human Resource Endowment 3 6.17
Adult Literacy (Presence of Skilled/ ....
% O_" Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable 6 1
Diploma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with a College Degree 2 10
Ease of Training Personnel (Ease of Interacting 1 7.5
with Labor Force)
--- infrastructure 8 4,68
,=.
Growth in Building Construction for Non- (Access to/ 5 4
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 3 7.5
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 4 1
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support 4 1
Presence of Business Support Services Services) 4 7.42
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road Per 10 2
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 2 9
per Kilometer of Road
Pavement Ratio ....
Quality Of Road System 2 6. 67
Ease of Making Domestic and Interna'tianal 7 7.3
Long Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Demity 8 5
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainabili_ of 2 8
Transport)
% of Households with access to Regular 9 1
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste 8 /
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 5 3
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cleanliness of Community 5 6.17
Electrification Coverage (Power.Supply) ....
Access to Internet (Access to Media and ....
Access to Cable Television Technology) _ ,.
Linkages with Growth Areas 9 3.08
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights (Accessibility) 8 1
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (Access toDomestic 10 I
Outlets Markets)99
Table 24. Continued
I Proximity to Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 2 1
Inputs Inputs.)
Proximity to International Points of Entry (Access to 9 7.33
and Exit International Markets)
Quality Of Life 9 5,20
Infant Mortality Rate (General Social 7 7.0
Squatting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 3 6
Driver/(factor}/Indicator Rank Score
Incidence of Theft per 100,000 of the 2 10
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000 of the 6 ]
Population
Local Inflation Rate (Price Stability) 9 ]
Population per Hospital Bed 8 6
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 6 1
by the Government per 100,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population with Access to Potable 7 1
Water
Population Density (Quality of Living 2 10
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water Environment) 4 6,17
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presence of Tertiary 8 8
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dynamism of the Local Economy 5 7
City Product per Household 6 6
Growth Rate inExports (General Health of 1 10
Growth Rate inInvestments Local Economy) 3 10
Growth Rate inTourist Arrivals
Per Capita Exports vis-a-vis Country (Openness/ 3 7
Exports as a % of City Product Internationalization) 3 2
Responsiveness of the LGU to Business 2 5,5
and Long-Term Needs
Existence of Land Use Plans (Capacity to 3 5
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Changes.)......
Number of Days Required to Secure a 4 5.67
Business Permit
Number Of Government Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 4 7
of the Population, Business Needs)
Corruption Perception 4 6.17
General Attitude of Government. to 5 7
Business Needs
IRA as a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 7 4
(Ayera_e of 1995 to 1998) and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 6 2
Extent of IT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for 1 10
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance 2 1
Presence of Initiatives/Forums to Elicit Openness 4 7.17
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Analysis
The economy of Iligan City is dominated by community, social and
personal services, as evidenced by the sheer number of laborers the sector
employs. Wholesale and retail tradeis the second largest industrygroup in
the city. The local government's thrustis for IliganCity toachieve balanced
sustainable growth andexcellent quality of life.
The vision for an excellent quality of life is yet to be realized since the
city measures 5.20 in this criterion. Rapid consumer price inflation, limited
access to potable water and a large squatting population are issues Iligan
residents have to contend with. The inadequacy of basic infrastructure such
as solid waste collection services is another concern.
On the other hand, Iligan City performs extremely well in the economic
arena. The city has been increasing its exports at four times the pace of the
rest of the country. Investments have been pouring in 12times faster than the
rate of increase of Board of Investments (BOI)-registered investments in the
country. These economic indicators have to be complemented with equally
impressive social indicators ifthe growth ofIligan City isto be sustainable.
Strengths, Weaknesses and Areas of Improvement
Strong Points
* Inexpensive rent of land for industrial use
• High percentage of labor force with college degree
• Low incidence of theft
• High growth rate in exports
• High growth rate in investments
• Ardent efforts in integrating information technologies in governance
Weak Points
• Weak access to finance
, Limited reach of solid waste management services
, Under-investment in solid waste management
• High consumer price inflation rate
• Large squatting population
• Limited reach of water utility services101
ILOILO CITY
Table 25. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate (1999 Pr)! 356,016
Population Density Averase 1995 3_922.83
Annual Growth Rate in Pooulation 1970-1980 1.50
1980-1990 2.40
1990-1995 1.47
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 58.90
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
0ercenta_eof Oopulation between15and 65)
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate,
(in number of years)
Life_: Women Latest Estimate
(in number of years) .....
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People 21.63
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People 7.89
Employment Rate 1998 85.50102 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 26. Land Use Analysis
Land Use Existing Land Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area(in of Total Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
kilometers ) kilometers)
Built-Up 19.78 23.90 - -,
Commercial 1.35 3.50 - -
Agro-Industrial/ 0.84 1.00 - -
industrial
Total Land 82.85 26.50 -
Area of City
Table 27. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 0.16 Wholesale and Retail Trade 1.39
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 0,00 Transportation, Storage and 0.83
Communication
Manufacturing 0.68 Financing, Insurance, Real Estate 1.53
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water 1.83
Construction 1.13
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)103
Table 28. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Cost Of DoingBusiness 7 4.0
AverageRent of CommercialSpace inCity (Affordabilityof Land/ nd --
Center Spacefor Industrial/
AverageRentof Landfor IndustrialUse CommercialUse) nd --
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof 4 7.0
Services forCommercialPurposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost ofElectricity for industrial Use (Cost of Power) g " 1.0
Human Resource Endowment 1 6.97
Adult Literacy (Presenceof Skilled/ 3 10,0
% Of Labor Force"with a High School Easily Trainable 3 1.0
Diploma Labor) ......
%OfLabor ForCewith a CollegeDegree I 10.0
Ease of Training Persormel (Ease of Interacting 4 6.87
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 4 5.59
Growth in Building Construction for Non- (Access to/ 1 10,0
Residential Use Availabilityof
Presence/Type of industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 10 1,0
/b.r, Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-visPopulation Size (Access to Finance and 1 9,0
Net Loan-DepositRatio BusinessSupport 5 I.0
Presenceof BusinessSupport Services SeNices) 3 7.5
Road Densityl in Kilometers of Road Per 2 9,0
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 10 10.0
_perKilometerof Road
PavementRatio 2 I0,0
Quality Of Road System 9 4.6
Ease of Making Domesticand International 2 8, 75
Lon_ Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
TelephoneDensity 5 8.0
Rate of Growthof PrivateVehicle Stock (Sustainabiiityof 3 5.0
Transport)
% of Households with access to Regular 5 6.0.....
Garbage Collection
Per Capita SpendingonSWM (Solid Waste 6 1.0
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 8 1.0
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cleanliness ofCommunity 10 4.42
Electrification Coverage (Power Supply) 6 6.0
Access to lnternet (Accessto Mediaand 3 1.0
Access to Cable Television Technology) 1 3,0
Linkages with Growth Areas 7 4.07
Number of WeeklyDomesticFlights (Accessibility) I _'.'0 .....
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (AccesstoDomestic 9 1.0
Outlets Markets)104 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 28. Continued
Proximity to Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 8 5,8
Inputs Inputs)
Proximity to International Points of Entry (Access to 6 5.57
and Exit International Markets)
Quality Of Life 4 5.44
Infant Mortal'ity Rate '" (General Social 6 8. 0
Squatting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 1 10. 0
" ,. Driver/(factor)/In_licator Rank Score
Incidence of Thelt per 100,000 of the 3 10,0
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000 o'f the 5" 1.0
Population
Local Inflation Rate (Price Stability) 1 6.0
Population per hospital Bed 3 10.0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 3 1.0""
by the Government per 100,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population with access to Potable "- 4 3.0
Water
Population Density (Quality of Living 10 1,0
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water Enviro2maent) £0 4,32
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presence of Tertiary 3 10.0
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dynamism of the Local Economy 2 6,0
City Product per Household 4 8. 0
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of nd --
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) 2 10. 0
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals ? 5. 0
Per Capita Exports vi's-a-vis Country (Oi_'enness/ nd --
Exports as a %of City ,firoduct Internationalization) 8 1.0
Responsiveness ot;the LGU to Business "' 1'0 4.42
and Long-Term Needs
Existence of Land Use Plans i'Capacity to '7 2.5 "--
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Changes)
Number of Days Required to Secure a 9 5.0
Business Permit
Number Of Government Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 3 8.0
of the Population Business Needs)
Corruption Perception 10 ' 3.82
General Attitude of Government to 9 8.0
Business Needs
IRA As A % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 4 5.0
(Average of 1995 to 1998) and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 8" 2.0 ....
Extent of IT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for "" 6 2.5
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance 8 1.0
Presence of Initiatives/Forurrks to Elicit Openness 9 5198
Opinions of Constituents105
Analysis
Iloilo City is one of the major economic centers in the Philippines and
the principal urban center of the Western Visayas Region. Traditionally, it
has been the center for trade and services and the primary point of access
to andfromthe islands of Panay and Guimaras.Wholesale and retail estab-
lishments make up half of the total number of registered businesses, and
service establishments account for most of the remaining firms. Trends in
the sectoral growth indicate that this is unlikely to change.Most ofthe newly
registered firms for 1995 to 1997 are engaged in trade and services.
The city is also seen as a key player in the region's drive to attract
investors and develop a manufacturing base of finns that will take advan-
tage ofthe region's agriculharal products.The Panay-Guimaras-Negros Agro-
Industrial Development Project (PAGNAI-ADP) designates Iloilo City as
the People Industrial Enterprise (PIE) forthe Regional Agro-industrial Center
(RAIC) inthe neighboring municipality ofPavia. Inthis capacity, it isto play
its role as conduit for the movement of inputs and output from the RAIC
and provider of support services. The PIE and other District Agro-Indus-
trial Centers (DAICs) are also expected to provide intermediate processing
of indigenous raw materials or produce final products wherein they have a
recognized comparative advantage. The city's sectoral plan on industry de-
velopment goes further by proposing the development of an alternative
RAIC in the city's districts. This RAIC will accommodate small- and me-
dium-sized firms.
Several issues, however, need to be addressed if the city is to adequately
fulfill these roles. The overwhelming majority of commercial establishments
are classified as micro or cottage enterprises. The city has virtually no
manufacturing industry to speak of, with only 6 percent of all establishments
classified as manufacturing firms and a fiat growth in this sector in the past
three years.
The lack of an effective incentives program for the development of
these sectors is symptomatic ofthe absence of the city government's business
policy direction. Interviews with key informants point to the confrontational
nature of city politics and overly bureaucratic government machinery. The106 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
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continuity of what passes off as policy is not guaranteed as the present
administration is on its last term. All these contribute to the uncertainty in
the business environment.
The lack of space and the requisite infrastructure are also cited as
critical factors. The city's central business district is only 2.89 square kilo-
meters but more than half of all establishments are located there. The lack
of an updated land use plan has led to the inappropriate locatibn of manu-
facturing firms in residential districts. As expansion of commercial and in-
dustrial activity is foreseen, encroachment on agricultural land is inevi-
table and this is not being looked on too kindly by some sectors.
The congestion in the central city has also resulted in high levels of air
pollutants and indirectly in the increased propensity for flooding as natural
waterways are being obstructed by human settlements and commercial
establishments. Ninety percent of Iloilo City is susceptible to flooding as it
lies just 2 meters above sea level. In addition, the lack of proper disposal
facilities for sewerage and solid waste are similarly being looked at as
requiring immediate attention.
The drive for industrialization within the city is not seen as a viable long-
term prospect and would be difficult to achieve given the above constraints.
Increased links with industrial centers in the rest of the province could prove
to be more appropriate. These concerns, however, do not remove the distinct
advantage that is afforded the city because of its strategic location. In




• Low labor costs
• Adequate human resources, presence of good schools and availability
of college graduates
• Presence of more-than-adequate business support services
Weak Points"
• Lack of space; high rental rates and cost of power
• High costs of shipping andlack of direct access to internationalmarkets
• High population density and lack of public space
• High perceived corruption and inefficient bureaucracy
• Inadequate infrastructureto address environmental concerns108 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
SAN FERNANDO CITY
Table 29. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate (1999 Pr) 97.951
Population Density Average _. 1995 860.2451
Annual Growth Rate in Population 1970-.1980 2.37
1980-1990 2.42
1990-1995 1.59
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 0.61
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
percentage of pop.ulation between 15 an.d 65)
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 20.9
,in number ofyears)
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 22.6
(in number of years) _.
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 29.98
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 5
Employment Rate 1998 95.16109
Table 30. Land Use Analysis
Land Use Existing Land Existing Proposed Land Proposed
Area(in % of Total Area in Present % of Total






Total Land 105.25 10525
Area of City
Table31. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 1.134 Wholesale and Retail Trade 0.6605
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 1.82 Transportationl Storageand 0.8909
Communication
Manufacturing 0.6895 Financing, Insurance, Real Estate 0.725
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and _/ateI 0.9
Construction 0.863
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)110 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 3:2. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
Infrastructure 9 3, 33
Average Rent of Commercial Space in City (Affordability of Land/ 7 3
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Rent of Land for industrial Use Commercial Use)
Average Cost of Acquiring Telel_hone (Aftbrdabilityof 7 6
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
"Cost of Electricity for Industrial Use (Cost of Power) 6 1
Hualan Resource Endowment "4 5.65
Adult Literacy (Presence Of_Skilled/ 1 10
% Of Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable 2 2
Diploma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with a College Degree 6 4
Ease of Training Personnel '(Ease of Interacting 6 6. 6
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 1 5.43
Growth in Building Construction for Non- (Access to/ 9 .I
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 7 2.5
for Business)
Number of Banks'vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 2 2'
].Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support 9 1
Presence of Business Support Services Services) 6 6. 88
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road Per 4 8
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 8 '7
per Kilometer of Road
Pavement Ratio 6 9
Qualit3; of Road System 5 5. 97
Ease of Making Domestic and International 1 8. 13
Long Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 2 9
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainability of 4 5
Transport)
% of Households with access to Regular 3 7
Garbage Collection.
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste 1 7
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 1 5
Enviromnental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cleanfiness of Community - 2 7. 78
Electrification Coverage " (Power 'Supply) 3 10
Access to Interact (Access to Media and 2 1
Access to Cable Television Technology) 3 2
Linkages With Growth Areas ' ' ' 5 5
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights ' (Accessibility) 8 1




Proximity to Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 7 6.36
Inputs ,inputs)
Proximity to International Poinis' of Entry (Access to 2 6,65
and Exit Internationa!.Markets)
(_'uality Of Life 1 .... 6.33
Infant Mortality t(ate (General So'cial 1 9
Squatting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 9 1
"- Driver/(factor)/Intlicator Rank Score
Incidence of Theft per 100,000 of the 1 10
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,(3()0 of tile 3 5
Population
Local Inflation Rate (Price Stabiiity) 7 1
Population per Hospital Bed 2 I0 .....
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 4 1
by the Government per 100,000 of the (Access toBasic
Population Services)
% of Population with access to Potable
Water
Population Density (Quality ot"Living 5 .. 10
-Cleanliness of ()pen Bodies of Water Environment) 2 6.3
Number of Tertiary Level Educational (Presence of Tertiary 1 10
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
iJyoamism of the Local Ec-onomy , . 9 4 .....
City Product per Household .. 10 3
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of 3 ' '__
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) 8 3
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals 3 10
Per Capita Exports vis-a-vis Country (Openness/ 6 2
Exports as a % of City Product Internationalization) 7 1
Responsiveness ol:the LGU to Business 4 4,24
and Long-Term Needs
Existence of Land Use Plans (Capacity to 3 ..... 5
Anticipate Long-Term
..... Urban Changes)
Number of Days Required to Secure a '3" 5.9
Business Permit
Number Of Government Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 8 1
of the Population Business Needs)
Corruption Perceptioq 1 6.67
General Attitude of" "_3overnment to I 7.82
Business Needs
JiL_kas a % of City Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity
(Averal_e of 1995 to 1998) , and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 10 1
Extent of IT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for 6 2,5
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance 4 /
Presence of Initiatives/Forums to Elicit Openness 2 7.31
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Analysis
The local government envisions San Fernando to be the region's center
of health, education, finance and governance. This is a realistic vision, as
the city has been the traditional center of La Union and the Ilocos region.
San Fernando garners its strength from hosting the Poro Point Special and
Economic Free Port Zone, and lying within the Northwestern Luzon Growth
Quadrangle. Presently, the city benefits little from the presence of the zone.
However, the development of Poro Point is prophesied to make San Fernando
the business hub of Northwestern Luzon.
A little over ayear old asa city, San Fernando has a largely rural economy,
with agriculture, fishery and forestry accounting for 44.79 percent of those
gainfully employed. The next largest industry groups in the city are services,
and wholesale-retail trade, at 23.35 percent and 10.04 percent, respectively.
Manufacturing takes a distant 6.55 percent of the labor force. Trade estab-
lishments account for about 48.91 percent of total registered firms in the
city while service establishments make up 42.35 percent.
Noting that Such an economic make-up has resulted in the relatively
high prices of basic commodities, local planners have recognized this as a
weakness. Indeed, the city's inflation rate is high. As a place for doing
business, the city is plagued with high factor costs, stagnating building con-
struction industry and mediocre exports. On the other hand, residents are
troubled by the proliferation of illegal settlers, which make up 27.21 percent
of all households in the city.
Survey results show that residents are satisfied with the quality of the
city's road network. However, casual observation shows that over-reliance
on MacArthur Highway as the route for all vehicle types frequently slows
down the traffic flow. Worse, the city is inaccessible by air. The inadequacy
of transport infrastructure could be the reason for the decline in tourist
arrivals despite the attractions being promoted by the local government.
Transport problems may also be raising costs in moving goods, thus contrib-
uting to rapid inflation and hampering the export effort.113
In the area of governance, city government revenue for the period of
1995 to 1998 registered negative growth. This is a grave problem ifthe local
government is itself to finance the needed infrastructure projects.
Nevertheless, the local government of San Fernando is committed to
raising its constituents' standard of living. In a visioning workshop held by
the local government, participants ranked urban environmental measures,
h_umanresource development, and shelter and housing as top priority strat-
egies. The city's annual development plan for 1999 also reveals the
bureaucracy's thrusts. Social development programs were given 49.74 per-
cent of the entire budget allocation, while infrastructure development re-
ceived 47 percent.
Findings show that San Fernando has successfully provided its residents
with an above-average quality of life. Its particular strengths have been in its
large selection of higher educational institutions, alow infant mortality rate
and a low incidence of reported theft. Having availed the assistance of the
World Bank, San Fernando isahead of most Philippine cities in upgrading its
solid waste management system. Moreover, for the 10 cities sampled in this
study, San Fernando registered the highest adult literacy rate.
Strengths, Weaknesses and Areas of Improvement
Strong Points
• High adult literacy rate and presence of higher educational institutions
• Proactive approach to solid waste management
• Rapid growth in investments
• Potential boon due to proximity to the Poro Point Special Economic Zone
Weak Points
• High costs ofdoing business
• Weak local government revenue generation
• High inflation rate
• Large squatting population
• Inadequate transportinfrastructure, making thecity relatively inaccessible114 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
TACLOBAN CITY
Table 33. Demographic Profile





Latest Estimate (1998) 187,334
Population Density .Average . .. 1995 1fi58.18
Annual Grgwth Rate in Pop..ulation 1970-1980 2.93
1980-1990 4.90
1990-1995 3.84
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 77.00
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
percentage of population between 15 and 65)
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 62.85
(in number,0fyears) ,,
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 66.78
(in num_berof years)
Crude Birth Rate per 10'00People 'Latest Estimate 14.20
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 9,20
Employment Rate 1998 89.70115
Table 34. Land Use Analysis
LandUse Existing Lane Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area (in of Total Area in Present % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
kilometers) kilometers )
Built-Up 20.00 19.80 30.00 29.70
Commercial 8.00 7.90 10.00 9.90
Agro-lndustrial/ 10.00 9.90 15.00 14.90
Industrial
Total Land 100.90 100.90
Area of City
Table 36. Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 1.38 Wholesale and Retail Trade 0.92
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 0.40 Transportation, Storage and" 0.70
Communication
-Manufacturing 0.58 Financing, Insurance, Real Estatei 0.25
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water 1.07
Construction 0.72
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)116 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 36. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
" Cost Ol_Doing Business 4 6, 75
Average Rent of Commercial Space in City (Affordability of Land/ 3 9, 0
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Rent of Land for Industrial Use Commercial Use) 5 10.0
A_verage Cost of Acquiring Telephone '(Affordabilityof' 2 7.0
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost of Electricity for Industrial Use (Cost of Power) 4 I, 0
Human Resource Endowment 9 7.53
Adult Literacy (Presence of Skilled/ 4 9. 0
% Of Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable nd --
D__pl0ma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with a College Degree nd -_
Ease of Training Personnel (Ease of Interacting 10 6, 07
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 6 5.07
Growth in Building C'onstruction tbr Non- (Access to/ 10 1.0
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts Suitable Space/Sites 7 2_5
for Business)
Number of Banks vis-a-vis Population'Size (Access to Finance and 3 2.0
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support 6 )'i0
Presence of Business Support "Services Services) 8 . .6,88
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road Per 3 8. 0
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 6 7.0
p.erKilometer of Road
Pavement Ratio 4_ 9. 0
Quality Of Road System 3 "'5,97
Ease of Making Domestic and international 4 8.13
Lon_[Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 4 9. 0
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Sustainability oi" 7 4. 0
,Transport)
% of Households with access to Regular 1 8.0
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste 4 1.0
Degree of Compliance with National Management) 1 5,0
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management .....
Cleanliness of Community 9 5.4
Electrification Coverage (Power Supplyi 1 10. 0
_Access to Internet (Agcess to Media and 4 1.0
Access to Cable Television Technology) 5 I. 0
Linkages with G rowtll Areas 8 3.5 7
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights ' (Accessibility') 4 5.0
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Ciaain (Access toDomestic 6 1.0
Outlets Markets)117
Table 36. Continued
Proximity to Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 8 5.8
Inputs Inputs)
Proximity to internationai"16oints of Entry (Access to 10 5.03
and Exit .International Markets)
Quality Of Life 2 5,17
Infant Mortality Rate (General Social 10 4, 0
Squatting Population/Total Population Welfare of Society) 6 3.0 m
Driver/(factori/Indicator Rank ...... Score
Incidence" of Theft per 100,000 of the 7 7,0
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000 of the 9 1,0
Population .,
Local Inflation Rate (Price Stability) 2 5.0
Population per Hospital Bed 4 9.0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed 2 1.0
by the Government per 100,000 of the (Access to Basic
Population Services)
% of Population"with access to Potable 2 6,0
Water
Population Density '(Quality of Living 7 8. 0
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water Environment) 5 6, 07
Number of Tertiary Level Educational" (PresenceofTertiary 2 10.0
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dynamism of the Local Economy 6 4.25
City Produci per Ho'usehold "' 7 -" 5.5
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of 7 1,0
Growth Rate in Investments Local Economy) I I0. 0
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals 6 "6.0
Per Capita Exports vis-a-vis Country (Openness/ 7 2, 0
Exports as a % of C_ty Product Internationalization) 6 1.0
Responsiveness of'the LGU to Business ' 9 4,68
and Long-Term Needs
Existence of Land Use Plans (Capacity to 3 5.0
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Chanl_es) .
Number of Days Required 'toSecure a 10 4.43
Business Permit
Number Of Government Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 6 6,0
of the Population .., Business Needs)
Corruption Perception 9 4,43
General Attitude of Government to 10 6.00
Business Needs
IRA as a % of Ci_'Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 9 3.0
(Average of 1995 to 1998) and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 4 4, 0
Extent of IT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for 3 7.5
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio Electronic Governance 5 1.0
Presence of Initiatives/Foru'_s to Elicit (Openness) 1'0 5, 73
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Analysis
Tacloban City is the leading urban center in Eastern Visayas. Strategi-
cally located in the geographic center of the region, it is principally acenter
for trade and services. Tacloban City is seen as playing a crucial role in the
development of Leyte province and the region in general.
The city's central location makes itthe de facto gateway to the Eastern
Visayas. It is the major jump-off point for the movement of people,
commodities and information for the region. Major shipping lines for travel
to and from Metro Manila and Cebu serve its seaport while smaller vessels
ply local routes. The Daniel Z. Romualdez Airport caters to airlines flying to
and from Metro Manila. The city is also astride the Philippine-Japan
Friendship Highway, making land travel to destinations in Luzon and
Mindanao possible. San Juanico Bridge connects the city to neighboring
Samar island. The planned expansion and improvement of airport facilities
and the proposed municipality of Babatngon will only reinforce the city's
role as the transportation and communication hub of the region.
The presence and proximity to several tourism and historical landmarks
points to the city's potential as travel destination, in addition, the relatively
large expanse of undeveloped landwithin the city is ideally suited for activities
such as nature parks and residential resorts.
Visitors to Tacloban will find the prices of goods approximating that of
Metro Manila. The city imports most of its meat from Masbate, and the
lack of a steady market for agricultural commodities has lead growers from
the rest of the region resorting to ship their output to Cebu instead.
Nevertheless, the city is programmed as the site of the province's second
special economic zone to complement the Leyte Industrial Development
Estate (LIDE) in Isabel, Leyte, the Eastern Visayas Regional Agro-Industrial
Growth Center (EVRGC). The EVRGC is designed to host labor and power
intensive lightto medium manufacturing firms catering to domestic and foreign
markets. Priority areas for investment are those that make use of the region's
agricultural output or engage in further processing of output from locators in
LIDE.119
While Tacloban City is recognized as the region's trading center, the
following section will show that its strengths point to its potential as an
industrial center especially for small- and medium-sized manufacturing firms.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Strong Points
• Low cost ofdoing business
• Good road network
• Adequate and reliable telecommunications infrastructure
• Electrification coverage
• Access to basic services
• Quality of living environment
• Presence of tertiary-level educational institutions
• High growth rate in investments
• Use of IT in local governance
Weak Points
• High cost of living
• Weak consumer market
• Congestion inthe central business district
• Relatively lack of dynamism of local economy (poor exports
performance)
• LGU attitude toward business and corruption perception
• Lack offora to solicit private sector insights
• LGU revenue generation (IRA constitutes about 70% of total city
revenue)120 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
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Table 37. Demographic Profile
Population (In 1000) 1960 131'489
...... 1970 199_901 ....
._ 1980 343,7.22
. .. 1990 _2,345
.... 1995 . 551_139
Latest Es!imate (1998) 549,722
Population Density Average 1995 361.30
Annual Growth Rate i.n.population 1970-1980 .... 5.34
1980-1990 2.55
1990-1995 2.75
Age Dependency Ratio (percentageof 1998 67.9
population under 15 and over 65 divided by
percentage of population between 15 and 65'
Life Expectancy: Men Latest Estimate, 63.3
(in number of years) ........
LifeExpectancy:Women Latest Estimate 69.2
(in number ofyears)
Crude Birth Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 23.4
Crude Death Rate per 1000 People Latest Estimate 4.4
Employment Rate 1998 89.3121
Table 38. Land Use Analysis
LandUse Existing Land Existing % Proposed Land Proposed
Area (in of Total Area inPresent % of Total
square Land Use LUP (in square Land Use
kilometers) kilometers)*
Built-Up ..5424 3.82 22. 9:53 15.50
Commercial 0.57 0.04 15.94 1.07
Agro-Industrial/ 8.342 0.59 184.67 12.45
Industrial
Total Land 1)420.90 1,48338
Area of City ......
Table39, Economic make-up
Agriculture, Fishery 0.63 Wholesale and Retail Trade 1.22
and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying 0.13" "Transportation, Storage and' 1.60
Communication
Manufacturing 0.818 Financing,insurance, Real Estate 2.41
and Business Services
Electricity, Gas and Water- 1.40
Construction 1.18
Note: Location Quotient (percentage of city employment in city-level industry
grouping divided by percentage of national employment in the same industry
grouping)
*Land classification for 1993 excludes islands. This was prepared by the OCPDC for the
1993 Master Development Plan but was not accepted by the City Council.122 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Table 40. Competitiveness Rankings and Scoring
Driver/(factor)/Indicator Rank Score
" Cost Of Doing _usiness 1 7,0
Average Rent of Commercial Space in City (Affordability ol_Land/ 4' 9. 0
Center Space for Industrial/
Average Rent of Land for Industrial Use Commercial Use) nd .... --
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone (Affordabilityof 3"' 7.0
Services for Commercial Purposes Telecommunication
Services)
Cost of Electr!city for Industrial ,U.se (C..ostof Power) . 2 5,0
Human Resource Endowment 10 5,29
Adult Literacy (Presence of Skilled) 9 S.0
% Of Labor Force with a High School Easily Trainable 7 LO
_Diploma Labor)
% Of Labor Force with a College Degree 3 9.0
Ease of Training Personnel (Ease of Interacting 9 6_17
with Labor Force)
Infrastructure 9 4,44
Growth in Building Construction for Non- (Access to/" 4 6.0
Residential Use Availability of
Presence/Type of Industrial 13istricts _ Suitable Space/Sites 2 7,5
for Business).
Number of Banks Vis-a-vis Population Size (Access to Finance and 7 1.0 --, ,,,
Net Loan-Deposit Ratio Business Support 7 1,0
Presence of Business Support Services Services) 10 6. 76
Road Density, in Kilometers of Road Per 5 5.0
Square Kilometer
Vehicle Density, in Number of Vehicles (Road Infrastructure) 1 10.0
_er Kilometer of Road
Pavement Ratio 8 1.0
Quality Of Road System 8' 418
Ease of Making Domestic and International 3 8,2
Lon8 Distance Calls (Telecommunications)
Telephone Density 9 3,0
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock (Snstainability of 6 5.0
,,Transport)
% of'Households with access to Regular 4 6.0
Garbage Collection
Per Capita Spending on SWM (Solid Waste 7 1.0
Degree of Compliance with National Management) nd --
Environmental Standards Governing Solid
Waste Management
Cle_!iness of Community .. 6 " 5.8
Electrification Coverage .(Power Supply) 9 "' 3.0
Access to Internet (Access to Media and nd --
Access to Cable Television Technology) 6 1.0
Linkages with (_rowth Areas 10 3.21
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights (Access'ibility) 5 3.0
Population vis-a-vis Fast Food Chain (Access to Domestic 8 1,0
Outlets Markets)123
Table 40. Continued
13roximityto Major Sources of Production (Access to Production 10 5.73
Inputs ..... Inputs)
Proximity to international Points of Entry (AcceSs to 8 5,33
and Exit International Markets)
Quallt_ of Life 5 5.52
Infant Mortality Rate (General Social 8 L0
Squatting Population/Total Populat'ion Welfare of Society) 2 10.0 .....
Driver/(faetor)./.Indicator Rank Score
Incidence of Theft per 100,000 of the 5 I0.0
Population (Peace and Order)
Incidence of Murder per 100,000 of the 7 1.0
Population
Local inflation Rate (Price Stability) 6 1.0
P0pulation'per Hospital Bed ' ' 9 , ..6"0
Number of Medical Personnel Employed nd --
by the Government per i00,000 of the (Access toBasic
Population Services)
% of Popul'ation with access to Potable 6 2,0
Water
Populat!on Density (Quality of Living 1 10,0
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water Environment) 7 5. 77
Number of "l:e'_iary Level Educational (Pres_ceofTertiary 9 6,0
Institutions within the City Level Schools and
Higher Level Training
Institutions)
Dynamism of the l]oeal Economy ,._ 1 7.58 ......
City Product per Household 8 4.5
Growth Rate in Exports (General Health of 5 1.0
Growth Rate in InveStments Local Economy) 7 10. 0
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals i 10,0
Per Capita Exports'vis-a-vis Country (Ol:_nness/ 1 10. 0
Exports as a % of City Product .... Internationalization) 1 10.0
Responsiveness of the LGU to Business 3 5.'29
and Long-Term Needs . ._
Existence of Land Use Plans -" (Capacity to 3 5,0
Anticipate Long-Term
Urban Chun$_) .
Number of Days Required to' Secure a 7 5.37
Business Permit
Number Of GoVernment Employees to '000 (Responsiveness to 1 9.0
of the Population ._ Business Needs)
Corruption Perception 5 5.85
Gene#al Altitude of Gover_t to 7 6.63
BusineSs Needs
IRA as a % ofCity Government Revenue (LGU Fiscal Capacity 2 6,0
(Average of,1995 to 1998) and Health)
Growth of City Government Revenue 3 5.:0
Exient ofIT Use in Bureaucratic Processes Capacity for nd --
Computer to Bureaucrat-Ratio Electronic Governance 3 1.0
Presence of Initiatives/Forums to Elicit Openness 6 6.57
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Analysis
The 1997 to 2012 Medium Term Development Plan (MDP) summa-
rizes the vision for Zamboanga City to be "[a] globally competitive, cultur-
ally enriched garden city by an empowered community with a free trade
zone, balanced ecology and sustainable development." This statement very
much reflects the city's strengths and productive capacity. The MDP envi-
sions Zamboanga City to be a premiere trading hub in the country, particu-
larly as a major player in the BIMP-EAGA.
The city's role as a trading center goes back in history. From being a
center of barter trade among Chinese-Malays and natives in the thirteenth
to the fourteenth centuries, it became a Moro province during the Spanish
era. Zamboanga City is well endowed with natural resources, Its land area
isthe third largest in the country. It is the major service center in Southwest
Mindanao and, given the right type of investments, can become the country's
largest city in Mindanao. The city commands the sea lanes of southwestern
Philippines and is the nearest urban and major gateway to Southeast Asia.
The desire to transform the old city to a major economic player in the coun-
try and the region is boosted by the establishment of the Zamboanga City
Special Economic Zone.
The most vibrant economic sectors of the city are those related to trade;
transport, storage, and communication; and services. Indeed, the greatest
competitive advantage of the city lies in its strategic and historic role as
entrepot to export goods to and from the country. Based on 1989 to 1997
figures, its three major exports are processed aqua-marine products, coco-
nut-based products and furniture/wood products.
The processed aquamarine-based industries are expected to be the
greatest source of development for the city. There seems to be a major shift
in production from mainly canned tuna to semi- and fully-processed
carageenan. Tuna production is expected to slow down due to supply-related
problems. This is manifested in the closure of two major tuna export
processing companies. Coconut-based industries are also expected to slow
down as production of coconut dwindles due to man-made and natural
environmental disturbances. More positive developments are expected to125
come out of the production of higher value agricultural production (e.g.,
halal meat, high-value and fresh vegetables).
Aside from strategic location, the city can boast of a respectable infra-
structure endowment led by the international airport, seaport and roads con-
necting to other regions, an abundant water supply, and the recently built
Zambo Ecozone.
The two biggest issues constraining the full development of the city are:
(a) the lack of directed development and economic stimuli; and (b) the poor
image problem, partly blamed to irresponsible news-making and reporting
by the media. The relatively low loan-deposit ratio shows how business
environment and confidence in the city have not been picking up. Business-
men feel that there are not enough investment opportunities in the city.
Although the city has crafted a master development plan, it is uncertain to
what extent the document has given direction to the businesses and the city
leaders.
While a lot of the bad publicity have been due to events happening
outside the city, its leaders ought to exert effort in marketing the city's good
traits to the rest of the country and the world.
Politically, some big local businessmen indirectly attempt to block the
entry of new businesses. Also, one resource person mentioned to this study
how some groups in the local business sector opposed previous plans of
expanding/dispersing the city center. Another issue constraining the full de-
velopment of the city is the delay in the approval of the comprehensive
land-use plan.126 CITY COMPETITIVENESS PROFILES
Strengths and Weaknesses
Strong Points
• Cost ofdoing business
• Availability ofworkers with college degrees
• Presence of Zamboanga City Ecozone
• Controlled number of illegal settlers/squatters
• Low incidence oftheft
• Very active trading activity; role as major entrepot in Southern Philippines
• Improvements in local governance: presence of updated development
and land-use plan, relatively lean bureaucracy, substantial growth in city
revenue
Weak Points
• Infrastructure endowment, especially quality of road network and low
telephone density
• Linkages with growth areas and major urban centers
• Relatively low access to huge domestic markets
• Incidence of murder
• Price stability as indicated by relatively high local inflation rate
• Relatively low access to potable waterPART 3
A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
ON THE COMPETITIVENESS RATINGS OF
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,l..a Gl.obalization and the decentralization of governance have
emphasized the vital role of medium-sized cities in national de-
_1 velopment. The increasing attractiveness of these cities as sites
"O-_ for economic activity answers the need for more balanced urban
development in developing countries. With local govern-
ments now exercising greater influence over the future
¢1 of their cities, competitiveness is a goal and a necessity.
To survive and prosper, cities must be able to nurture
healthy and dynanlic businesses and local communities.
Together with the Philippine APEC Study Center Net-
work and parmer institutions, the City Competitiveness Forum
assesses the competitiveness of leading medium-sized cities in
the country. By looking at relevant indicators, the prqiect attempts
to answer the main question: How competitive are the
country's emerging cities? It further:
• formulates a process and a technology that we can
regularly help monitor and evaluate strides in the de-
velopment of emerging medium-sized urban centers;
• constructs a benchmarking process that will aid indi-
vidual cities in measuring their level of competitive-
ness in relation to neighboring cities, and cities in other
parts of the globe.
The output of the project will.consist of the pilot testing of
the benchmarkmg model, which will.show how the process may
be improved, and the initial competitiveness rating report, which
by itself will be a useful tool in policy making. Local govern-
ments and policymakers will find the project beneficial.
• By monitoring the indicators which businesses and
residents consider vital, the project identifies the strengths and
weaknesses of a city and is able to highlight the areas where
local governments nmst exert greater effort for improvement.129
* As the project is intended to be a continual exercise,
looking at these indicators across time traces the development of
cities and contributes to realistic and long-term planning;
- By looking at different Philippine cities, the project at-
tempts to identify what structural issues are weakening the com-
petitiveness of Philippine urban areas and must be addressed by
the national government.130 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
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The business competitiveness of a city ultimately lies in its
(],1 productive capacity. In a large part, the dynamism of the city's
"_ economic capabilities lies in its leading industries. On the other
hand, the competitiveness of a city for residents is grounded
on its ability to maintain an urban environment conducive to
healthy living. The task then of local governments is to
,._ ensure that the prerequisites are laid down. by providing an
environment wherein its businesses and residents will be better
off. In the next 15 to 20 years, the main drivers of the competi-
tiveness of emerging Philippine cities will be:
• Cost CompetitTveness. How expensive is it to operate in the
city compared to other cities'? This driver is concerned with
the direct costs of doing business such as those for land,
labor, telecommunications and power.
• Human Resource Endowment. How well-equipped is the
population to build and take advantage of opportunity in the
locality? The education of the populace is taken to be the
most significant component of human resource endowment.
The driver primarily involves adult literacy and enrolment levels
in a city's educational institutions.
• Infrastructure. Are the necessary physical, telecommuni-
cations, technological infrasmlcture and knowledge support
services in place in the city? Transacting business requires
not only the quintessential production factors, but also ac-
companying infrastructure aud services. These include, among
others, access to support services, road infrastructure, tele-
communications and transport.
• Quality of Life. How well off are residents in terms of qual-
ity of environment and life'? The quality of life factor has
been increasingly considered as one of the yardsticks in de-
termining which cities have successfully developed, and which
have succumbed to the ills of urbanization. Indeed, the long-
term competitiveness of the city would significantly be influ-131
enced by the degree to which its leaders have taken care of
the environment and the local community. Among the rel-
evant aspects of quality oflife are the social welfare ofpeople,
peace and order, quality of living environment and locational
amenities.
• Linkages To Other Growth Nodes, Urban Centers, And
Surrounding Growth Regions. Accessibility is a significant
determinant of the competitiveness of a city. Moreover, cer-
tain geographical characteristics can be advantages upon
which a city can build on. The driver's aspects are accessi-
bility, access to domestic markets and access to international
markets.
The role of these drivers in urban competitiveness is appar-
ent. They lay the foundation for the attractiveness of a city as a
place to live and do business. However, there are other drivers
that may not be as quantifiable or tangible but nevertheless, en-
hance cities' competitiveness. Such competitiveness is greatly
influenced by good governance and the involvement of the pri-
vate sector. These help the city continually improve urban condi-
tions and sustain its development.
• Dynamism Of The Local Economy. A vibrant local economy
is fundamental in attracting investments.
• Responsiveness Of The Local Government. The role of
the local government inurban development cannot be under-
mined. Much of urban competitiveness is determined by the
ability of the government to respond to systemic and short-
lived issues with a well-grounded and focused vision.
• Dynamism And Involvement Of Local Business Commu-
nity. Government initiatives must be reciprocated by an
equally active and involved private sector.132 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
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The competitiveness of emerging cities can be scored and
" ranked in different ways. The first is via the ranking method, t
• _ . and the second is the scoring method, both of which have been




¢_ The ranking method aims to rank different cities' competi-
- tiveness as exhibited by indicators. The method converts raw t: 0
data into a comparable standard scale that accurately reflects
• _-_ differences in flaeperformance of cities. It measures the relative
_._ .
difference between cities' performance, and is more precise in
¢,_ _ obtaining the relative ranking of each city.
After computing for the mean of all values for a criterion, the
standard deviation is calculated using the formula: S= {[F,(x-7,,)2]/ +
. iV}_, where x=original value; x=arithmetic mean; and N=number
of cities. Values for each criterion can then be converted into the +
standard scale by utilizing the formula: z = (x-L)/S; where o
x-=original value; x=arithmetic mean; and S=standard deviation.
+
- With the raw data presented in the new scale, each criterion
• value can be consolidated to produce rankings for each driver
" and for each sub-index, yielding the relative strengths and weak-
nesses of cities. +
+
. Scorin_ Method
. " On the other hand, the objective of the scoring method is
to rate the performance of cities as measured by selected socio-
: economic indicators. The rationale of the methodology is that
• globalization necessitates the equalization of standards across cities
of the same tier, The dispersion of political and economic activity
from traditional centers ofpower compels medium-sized cities to o
+
- x The IMD also uses this method in its world competitiveness studies.
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compete with primate and capital cities outside and within the
country. Thus, standards of performance are set in relation to the
average performance of Philippine urban areas as well as global
benchmarks.
Scores for each indicator are obtained by translating raw
data using I0-point conversion tables that are constructed on the
basis of national averages and global benchmarks. In ranking
some factors, it is realistic to assess the performance of a me-
dium-sized city in relation to the rest of the country. However,
quality of life indicators are scored using global benchmarks be-
cause some dimensions of urban living must not be compromised
by a country's level of economic development. Thus, for some
indicators, national averages will take on the score orS, while for
others, global averages will assume the mid-point of the scale.
Gradients of the 10-point scale will translate into qualitative
categories that are consistent with the bracketing of the utilized
conversion tables. The initial CCF benchmarking model used the
following scale to assess urban competitiveness.
score Qualitative, Meaning
0-2 VeryLowCompetitiveness (areaofimp.rovement)
3-4 ......Below Average Competitiveness (areaofimprovement)
5 Average
6-7 Above')_ve.'rase Competitiveness (enhance_
8-10 HighCompetitiveness (sustain}
With each indicator scaled uniformly from 1to 10, itbecomes
possible to compute for the average score of a city for each
driver, and possibly, for overall urban competitiveness.
The strength of the scoring method is that it rates the perfor-
mance of a city in relation to known national and global stan-
dards, and identifies in what areas a city needs improvement. On
the other hand, the standard deviation method isdesigned to yield
the precise ranking of cities. While the scoring method can also
be used to rank cities, it is of little use when there is little variance
among the scores of each city. The standard deviation method134 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
can also be used to rate aspects of urban living, but these ratings
will be significant only in relation to the sample of cities being
studied, and not in relation to external standards. Using both meth-
ods in complementarity will yield useful information for policy-
makers and businesses alike.135
r/_ The aim of the data collection process is to answer the fol- *vii
lowing questions that are crucial to the objectives of the
project. Researchers must be able to submit answers to these ques-
¢_ tions along with the template of survey data to be prescribed later.
• What is the vision for the city according to local/regional de-
g._ velopment plans? Does the vision reflect the strengths and
productive capacity of the city?
• Are there any political obstacles in the city's development
(i.e., red tape, unbalanced distribution of power, lack of di-
rection)?
• _ • How has the economy of the city changed during the past
r,¢] two decades?
(1-) • Which industries dominate the economy of the city today?
• In the next 10 to 15 years, what industries show the greatest
_¢ potential in leading the city's development?
• What are the major issues confronting the bid to make major
industries more competitive in light of a more globalized
economy?
• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the city? That
is, how is.the city performing according to the different driv-
ers of competitiveness (i.e., cost of doing business, human
resource endowment, infrastructure, linkages with growth
areas, quality of life, dynamism of the local economy, re-
sponsiveness of the local government to business and long-
term needs, dynamism and involvement of the local busi-
ness community)?
• From what areas can the city derive a competitive advan-
tage over neighboring cities, and cities of the same size and
economic make-up?
• What is the present image of the city? Is this image desir-
able? What type of image can the city promote or sell to
boost its competitiveness?
• What major environmental and social threats confront the
city's communities and natural environment?
• What major issues present themselves as stumbling blocks
for the city's development?136 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
Before studying competitiveness, it is necessary to look at
(L) the society and economy of the city. Data on population is crucial
_ as the population constitutes the labor force and the citizenry of
O a city.
Code Data Unit Formula to Derive Required Frequency of __o__ Data Time Period Updating
1,01 Population # ofpeople 1960,1970 5 years
1980, 1990,
1995 and latest estirnat_
1.02 Population # ofpecple per Populatio_landarea 1980, 1990, 5 years Density squ,are km 1995
1.03 Average % From 1970 to 5 years Annual Growth 1980; 1980 to
in Population 1990; 1990 to
199.5
1.04 Population % Pop under 15/total. 1995 and latest 5 years
Under 15 pop eztimate
1.05 Population % Pop over 65/total pop 1995 and latest 5 years
Over 65 estimate
l.Og Age (+) number Pop under ]5+pop 1995 and latest 5 years
Dependency over 65/pop in estimate
Ratio between 15 and 65
1,07 Number of # # of men/# of _,_,orrlen 1995 and latest 5 years
Men Fer 100 x 100 estimate
Women
"l.0g Life /t-re # of years 1995 atld latest 5 years
Expectancy: e_timate
Men
1.09 I Life Ave # of years 1995 and latest 5 years
Expectancy: estimate
Women
1,10 I Crude Birth # of births per 1995 and latest 5 years
Rate per 10130 1000 pop estim_.te
Pop
l,I 1 Crude Death # of death:i per 1995 and latest 5 yea.rs
Rate per 1000 1000 pop estimate
Pop
1,12 .Employment % of pop # of empioyed/total 1998 Yearly
Rate._ employed labor force; or
t O0-kno',vn
unemployment r_te
1.13 Major Descriptive Present 5 years
Languages/Dial
ects Spoken
1,14 lndi/denous Descriptive Present 5 years
Cultural
Communities
All these data may be obtained from socio-economic profiles
released by local government offices such as the City Informa-
tion Office and the City Planning and Development Office. These
data can also be obtained from the National Statistics Office while
data on employment can be obtained from the National Economic
Development Authority.137
.................................................................
Recognizing the uniqueness ofeach city,the study incorporates
_C) of cities that have a hand in their
the different peculiarities
• _ development. The data on geographical information must include
"+_ special location characteristics that could be a source or loss of
competitiveness.
These data need be taken only once:
Code Data to be Collected Possible Source of Data
_m_ 1.15 Location Descriptive City publications, CPDO.
wm== i CIO
1.16 Special Land Features (i,e,, mountains, Descriptive City publications, CPDO,
valleys, eta) CIO
The following must also be known, although not exhaustively.
(1,) Again, these data may be obtained from local government of-
flees such as the CPDO, CIO and from discussions with local
government officials and members of the local academe.
Code Data tobe Collected Frequencyof Updating
'1.17 The highlights of the existing land use plan, which is Upon the enactment or
available from the city enginoer's office. This is a amendmentofalanduse
description of the land use.plan and is relevant only if plan
the plan is relatively new (i.e., either it has been
approved within the past 5 to 8 years, or it has just been
approved, or is about to be approved), if no recent land
use plan exists, researchersmayjust.state so,
If the city has a recently updated land use plan or if a draft
land use plan is on its way, it will be helpful to construct this
table:
Table ofLand UseAnalysis
Land use Existing Land Existing % Proposed Proposed
area (in of Total Land Area % of Total






Total land area of
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Code Data to be Collected Frequency of
Updating
1.18 Land' area of the city's central business district, Every five to eight
which again is available from the city engineer's years
office. This should be expressed in square
kilometers,
1.19 A brief history of the city, inciuding its founding Every 10 years
year, early settlers, prominent city 'figures, and
significance in national history
1.20 The political parties present in the cit2¢ with a brief I After every election
background on the incumbent political party
1.21 If there are any, leading families in the past and Every 10 years or
present which controlled the political and so
economic life of the cit},
1.22 The vision of the incumbent party for the After everyelection
development of the city
1.23 The vision tbr the city according to development Upon the
plans enactment of or
amendment of
development plans
1.24 Brief analysis o11the continuity of policies in the After every election
city
1.25 A descriptive list of major urban amenities such as Yearly
churches, major shopping malls, cinemas_ theaters,
parks, museums and other recreational centers
1..26 A. descriptive list of major universities and other Yearly
tertiary educational institutions in the city139
._ It is crucial to understand the constitution of the urban economy to be able to identify the growth potentials of the city.
! This involves knowing how productive resources are allocated,
,__ which industries dominate the economy, and which industries are bound to lead the city's development in the future.
A common method of studying the economic make-up of a
e_ city is finding the location quotient of an industry. The location
quotient of an industry is given by:
O
City's employment in an industry/city's total employment
O L=
Nation's employment inan industry/nation's total employment
A quotient of 1.0 indicate that all of the city's production
is consumed within the city; none of the workers in an industry
produce for export. The location quotient is also a good measure
of how agglomerated industry is in the city. In this project, it will
be necessary to find the employment and location quotients of
the following industries:
Code Data to be collected Formula to be used Required time
period_
2.01 Employnaent in # of employed persons in agriculture, July 1998 or
Ag'riculture, Fishel2¢ and fishery and forestry/ total 1998
Forestry employment
2.02 L for Agriculture, % of city employment in agriculture, July 1998 or
Fishery _nd Forestry fishery and forestry/ %of national 1998
employment in agriculture, l_shery
and tbrcstry (which was 39.5% for
July 1998)
2.03 glnplo,_lnent in Mining # of employed persons in mining and July 1998 or
and Qaarwin _ cltlan)_ing/total elnplo_crn_t. 1998
2.04 I_for Mining and % of city employment in mimng and July 1998 or
Qnarr_vmg quan3'ing/% of national emplo_vmem 1998
m mining and quarrying ( which was
.5% fi3r July 1998.), .
2.05 Employment in _ of employed persons m July 1998 or
Manufacturinl_ manutacturinl,g/total employment 1998
2.06 L for Manufacturing % of city employment in July 1998 or
manufacturing/ % of national 1998
employment in manufacturing (which
was 9.5% for July,' 1998)
2.07 IEmployment in #of employed persons in electricity, July 1998 or
Electricily, Gas and Water gas and water industries/total 1998
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......... , ............... o .......................................
2.08 L ForElectricity, Gas and % of city employment in electricity, gas July 1998 or
Water industries and water/% of national etnploymcnt in 1998
electricity, gas and water (which was
,5% for July 1998)
2.09 Employment in # of employed persons in July 1998 or
Construction cons.truction/total em[_loyment 1998
2.10 L for Construction % of city employment in construction/ July 1998 or
% of national employment in 1998
consmlction (which was 5,7% for 1998)
2.11 Employment hi # of eanployed persons in wholesale and July 1998 or
Wholesale and Retail retail trade/total employment 1998
Trade
2.12 L for Wholesale and % of city employment in wholesale and July i998 or
Retail rrade retail trade/ % of national employment 1998
in wholesale and retail trade (which was
15,"% _t" 1998.)
2,13 Elnployment in # of employed persons in transportation, July 1998 or
Transportation, Storage storage and cotmnunicatlon/total 1998
and Conlmunication employment
2.14 L for Transportation, % of city employment in trans, storage July 1998 or
Storage and attd eomm/ % of national employment 1998
Colmnunlcation in trans, storage and comm (which was
6.6% for 19981
2.18 Employment in # of employed persons it1 FIRE/ total July 1998 or
Financing, htsurance, employntent 1998
Real Estate and Business
Services
2.16 L for Financing, % of city employment in FIRE/ % of July 1998 or
Insurance, Real Estate national employment in FIRE (which 1998
and Business Services was 2.4% for July 19981
2.17 Employrnent m # of employed persons hi eomm, social July 1998 or
Community, Social and and personal services/total employment 1998
Personal Services
2.18 L for C and Personal % of city emplo3nnent in CSP services/ July 1998 or
Services % of national employment in CSP 1998
services (which was 20% for July 1998)
These data must be updated every two years. Ira city does not
have data for employment disaggregated into the desired categories,
it will suffice for researchers to submit whatever data are available.
Code Data m he Collected Formula to be Used Required
Time Period
2.19 % of Establishments in # establishments in food 1998 o1" latest
Food Processhig , processing/total # of establishments
2.20 % Establishments in _4of establishinents in garments and 1998 or latest
Garments and Textiles textiles/total # of establislunents
2,21 %Establishments in # of establishments in electronics/total 1998 or latest
Elecrrohics # of establishments
2.22 %Establishments in FIRE # of establishments in FIRE/total # of 1998 or latest
establishments
2.23 %Establishments in ,q of establishntents in wholesaling and 1998 or latest
wholesaling andretailing retaiIia_/tS,.tal # of establishments
2.24 Major export product_ Descriptive, export earnings from a 1998 or latest
and each products' % of product type/total earnings from exports
total exports
2.25 Major industries and Descriptive 1998 or latest
corresponding output14I
Data on the composition of firms and establishments regis-
tered in the city must be updated every two years. Researchers
must also be able to identify the major industries of a city, and
their corresponding output in absolute terms as well as apercent-
age of total exports Many cities will have this for provincial or
regional levels only. Information may also have to be updated
every two years
2.262 Researchers must be able to analyze the change in the
economic make-up of the city. This will be clear when data for
each industry's percentage of total employment is presented as
shown below. This table must be updated every five years.
Industry 1970 1975 19811 1985 19.90 1995
Agri_zullure, Fishery and Forestry
Miaing ang Quarrying ,_
Manufacturing
Electri¢i_', [:as and water in,JusLries
ConslruclJon
Wholcs:_le andRetail Trad_ ' '
T.taasportation, $tt).tage and Commu"nicatttJn ""
_inancln_,l IElsu[arl_e.Real F_'_lale and Bus[floss_,crvicx_:i
Communit;/, Social and Per_;onal Services
Based on the data gathered for this section, researchers will
be in the position to answer the following:
2.27 What has the historical role of the city been in the wider
economy (i.e., the national economy)?
2.28 What has the function of the city been in the 'global urban
hierarchy?'
2.29 What is the potential role of the city in the national and
global economy?
This analysis must be reviewed every three to four years.
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r._ This stage constitutes the benchmarking process of the
r_ project, Data for this portion of the study must be collated in the
form of the template specified in the appendix. The template also
•_ specifies in which time periods the data must be collected.
r/3
All indicators in this section pertain to the prices of
different factors ofproduction obtained in the city. It is imperative
that the data to be collected are the latest available. These data
are usually collated by the regional Department of Trade and
hldustry (DT]), or the localTrade and Investment Promotion Office
(TIPO). However, if these offices' figures are outdated, it may
be necessary to approach the suppliers of the given factors of
production. If no data for 1999 are available, 1998 figures may
suffice. Update all indicators for cost of doing business yearly.
Code Data to beCollected Description .
_) 3.01 Averagerent ofconm_ercial Given in pesos persquare meter permonth space in city center
3.02 Averagerent ofland for T_tiscould ai'so be the average rent of land in
industrial use industrial estates located in the city. Given m
pesos persquare meterper _,ear
3.03 Cost oflabor for non- Defined as the daily minimum Wage rates, m
agricultural sectors pesos, in the city, and is legislatedat the regional
level
3.04 Averagecost of acquiring Cost of the acquisition and installation of a
telephoneservicesfor telephone tire, including the ptmne set. tbr
commercialpurposes commercialpurposes,
3.05 Cost &electricity for industrial Defined as the average final monthly bill of an
use. industrial firm located within the city, Tile data
can beobtained from the local power supplier fbr
industrial firms and must be updated yearly. The
fixed consumption level for which the data must
be obtained is 37,000 kilowatt hours per month,
I This figure was derived by rounding off the
quotient of the average total monthly electricity
consumption of industrial firms and the total
number ofindustrial firmsconnected to Meralect
Indicate what pricing scheme the local electricity
supplier adopts for industrial clients, When
applicable, supply the unit cost ofelectricity.143
3.06 Adult literacy. This is definea as the per- rat)
centage of the population aged 21 and above
e_ that is able to read and write. This is readily
Update every 5 available at the city level in any socio-eco- yearsor after
nomic profile of the city or region such as census
r._ those from the National Economic Development
(1,) Authority (NEDA) Regional Development Re-
port or reports prepared by local government
offices such as the CIO or CPDO.
3.07 & 3,08 Percentage of labor force with a high school diploma and percentage of labor force with a college de-
gree. These two indicators are defined as the percentage of the
population aged 15 and above whose highest level of education
completed was high school and college. This
Updateevery5 may be available as part of the socio-economic
years or after
census profile of the city released by local govern-
ment information offices. Data may also be
obtained at the national level for all cities being studied. How-
ever, if such data are not available, the present level of enroll-
ment in high schools and colleges in the city may be used as
proxy indicators.
3.09 Ease of training personnel. Data will be obtained from a
survey of business representatives. In the survey, there is one
question pertaining to this facet of competi-
tiveness. To convert the six-point rating scale
into a 10-point rating scale, the average update yearly
survey score for this item must be multiplied
by 5/3. Researchers need only supply the av-
erage six-point rating fovthis item.144 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
3.10 Growth in building construction for non-residential _)
use. This is the change in the number of pri- vate nonresidential buildings as aresult of pri-
vate building construction. Data can be ob-
tained at the national level from the National Updateyearly Statistics Office for the most recent four
C/_ years. Researchers must be able to obtain data
¢t_ for growth in private building construction in
_'_ terms of quantity, floor area and value of construction. The fol-








3.11 Presence of industrial districts. This requires an
evaluation ofthe presence and quality of industrial districts within
the city. For this item, the following questions must be answered:
* What kind of infrastructure is present in the city's industrial
districts? Are the infrastructure and utilities adequate to meet
the needs of industrial clients located in the districts?
* What firms have located within these dis-
tricts? Are they domestic or multinational
firms? Do they cater to domestic or inter-
national markets? Under what category Updateyearly
would these firms fall (i.e., light manufac-
turing or heavy manufacturing)?
° Does the industrial district have any spe-
cialized infrastructure that meets the needs of most industrial
firms located with in?
• Have these industrial districts directly or indirectly contrib-
uted to greater employment of the city's residents?145
3.12 Number of banks vis-h-vis population size. This indica-
tor is a measure ofth e city population's access to finance. This is
defined as the number of commercial banks
per 100 people and is obtained by dividing the
Update yearly total number of banks by population of the
city in hundreds. The data may be found in
any profile of the city released by the DTI, or
the CPDO, or its counterpart. It may also be obtained at the
national level from the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.
3.13 Loans available for local use vis-h-vis level of deposits.
Another measure of access to credit, this is defined as the amount
of loans issued by local banks divided by the level of deposits in
the city. The indicator takes into consideration
that access to finance is a double-edged sword
that hinges on both the level of deposits and
Updateyearly the ease of obtaining credit. The data are diffi-
cult to find at the local level, and ifnone isavail-
able, will be obtained at the national level from
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.
3.14 Presence of business support services. Four questions
from the City Competitiveness Survey are related to the pres-
ence of business support services in a city. Support services in
the area of consultancy, law, insurance and marketing are taken
to be part of the infrastructure that must be set up for business
firms in the city to function optimally. Each av-
erage score per item under "Presence of Busi-
ness Support Services" must be multiplied by
Updateyearly 5/12, and each product will be summed up to
yield the final score for this indicator. Research-
ers need only give the average score per ques-
tion in the six-point scale.
3.15 Road density. This is derived by dividing the total length of
roads in kilometers by the total area of the city
Updateyearly in square kilometers. Road density is taken to146 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
be a measure of the adequacy of road infrastructure in the city.
Data are available in infrastructure and utilities profiles released
by the DTI or the TIPO, or local government offices such as the
CPDO, CIO or their counterparts.
3.16 Vehicle density, This measures the population's access to
motorized transportation as well as congestion in city streets. This
is defined as the total number of registered motor vehicles per
kilometer of road. Motor vehicles include private vehicles, gov-
ernment vehicles and vehicles for hire, exclud-
ing tricycles. The indicator isusually printed in
city or regional profiles released by the DTI,
Updateyearly the TIPO, the CPDO, the CIO and their coun-
terparts. The Land Transportation Office(LTO)
alsohas information on yearly motor vehicle reg-
istration.
3.17 Quality of road system." pavement ratio. The pavement
ratio is defined by the total length of paved roads
divided by the total length of roads in the city.
Updateyearly Again, this is included in city or regional infra-
structure and utilities profiles.
3.18 Quality of road system: Quality of road network. This
indicator is a measure of whether the design of the road network
lends to the efficiency and ease of moving
around the city. The data will be gleaned from
Updatey_arly the yearly City Competitiveness Survey, under
Quality of Road Network. Researchers need
only give the average score for this item,
3.19 Ease of making domestic and international long dis-
tance calls. This indicator considers the fact that the ease of
placing calls in different areas varies. This is
due to the service provided by local telephone Update yearly
operators, quality of telecommunications infra-
structure, and problems of interconnectivity147
among different operators. The indicator is based on these three
items in the survey. To get the final score for this indicator, the
average score for each item must bemultiplied by 5/9 and summed
up. This indicator must be updated yearly.
3.20 & 3.21 Telephone density and Cellular phone density.
Telephone density is defined asthe number of telephone lines per
100 people (i.e., total number of telephone lines/
city population in hundreds). Itwill be helpful if
Updateyearly data are disaggregated into lines per telephone










Likewise, cellular phone density is defined as the number of
cellular phone lines per 100 people. The two indicators measure
the population's access to telecommunications. Telephone den-
sity is usually included in infrastructure and utilities profiles re-
leased by the DTI, the TIPO, the CPDO or the CIO. On the
other hand, data on the number of cellular phone subscribers in
the city must be obtained from cellular phone companies' local
offices.
3.22 Rate of growth of private vehicle stock. The rate of growth
of the private vehicle stock is computed by dividing the differ-
ence of two consecutive years' number of registered private ve-
hicles by the preceding year's number of regis-
tered private vehicles. This indicator, taken with
Updateyearly the next indicator in this list, is a measure of the
sustainability of urban transport. A characteris-
tic of a sustainable urban transport system is148 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
low dependence on private vehicles. Figures for the number of
private vehicle stock are available in reports released by the CPDO
or the CIO. Otherwise, the data available for the last five years
can be obtained from the local Land Transportation Office.
Table for Growth of Private Vehicle Stock
Absolute Number of Registered Growth in Private Vehicle






3.23 Investment in public transport as a percentage of city
product. Reduced dependency on private transport vehicles must
be accompanied by the development of the public transport sys-
tem. A measure of the city's dedication to de-
veloping public transport would be itsinvestment
in the area as a percentage of city product. This Update yearly
iscomputed by dividing its expenditures on pub-
lic transport and "pedestrianization" by its city
product, whose formula will be discussed here
later. Public transport expenditure items include the construction
and improvement of sidewalks, pedestrian signs, overpasses,
walkways, terminals, bus and jeepney stops, and expenses in-
cuffed in the implementation of city-wide public transport schemes
(e.g., color-coding schemes for jeepneys and buses, bus and
jeepney lanes). This does not include expenditures on roads and
highways. Available data for the last three years must be ob-
tained.
Table for Investment in Public Transport




Y.e.ay 3 (latest data) ..,
Average . .149
3.24 Percentage of households with access to regular gar-
bage collection. This is a measure of the effectiveness of the
city's solid waste management program. The
data can be obtained fromthe CIO or its coun-
Update yearly
terparts.
3.25 Per capita spending on solid waste management is taken
to be ameasure of the city's efforts in maintaining environmental
quality. Data on the local government's spending on solid waste
management must be gathered from the City
Updateyearly Information Office or Treasurydivision, and the
total amount of expenditures must be divided by
the total population. Expenditure items on solid
waste management include the purchase, maintenance and op-
eration of garbage trucks, bins, expenditures incurred in operat-
ing dumpsites, the wages of sanitary engineers, etc.
3.26 Degree of compliance with national environmental stan-
dards governing solid waste management. Environmental stan-
dards for municipal solid waste management are given by the
Department of Environment and Natural Re-
sources Administrative Order No. 49, which
Updateyearly first acknowledges that municipal solid waste
throughout the country is disposed primarily in
open dumps and then sets forth a schedule for upgrading meth-
ods of waste disposal.
This item requires an evaluation of the city's means of mu-
nicipal solid waste disposal. It is necessary to answer the follow-
ing questions:
* What facilities does the city have for municipal solid waste
disposal?Does the cityuse open dumpsites,conlrolled dumpsites
or sanitary landfills? How many of each does the city have?
. The more important question is: if the city makes use of only
open dumpsites, what steps have been taken to upgrade dis-150 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
posal methods to controlled dumping (i.e., local legislation to
upgrade open dumpsites, allocation of budget, relocation of fa-
cilities to more suitable sites, construction of controlled
dumpsites)?
Researchers will be able to identify the level of solid waste
disposal methods by the key characteristics of each:
Type Key Charaeteristias
Open ' * Unplanned, poorly sited and olden of small capacity
Dump * No site preparation and no cell planning - waste deposited across large part of
the site
• Thin layers of waste - relatively rapid aerobic decomposition
• No loschate or landfill gas management
• Contamination of surface water and groundwater
• No or only occasional cover and with no or intermittent compaction of waste
• Litter blow within and beyond site boundary - no f_nce
• No record keeping and no con/xol over waste inputs
• Uncontrolled presence of vermin, pests and scavenging animals
• Waste picking and trading
• ,,Signtficant potential for environmel2.talnnpaets
... Controlled * May be hy&ogenlogically sited, but generally not
Dump • No cell.planning but waste deposition restricted to small working areas
• Anaerobic and aerobic decomposition
• Peripheral site drainage and surface water control
• No leachate or landfill gas nmnngement
• Regular, but not necessarily daily, inert cover, with compaction in some eases
• Fence, including provision for litter control
• Basic record keeping but no control over waste inputs
• Provision ofrnaimalned access road
• Controlled waste picking and trading
• Site covered and replanted following compl.et!nn of waste deposition
Sanitary • Site design based on hydrogenlogical considerations
Landfill • Planned capacity with phased cell development
Level 1 * Site preparation iJtcluding surface waster control and containment engineering
where necessary
• Primarily anaerobic decomposition
• Leaehate management with leachate abstraction and simple Ixenlxnent
, * Landfill gas management with passive landfill gas measures
° Application of cover materials
• Compaction of waste to minimum specified target densities
° Specified operational procedures to protect hieal ammity, including vector
control
• Fence, gate and other site infras!ructure with surfaced primary access road
• Pull recordof waste volumes, types and source
• Special provisions and prc.eedures for dealing with special wastes
• Fully trained labor force and experienced site management
• Provision for a_ercare following site l-_st_ation and closure
• No waste pic.kin_151
Sanitary * Site design based on envtronmenlal risk assessment
Landfill * Key factors m site design are often hy&ogeologmal site condalons
Level 2 * Planned capacity with phased cell development
• Extensive site preparation and containment engineering
: * Pnmardy anaerobic decomposition
• Full ]eachate management with ]eachate abstraction and treatment
Full gas management with active landfill gas abs_action where necessary
Application of daily, intermediate and Finalcover
Compaction of waste to mimmum specified target densities
Specified operational procedures to protect local ameruty, including vector
control
Fence. gate and other site infrastructure
Surfaced primaryaccess road and maintained secondary and tertiary haul roads
Full record of waste volumes, types andsource
Special prowstons and procedures for deahng with special wastes, including on-
site laboratory
Fully U'atnedlabor force and experienced site management
• Extended lif_tmae
• Provision for aftercare following site restoration and closure
• No waste picking
3.27 Perceived cleanliness of community will be obtained from
the City Competitiveness Survey. Converting the six-point scale
into a 10-point scale requires multiplying the average score for the
item "Cleanliness of Surroundings" by 5/3. Re-
Updateyearly searchers need only submit the average score
for this item in the six-point scale.
3.28 Electrification coverage. This is the percentage of house-
holds with access to electricity. Data are avail-
Updateyearly able in infrastructure and utilities reports issued
by the CPDO or the CIO.
3.29 Access to lnternet. This indicator is a measure of access to
media and technology and is obtained by dividing the total number
oflnternet subscribers inthe city by the total num-
ber of households. Data on the number of Interact
Updateyearly subscribers must be obtained directly from local
Intemet Service Providers. This excludes access
from Internet cafes but provides a crude measure of the percent-
age of the population with access to Internet resources.
3.30 The number of cable television subscribers vis-gt-vis
population is also a measure of access to media. Data on the
total number of cable television subscribers must be gathered
from local cable television operators. The total
Updateyearly number must be divided by the total number of
households in the city.152 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
3.31 & 3.32 Number of weekly domestic flights and num-
ry_
(].) ber of weekly international flights. The two
indicators measure the accessibility of the city
by air travel. Data on total number of weekly Updateyearly
and domestic flights can be gathered from the
•,., local airport authority or local travel agencies. The data must
distinguish between arriving and departing flights.




3.33 Population size vis-h-vis number of fast food chain out-
lets. This indicator attempts to measure the proximity of the city
to domestic consumer markets. The total population must be di-
vided by the total number of fast food chain outlets in the city
and linked areas. Moreover, data must be presented in the
following form:










Other major fast food chains
(nameeach)153
3.34 Proximity to major sources of production inputs. Data
for this indicator will be derived from the City Competitiveness
Survey. Two items in the survey fall under this
indicator, and the final score will be computed by Update
yearly multiplying the average score for each item by 5/
6 and summing the products. Researchers need
only submit the average score per item in the six-point scale.
3.35 Proximity to international points of entry and exit Data
for this indicator will come from the City Com-
petitiveness Survey. Three items are pertinent to
Update
this indicator, and the final score is computed by yearly
multiplying the average score for each item by 5/
9 and summing the products. Researchers need only submit the
average score per item in the six-point scale.154 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
3.36 InJant mortality rate. This is defined as the number of
deaths among children between birth and one year
o _ Update every
5 yearsor of age per 1,000 live births. This is available from
after census socio-economic profiles of the city fromthe CPDO
O or NSO.
3.37 Poverty level. The poverty level is the magnitude and inci-
"_ dence of families falling below the city's poverty line. This indi-
g cator requires the latest data for the absolute num-
Update every
ber of families falling below the poverty line. This s yearsor
is given in the socio-economic reports collated by after census
NEDA, and local government offices such as the yearly
CPDO. This data set call also be collected at the national level
from the NSO.
3.38 & 3.39 Incidence of theft per 100,000 of the popula-
tion and incidence of murder per 100,000 of the population.
These two indicators attempt to reflect the peace and
Update order situation in the city and are believed to be the
yearly most accurately reported crimes. The data can be
obtained from the CPDO or from local police sta-
tions. The incidence of theft and murder can be obtained by di-
viding the absolute number of reported thefts and murders by the
city population per hundred thousands.
3.40 Local inflation rate. This measure of price
stability can be obtained at the local level from Update
yearly
regional NEDA orNSO offices, and from the na-
tional office of the NSO.
3.41 Price of a basket of goods. Instrumental to measuring the
standard of urban living isthe measure of the cost
of living in the city. Because of the sampling limi-
Update
tations of the NSO's consumer price index, an- yearly
other method of measuring standard of living was
devised. This necessitates obtaining from leading supermarkets
or retail outlets the prices of the following:155
"" Good Retail Outlet t Retail Outlet 2 Averalge
L Ri_, ordinary, NFA, k_ ...
2 Bear Brand powdered milk, 200 pjns box ...
3 Anchor Butter, 225 _,ms box
4. Fr_h ¢88s, one dozen ....
5. Dried fish dilis...,small, k_,
6, Fresh fish_ b.anl_s, k_
7, Potatoes, m_l, pc
8, Purefoods corned B_ef, 220 _lms .....
9. Fr_h Boef, meat with bones, k_ ......
10, Fr_h Chicken, dressed, broiler, k_ ....
11. Fresh Pork, meat with bones
12. N_cafe instant coffee, 50 Sins pack
13, Salt, iodized, kj_ .....
14 Silver Swan patls, 375 mL bottle _.
15. Garlic, kl_ ..,
16. Sulp. r, refined, k_, ....
17 Vin_ar, local, 750 mL bottle .......
18. San MikcJel B¢¢¢, Pale Pilsen, 320 mL botile
i9, Cc¢_a-Cola soft&ink, 12 oz I_ttl¢
20, Marlboro, short, pack
2 I. Superwhe¢l delert:imt bar
22. Iohnson baby .powd_', 50 gms plastic container ...
23. Palmolive hair shampOO. IO0 rot_bottle
24. Safeguard toilet soap, 90 I_,mscake .....
25. Colgate toothpaste. 50 ml, tube
This list of goods was taken from the more comprehensive
basket of goods that the NSO looks atto determine the consumer
price index. If the stipulated brands are not available, a compet-
ing brand may be substituted as long as these modifications are
disclosed.156 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
3.42 Housing price ratio to income. This indicator is a mea-
sure of the affordability of housing in the city. It is de-
upaate rived by dividing the median housing price by the aver-
yearly age household income of the city. This figure is diffi-
cult to obtain but a possible source for the data could
be the local real estate developers.
3.43 Squatting population￿total population. Again, this is a
measure of affordability of and access to housing. The indicator
reflects the percentage of the population with no legal
Update shelter. Data for this indicator may be gathered from
yearly socio-economic reports issued by local government
offices or from special bodies created at the local level
to tend to urban housing problems (e.g., the Urban Poor Affairs
Office).
3.44 & 3.45 Number of hospital beds per 1,000 people and
Number of medical personnel employed by the government
per 1,000 people. The two indicators reflect the ac-
cess of people to health services. While the former
Update
yearly measures the capacity of existing health facilities to
accommodate people, the lattermeasures the ability of
the government-employed medical staffto tendto people's needs.
Data are available at the CPDO or CIO.
3.46 Percentage of population with access to potable water.
Water is potable when it is safe to drink without further treat-
ment. Philippine National Standards for Drinking Wa-
ter require that total coliform or fecal coliform not be
Update
yearly present for water to be deemed potable. The Environ-
mentalManagement Bureautakes five 100mL test tube
samples of water and declare potability only ifthe maximumprob-
able number (mpn) of total coliform does not exceed 2.2.
This indicator is defined as the number of households with
access to potable water, divided by the total number of house_
holds. Again, the CPDO or CIO monitors the data needed. If not157
available at the CPDO or CIO, local water supply companies
may be approached.
3.47 Population density can be a measure of congestion
in urban areas. This isderived by dividing the total population by
Updateeverythe total area of the city in square kilometers. Popu-
5 yearsor lation density figures are readily available in socio-
after census
yearly economic reports on the city. Otherwise, popula-
tion figures can be gathered from the NSO while
the total area of the city can be found in general literature about
the city.
Additional data whereby collection isoptional include thepopu-
lation density of the most populated barangays in the city. This
information may not be available for some cities, but others may
have this monitored by their CPDO.
3.48 Density of total suspended particulates (TSP) during
peak hours. The most commonly sampled indicator is the den-
sity of total suspended particulates in the air. The
TSP has been recognized as the primary problem
Update in urban airsheds owing to the large consumption
yearly
of diesel fuel oil in the road transport sector and
the dust along poorly paved roads. This indicator is
expressed in micrograms per cubic meter and can be updated
yearly. Sample to be used must be for the period during which the
city's competitiveness study is being conducted.158 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
3.49 Cleanliness of open bodies of water. This is based on
the City Competitiveness Survey. To convert the six-
epd,te point rating scale into a 10-point scale, multiply the
yearly
average score for the item by 5/3.
3.50 Number of urban amenities. This is a listing of the ameni-
ties that residents enjoy by living in the city. Data for









3,51 Number of tertiary level educational institutions within
the city. This is a listing of the city's tertiary level educational
institutions. These include colleges, universities, and technical and
professional schools. Figures should be disaggregated according
to type of institution (i.e,, classifications given by the Commission
on Higher Education).159
3.52 City product per person is a measure of the productivity
of the city's labor force. Using average household in- Update
yearly come to estimate this figure assumes that the ratio of
_:_ GNP to household income is the same at the national
and city levels. The formula for city product per household is as
eO follows:
city product = GNP x ........................................... average city household income
_ per household total national household income ©
Data for GNP and average household income can be ob-
• _ tained from the NSO.
3.53, 3.54 & 3.55 Growth rate in exports; growth rate in in-
_._ vestments and growth rate in tourist arrivals. These indicators must be obtained for the most recent five- Update
year period for which data are available. Data can yearly
be gathered from the NSO at the national level.
Year Exports, in Growth in Investments, Growth in Tourist Growth in






3.56 & 3.57 Per capita export earnings of city vis-a-vis coun-
try and export earnings as a percentage of city product. These
two export indicators measure the openness ofthe urban economy.
The former measures the openness of a city's economy in rela-
tion to the rest of the world, while the latter measures the degree
of orientation of a city's economy toward exporting. Per capita
export earnings of a city vis-A-vis the country is computed by
dividing the quotient ofthe total city export earnings and total city
population by the quotien_ of national export earnings and the
national population. On the other hand, export earnings as a per-
centage of city product is computed by dividing total export earn-
ings of the city by the city product, whose manner of estimation
was previously discussed.160 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
............................................................ t .....
3.58 Existence of land use plans'. The existence of a land use
C/3 plan reflects the local government's will to coordinate the spatial
development of the city. This indicator must always
Update be viewed in the light of the next indicator, which is
(_ yearly the enforcement ofzoningordinances. The following >
• _ questions need to be answered:
r./3
O ,, Does the city have an existing, approved land use plan? if
yes, how recent is the plan? Have zoning ordinances been
enacted to implement the plan?
• If not, isthere aplan being drafted? lfa plan has been drafted,
what obstacles hinder its approval? In what step in the pro-
cess of approval is it suspended?
3.59 Degree of enforcement of zoning ordinances. This indi-
cator is the average number of filed applications for variance
from zoning ordinances per year. The numerator of
the indicator is the average number of filed variance Update
yearly applications ever since the enactment of the latest
land use plan (i.e., if the plan was enacted in 1996,
the average number of applications for variances since that year
must be known). The same must be done for the average num-
ber of approved applications for variance from zoning ordinances.
Data on the number of filed and approved variance applications
can be gathered from the CPDO.
Table for Degree of Enforcement of ZoniKi Ordinances
Variance from Variance from Variance from Vmiance from Variance frum Variance I]rom
Residential, Residenllal, Conm-terclal, Commercial, Industrial, lndnstrl_l,




3.60 Number of days required to secure a business permit. This
reflects the efficiency of the local government in car-
rying out its regulatory functions. The data will be ob-
Update
yearly tained from the City Competitiveness Survey, which
asks for the average time required to secure a permit,
as well as the opinion ofbusinesspeople on whether this length of161
time is reasonable or not. Researchers must submit both the av-
erage score of this item in the six-point scale as well as the aver-
age number of days required to secure a business permit.
3.61 Number of government employees to 1000 of the popu-
lation. Again, this is a measure of the efficiency of the
local govemment bureaucracy. Data on the number of
Update
yearly workers employed by the local government can be re-
quested from the CIO. The total number of govern-
ment employees is divided by the city population as
expressed in thousands. This figure must be updated yearly.
3.62 & 3.63 Corruption perception and general attitude of
government to business needs. The two indicators measure the
responsiveness ofthe government to business needs and
are to be gleaned from the City Competitiveness Sur-
Update vey. While the corruption perception indicator focuses yearly
on transparency andhonesty ingovernmenttransactions,
attitudeto business needs refers tothe accommodation affordedto
businesses. Researchers need only submit the average score
per item inthe six-point rating scale.
3.64 Business taxes for manufacturing can be known from the
Local Revenue Code of a city. Taxes must be
Updateupon keptatareasonable levelto avoidstiffling business
enactment or activity in the city andat the same time, meet the amendment of
Local Revenue fiscal requirementsfortheprovisionofpublicgoods.
Code The following table mustbe filled.
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3.65 & 3.66 Internal Revenue Allotment (IRA) as a percentage
of city government revenue and growth of city government
revenue. These two indicators measure the fiscal capacity of the
local government. The IRA as a percentage of city gov-
upaate ernment revenue is computed by dividing the city's in-
yearly temal revenue allotment by its total revenue. Growth in
city government revenue iscomputed by dividing thedif-
ference between two consecutive years' revenue by the first year's
revenue. It will be necessary to study total revenue for the most
recent four years wherein data are available.
Data must be tabulated in this way:
Total Internal IRA As % Growth Rate,In Growth Rate'in
Year Revenue And Revenue Of Total Total Revenue Total Revenue,





3.67 Presence of an electronic database system.
Computerization of operations has been recognized as instrumental
in increasing efficiency and meeting citizens' rising
Update expectations of government performance. The follow-
yearly ing must be known:
,, What efforts has the local government made to computerize
its operations (e.g., has it planned a schedule for computer-
ization, acquired the necessary computer units, or allocated
the necessary budget)?
• Which of the following has the local government accom-
plished?
[] Computerization of issuance of business permits and li-
censes
[] Computerization oftaxassessment andbilling
n Computerization ofpayments and collection
[] Computerization of assessment and billing of fees and
charges
El Computerization of budget monitoring and creation of fi-
nancial statements163
ca Creation of a local government website
cl Creation ofan electronic database of employment records
cl Provision of electronic public employment services
• Does the local government make use of a Geographic Infor-
mation System?
• Does the local government have a barangay residence regis-
tration system?
Researchers must enumerate which of the aforementioned
components are already in place in their respective cities.
3.68 Computer-to-bureaucrat ratio. This attempts to measure
the local government's capacity for electronic governance. This
is computed by dividing the total number of computer
units recently acquired or to be acquired as aresult of
Update the computerization of operations by the total number yearly
of local government employees. Data can be requested
from the CIO.
3.69 Presence of initiatives/forums to elicit opinions of
constituents. This is to be obtained from the City
Update Competitiveness Survey. Researchers must submit the
yearly average score for this item in the six-point rating scale,
and conversion to the 10-point score will be done by
the W. Sycip Policy Forum.164 A TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR RESEARCHERS
3.70 Percentage of business community involved in profes-
sional organizations. The total number of affiliated establish-
ments in the two largest business organizations in the
(_(") Update city must be divided by the total number of establish-
yearly ments in the city. The inadequacy of this method is that
some establishments may be members of both organi-
r,g] zations. Nonetheless, having the total number of establishments
as a denominator partially controls distortionary effects of having
many firms located in the city. .,.-i
3.71 Responsiveness of business community to social, egali-
tarian needs. Trends in governance reflect the realization that
the private sector has a role to play in community de-
Update velopment. This indicator attempts to measure how
_'_ yearly constructive a force the business sector has been in
(1.) improving urban conditions for everyone. This is based
on the City Competitiveness Survey. Supply the average score




Summary of City Competitiveness Indicators
Drivers Factor Indicator
Cost of Doing Affordability of 1, Average rent of commercial space in city center
Business Land/Space for (Poblacion area)
Industrial or -2. Average rent of land for industrial _se (e.g., in
Commercial Use industrial-zoned land or industrial estate)
Cost of Labor 3. Cost of labor for non-agricultural sectors
Affordability of 4, Average cost of acquiring telephone services for
Telecommunications commercial purposes
Cost of Power 5'. Cost of electricity for industrial use
Human Presence of Skilled/ 6. Adult literacy
Resource Easily-Trainable 7, Percentage of labor force with a high school
Endowment Labor diploma; a proxy indicator would be enrolment
in high schools
8, Percentage of labor force with a college degree;
a proxy indicator would be enrolment in colleges
Ease of Interacting 9. Ease of training personnel
with Labor Force
Infrastructure Access to/Avallabilit) 10. Growth in building construction for non-
of Suitable Space and residential use
Sites for Business 11, Presence/type of industrial districts
Access to Finance 12. Number of banks vis-A-vis population size
and Support Services 13. Loans available for local use vis./t-vis level of
deposits
14. Presence of business-support services (providing
services for consultancy, legislative, insurance,
marketing and other needs)166 APPENDIX A
Drivers Factor Indicator
Road Infrastructure 15, Road density
16, Vehicle density
17, Quality of road system: pavement ratio
18. Quality of road system: quality of road network
Telecommunication,, 19. Ease of making domestic and international iong
distance calls
20. Telephone density
21. Cellular phone density
Sustainability of 22. l_at'e of growth of private ve'hi'cle stock
Transport 23. Investment in public transport system as a
percentage of city product
Soli_l"Waste 24. Percentage of households with access to regul'ar
Management garbage collection
25, Per capita spending on solid waste management
26. Degree of compliance with national environmen.
tal standards governing solid waste management
27, Perceived cleanliness of community
Power Supply 28, Electrification Coverage
Access to Media and 29. Access to Internet
Technology 30, Number of cable television subscribers vis-_t-vis
population
/_inkages with Accessibility 31. Number of weekly domestic flights
Growth Areas 32. Number of weekly international flights
Access to Domestic 33. Population size vis-_t-vis number of fast foocl-'
Markets for chain outlets
Consumer Goods
and Services
Access to 34.Proximity to major sources of production inputs
Production Inputs
Access to Interna- 35. Proximity to international points of entry and
tional Market exit (i.e., ports, airports, other international
transshipment points)
Linkages with General Social 36. Infant mortality rate
Growth Areas Welfare of Society 37. Poverty level167
Drivers Fac'tor Indicator
Peace and order 38 Incidcncc of theft pet 1000 of population
39, Incidence of murder per 1000 of population
Price Stability 40. Local inflation rate
Cost of Living 41. Price of a fixed basket of goods
Availability and 42. Housing price ratio to income
Affordability of
Housin_ 43. Squatting population/total population
Access to Basic 44. Number of hospital beds per 10(JlJ"people
Services (i.e., 45. Number of medical personnel employed by the
Medical Services, government per 1000 people
Basic Education, 46. % of population with access to potable water
Potable Water)
Quali'ty of Living 47. Population density
Environment 48. Density of total suspended particulates during
peak hours
49. Cleanliness of natural bodies of water
Access to Public 50. Number of parks, churches, museums and other
Space and Urban recreational/cultural centers
Amenities
Presence of Tertiary 51. Numl_er of tertiary level educational institutions
Level Schools and within the city
Higher Level
Training Institutions
Dynamism of General Health of 52. City product per household
Local the Local Economy 53. Growth rate in exports
Economy 54. Growth rate in investments
55. Growth rate in tourist arrivals168 APPENDIX A
Drivers Factor Indicator
Openness/Interna- 56. Per capita export earnings of city vis-lt-vis
tionalization cotmtry
57. Earnings from exports as a percentage of city
product
Responsiveness Capacity to 58, Existence of development and land use plans of the Local
Government Anticipate Long 59, Degree of entbrcement of zoning ordinances, in
Unit to Term Urban average number of applications for variance per
BuSiness and Changes year, for the past five years
Long-Term
Need
Responsiveness to 60. Number of days required to secure a business
Business Needs permit
61. Corruption perception
62, General attitude of government to business needs
63. Business taxes for manufacturing
64, Number of government employees to 1000 of
the population
Fiscal Capacity and 65, Internal Revenue Allotment as a % of city
Health revenue
66. Growth of city revenue
Capacity for 67, 'Presence of an electronic database/monitoring
Electronic system
Governance 68, Computer-to-bureaucrat ratio
Openness 69. Presence of initiatives/forums to elicit opinions
of constituents
Dynamism Involvement 70. Percentage of bu's'iness community involved in
and involve- professional organizations (i.e,, number of
merit of Local members in selected professional organizations/
Business total number of establishments)
Community 71, Responsiveness of business community to
social, egalitarian needs169
Appendix B
Competitiveness Ratings of Emerging Philippine Cities
Conversion Tables for Scoring
Average Rent of Commercial Space in City Center
Five-country Benchmark
Benchmark data was obtained from the 1999 World Competitiveness
Yearbook. The upper boundary of the second class is the average occupation
cost of office space (_748.3194) in major cities of the Philippines, Thailand,
China, Indonesia and Malaysia. Computations assumed an exchange rate
of P41.5733= $1.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
751 and above 1
666 - 750 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
581 - 665 3
496 - 580 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
411 - 495 5 Average Competitiveness
326 - 410 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
241 - 325 7
156 - 240 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
71 - 155 9
70 and below I0
Average Rent of Land for Industrial Use
Global Benchmark
The benchmark was based on the average lease rates of industrial land
located outside the US Central business Districts (e.g., Atlanta, Dallas,
Chicago, Orange County LA, Nashville, Las Vegas, Houston, Long Island
NY). This amounts to P1,413.44/sq m. per month (_P 1,400), which consti-
tutes the upper boundary of the second class.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
1401 and above 1
1244.46 - 1400 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
1088,91 - 1244.45 3
933,36 - 1088.90 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
777.81 - 933.35 5 Average Competitiveness
622,26 - 777.8 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
466.71 - 622.25 7
311.16 - 466,70 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
155,61,311.15 9
155.60 and below 10170 APPENDIX B
............. , .... _ ............................ o .................
Average Cost of Acquiring Telephone Services for Commercial
Purposes
RP-City Benchmark
Installation costs of PLDT commercial lines total P5,300 in Metro Manila,
and this is the upper boundary of the second class.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
5301 and above 1
4968.76 - 5300 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
4637,51 - 4968.75 3
4306,26 -4637.50 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
3975,01 _4306.25 5 Average Competitiveness
3643,76 - 3975 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
3312,51 - 3643.75 7
2981.26 - 3312,50 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2650.01 - 2981,25 9
2650 and below 10
Cost of Electricity for Industrial Use
Five - Country Benchmark
Assume a constant exchange rate of P38.85 = $1. Data for this schedule
were derived from the 1999 World Competitiveness Yearbook. The elec-
tricity cost for industrial clients was averaged for the Philippines and its five
closest competitors. The resulting average, for a consumption of 37,000
kwh, was P94,152.00. Midpoints of the upper and lower classes of the
distribution are one standard deviation away from the mean.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
X<67398.18-73343.46 10
73343,47 - 79288.76 9
79288.77 - 85234,05 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
85234.06 - 91179.35 7
91179.36 - 97124.64 6 Above Average Competitiveness
97124,65 - 10306.90 5 Average Competitiveness
10306.91 - 109015,23 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
109015.24 - 114960,52 3
114960.53 - 120905.81 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
120905,82 - 126851.11 + 1171
Adult Literacy Rate
Global Benchmark
Midpoint of the average class is 78, the average adult literacy rate of coun-
tries in the medium human development category. Data obtained from the
1995 World Development Report.
Value Scare Qualitative Meaning
58.2 and below l
62,6 - 66,9 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
67 - 71.39 3
71,4 - 75,79 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
75.8 - 80.19 5 Average Competitiveness
80.2 - 84,59 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
84.6 - 88,99 7
89 - 93.39 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
93,4 - 97.79 9
97.8 - 1000 10
Percentage of Labor Force with a High School Diploma
RP-Benchmark
On average, 24.32 percent of the labor force in Philippine urban areas has
completed high school. Given that secondary education is basic education,
this constitutes the lower boundary of the second class.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
23.99% and below 1
24 - 32.499 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
32.5 - 40.99 3
41 -49.499 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
49.5 - 57.99 5 Average Competitiveness
58 - 66.499 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
66:5 - 72.99 7
75 - 83.499 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
83,5 - 91,99 9
92 to 100 10172 APPENDIX B
Percentage of Labor Force with a College Degree
RP-Benchmark
Midpoint of the average class is the percentage of the RP labor force (15
years old and over) inurban areas with a college degree. The lower bound-




9.69 - 10,979 2 VeryLowCompetitiveness(improve)
10.98 - 12,269 3
12,27 - 13,559 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improx_e)
13,56 - 14,849 5 Average Competitiveness
14.85 - 16.129 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
16,13 - 17,419 7
17.42 - 18.719 8 t,,Iigh Competitiveness (sustain)
18,72 - 19,99 9
20 and above 10
Ease of Training Personnel
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the lO-point scale
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 _ 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 AboveAverageCompetitiveness(enhance)
8 - 10 HighCompetitiveness(sustain)
Growth in Building Construction for Non-Residential Use
RP-City Benchmark (all cities)
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
All itegative growth ratios, due to a negative city growth rate 1
r < 0.2499 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0,25 - 0,49 3
0.50 - 0,74 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0,75 - 1,24 5 Average Competitiveness
1,25 - 1,49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1,50 - 1.74 7
1.75 - 1.99 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2.00 - 2.24 9
2.25 + 10173
Presence/Type of Industrial Districts
Qualitative Scoring
Criteria Score QualitativeMeaning
No IndustrialDistrict/Park 1 Verylowcompetitiveness (areaof irnprovemcnt)
Industrial DistrictPresent
Inadequate Infrastructure orNo Loeators 2.5 Belowaveragecompetitivaness(areaofimprovement)
IndustrialDistrictPresent




Adequate BasicInfrastructure 7,5 Aboveaveragecompetitiveness (enhance)
IndustrialDistrictPresent
LocatorsIncludeMultinational Corporations
BasicInfrastructure isAdequate 10 Highcompetitiveness (sustain).
SpecializedInfrastructure Present
Number of Banks vis-A-vis Population Size
Old Scale
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
1000 and below 1
0.2 -0.2999 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0.3 -0,3999 3
0.4 -0.4999 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0,5 -0.5999 5 Average Competitiveness
0.6 -0.6999 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
O.7 - 0,7999 7
0,8 - 0.8999 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
0.9 - 0.9999 9
1 and above 10
Loan-Deposit Ratio
RP-Benchmark
The country's loan-deposit ratio is 1.05013. For the national capital region,
the ratio is 1.17. The midpoint of the average class is 1.05.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
.6 and below - 0.6999 I
0,7 - 799 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
O8 - O.8999 3
0.9 - 0.999 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
1 - 1.09 5 Average Competitiveness
1.1 - 1.19 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1,2 - 1,29 7
1.3 - 1.39 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
1,4- 1,49 9
1.5and above 10174 APPENDIX B
.................. , ............................ , .................
Presence of Business Support Services
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 1O-pointscale
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 High Competitiveness (sustain)
Road Density, in km per square kin.
Global Benchmark
Value . Score Qualitative Meaning
Below 0.099 and over 5 1
0.1 - 0.399 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0,4 - 0.699 3
0.7 - 0.99 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
1 - 1.299 5 Average Competitiveness
1,3- 1.599 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1,6- 1.899 7
1.9- 2.199 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2.2 - 2,499 9
2.5 - 4,99 10
Vehicle Density
Old Scale
Value Seore Qualitative Meaning
200 aod above 1
180 - 199 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
160- 179 3
140 - 159 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
120 - 139 5 Average Competitiveness
100 - 119 6 Above Average Competitiweness (enhance)
80 - 99 7
60 - 79 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
40 - 59 9
2O - 39 10175
Pavement Ratio
According to the World Development Report, 46 percent of the world's
roads are paved. This constitutes the lower boundary of the second class.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
45 and below 1
46 - 51 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
52 - 57 3
58 - 63 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
64 - 69 5 Average Competitiveness
70 - 75 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
76 _ 81 7
82 - 87 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
88 - 93 9
94 and above I0
Quality of Road Network
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8- 10 ,,, Hi_;hCompetitiveness _sustain) , ,
Ease of Making Domestic and International Long Distance Calls
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 Hi_ Competitiveness _sustain_
Telephone Density, in lines per '000 of the population
Five-country Benchmark
Benchmarks obtained from the 1999 Worm Competitiveness Yearbook.
midpoint of the average class (83.82) is the 1998 average telephone
density of the Philippines andfourclose competitors (i.e., Malaysia, Thai-
land,China andIndonesia). The lower boundary of the highest class (204.7)
the telephone density of Malaysia, which is the highest among the five
countries.176 APPENDIX B
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
16.66 and below 1 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
16.67 - 43.52 3
43,53 - 70.38 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
70.39 - 97.24 5 Average Competitiveness
97.25 - 124,109 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
124,11 - 150.96 7
150,97 - 177,7 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
177.8 - 204.6 9
204,7 and above 10
Rate of Growth of Private Vehicle Stock
RP-City Benchmark (all cities)
__ Value Score Qualitative Meaning
0.2 and below 10
-.21 - 0,36 9
0.35 - 0.52 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
0.51- 0.68 7 •
0,67 - 0.84 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
0_83 - 0.92 5 Average Competitiveness
0.91 - 1.08 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
1.07- 1,24 3
1.23 - 1,40 2 Low Competitiveness (improve)
1.39 to 1.56 and above 1
Percentage of Households with Access to Regular Garbage Collection
Average percentage of population with access to this service is 0.95 for
countries of high human development. Otherwise, there are no established
world averages on access to municipal waste services.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 0,39 1
0.4 - 0.465 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0.466 - 0.52 3
0.53 - 0.58 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0.599 - 0.665 5 Average Competitiveness
0.666 - 0.72 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
0,7333 - 0.78 7
0,799 - 0.85 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
0.8666 - 0.92 9
0.9333 - 1.00 10
Per Capita Spending on Solid Waste Management
RP-City Benchmark
Data were obtained from five cities in the PASCN sample, supplemented by
data on three cities from the solid waste management fax survey. The mid-
point of the second class is the average of all eight cities (P23.884_P24,00).177
Value Score QualitativeMeaning
19andbelow I
20-27 2 VeryLowCompetitiveness (improve)
28-35 3
36-41 4 BelowAverage Competitiveness (improve)
42- 49 5 AverageCompetitiveness
50-57 6 AboveAverageCompetitiveness (enhance)
58 -65 7
66 -73 8 HighCompetitiveness (sustain)
74-81 9
82 andabove 10
Degree of Compliance with National Environmental Standards
Governing Solid Waste Management
Qualitative Analysis
Criteria Score Qualitative Meaning
Waste Disposed Largely Through Open Dumping Very Low C_npetitiveness (area of improvement)
No Plans for Upgrading I
Waste Disposed Largely Through Conlrolled
Dumping
No plans for Upgrading or Plans for Upgrading 3 Below Average Competitiveness (areaof
Very Flimsy (I.E., Not Substantiated by Budget, improvement)
No Tangible Ccxrtmilanents)
Waste Disposed Largdy Through Open or
Controlled Dumping
Plans for Upgrading Already Drafted 5 Average
Construction of Sanitary Landfill Pl_rmed and
Budgeted
Sanitary LandfillNear Completion 7 Above Average CumparitJveaess (onhan_)
Sanitar_ Landfill Already in Place 10 Hi_a Competitiveness (s_tain)
Perceived Cleanliness of Community
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale.
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very LowCompetitiveness(area ofimprovement)
3 - 4 Below AverageCompetitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 AboveAverage Competitiveness(enhance)
8 - 10 kli_ Competitiveness (sustain)
Electrification Coverage
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 0,39 1
0.4 - 0.465 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0,466 - 0.52 3
0,53 - 0.58 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0,599 - 0.665 5 Average Competitiveness
0.666 - 0.72 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
0.7333 - 0.78 7
'0.799 - 0,85 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
0.8666 - 0_92 9
0.9333 - 1.0 10178 APPENDIX B
Access to Internet
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 0.05 1
0.06 - O,10 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0.11 -0,15 3
0.16 - 0,20 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0.21 - 0,25 5 AverageCompetitiveness
0.26 - 0,30 6 AboveAverage Competitiveness (enhance)
0.31 -0.35 7
0.36 - 0,40 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
0.41 - 0,45 9
0,46 - 0.5 & 10
above
Number of Cable Television Subscribers vis-h-vis Population
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 0.05 1
0.06 - 0,10 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
0.11 -0.15 3
0,16 - 0,20 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0,21 - 0,25 5 Average Competitiveness
0,26 - 0.30 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
0.31 - 0,35 7
0,36 - 0.40 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
0,41 - 0.45 9
0.46 - 0.5 & 10
above
Number of Weekly Domestic Flights
ll-city Benchmark
The average Philippine city has 65 incoming and outgoing weekly domes-
tic flights.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
5 and below-19 l
20 - 34 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
35 - 49 3
50 - 64 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
65 - 72 5 Average Competitiveness
73 - 87 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
88- 102 7
103 - 117 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
118 - 132 9
133 aad above 10
Number of Weekly International Flights
ll-city Benchmark
Most emerging Philippine cities do not have any international flights.179
Value Score Qualitative Meaning.
0 I
2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
1 3
4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
2 5 Average Competitiveness
6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
7
29 - 44 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
45 - 59 9
60 and above 10
Population vis-/t-vis Number of Fast Food Chain Outlets, in Popula-
tion vis-fi-vis Number of Fast Food Chain Outlets, in Population per
Fast Food Chain Outlet
ll-c'ity Benchmark
The number of fast food chain outlets was aggregated per city, and the
population was divided by this sum. This istaken to be the number of cus-
tomers a fast food chain outlet can potentially serve. The benchmark for
this indicator is the value for Cebu, which is 12.840.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
2184(/and above 1
20840 - 21839 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
19840 - 20839 3
18840 - 19839 4 Belo_ Average Competitiveness (improve)
17840 - 18839 5 Average Competitiveness
16840 - 17839 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
15840 + 16839 7
14840 - 15839 8 High Contpetitiveness (sustain)
13840- 14839 9
12840 and below 10
Proximity to Major Sources of Production Inputs
Survey Indicator
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10 - point scale.
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Compeutiveness (area of improvement)
3 -4 Below Average Competitiveness (area otimprovementl
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 Iligh Competitiveness (sustain)
Proximity to International Points of Entry and Exit
Survey indicator
Convert score in six - point scale to a score in the 10 - point scale.
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 -2 Very Low Competitiveness (area ofimprovemeat)
3.4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
| 5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness lenhance)
8 - 10 High Competitiveness (sustain)180 APPENDIX B
Infant Mortality Rate
Global Benchmark
Midpoint of the average class is 36, the observed infant mortality rate for
countries of both high and medium human development. Data were from
the 1995 World Development Report.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
58.926 and above I
52.376 - 58,925 2 Very low Competitiveness (improve)
45.826 - 52.375 3
39.276 - 45.825 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
32,726 -,39.275 5 Average Competitiveness
26,176 - 32.725 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
19,626 - 26,175 7
13,076 - 19,625 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
6,526- 13,075 9
6.525 and below 10
Thefts per 100,000 of the Population
Global Benchmark
Data were obtained from the website of the U.S. Department of Justice (url."
http.'//www. O/P.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/wfcj, html#P). Theft rates for sev-
eral countries were averaged, yielding aresult of 119.5885 per 100,000 people.
This isthe midpoint ofthe average class. The countries included in the sample
were Australia, Canada, Cuba, Ghana, Kenya, Singapore and China.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
184,62 _203,07 and above l
166.16 - 184.61 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
147.7 - 166.15 3
129.24 - 147.69 4 Below Average Compelitivencss (improve)
I10.78 - 129.23 5 Average Competitiveness
92,32 - 110,77 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
73.86 - 92.31 7
55.40 - 73.85 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
36.93 - 55.39 9
36,92 and below 10
Murder per 100,000 of the Population
Global Benchmark
Data were obtained from the website of the U.S. Department of Justice
(url: http://www, ojp. usdo/, gov/bjs/abstract/wfcj, html#P). Murder rates
for several countries were averaged, yielding a result of 2.85 per 100,000
people. This isthe midpoint ofthe average class. The countries in the sample
were Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Ghana, Kenya, New Zealand,
Singapore, China, and Ukraine.181
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
4,68 - 5,19 and above 1
4.16 - 4.67 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
3.64-4.15 3
3.12 - 3.63 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
2.60 - 3.11 5 Average Competitiveness
2,08 - 2.59 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1,56 - 2,07 7
1.04 - 1.55 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
.52- 1,03 9
51 and below l0
Local Inflation Rate
five-country Benchmark
The benchmark for this indicator is the 1998 average inflation rate of the
Philippines and its four closest competitors. The 6 percent figure constitutes
the midpoint of the average class. The inflation rate of Indonesia, which is
57.2 percent, was dropped.
Value Score Oaalitative Meaning
10.5 and above 1
9.5 - 10.49 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
8.5 - 9.49 3
7.5 - 8,49 4 Below Average Competitiwness (improve)
6.5 - 7.49 5 Average Competifveness
5.5 - 6.49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
4.5 -5.49 7
3.5 -4.49 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2.5 -3.49 9
1.5 and bolow-2.49 10
SquaRing Population/Total Population (for % only)
RP-City Benchmark
Average percentage of households, for cities in the PASCN sample, is
15.6 percent.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
183526 and above 1
16,5176 - 18.3525 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
14.6824- 16.5175 3
12.8474 - 14.6823 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
I 1.0124 - 12.8473 5 Average Competitiveness
9.1774 - 11.0123 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
7,3424 - 9.1773 7
5.5074 - 7.3423 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
3.6724 - 5_5073 9
1.835- 3.6723 10
Population per Hospital Bed
Global Benchmark
The midpoint of the average class is 612, which is the number of persons182 APPENDIX B
per hospital bed in East Asia. The highest class is based on the value for
Singapore, which is one of the lowest in the region.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
915,3 -847,89 1
847.9 -780.49 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
780.5 - 713 3
713. I - 645,69 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
645,7 - 578,29 5 Average Competitiveness
578.3 - 510.89 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
510,9 - 443.49 7
443.5 - 376 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
376.1 - 308.69 9
308.7 - 241.29 and 10
below
Number of Medical Personnel Employed by the Government per
100,000 People
Global Benchmark
The benchmark is the rate of general practitioners and registered nurses
employed in Canada, which is 856 per t00,000 of the population. This is the
lower boundary of the highest class. Data obtained from http.//www.cihi, ca/
facts/canhr, htm.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
85,6 and below - 171.1 1
171.2 - 256.79 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
256.80 - 342,39 3
342.40 - 427.90 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
428 - 513,59 5 Average Competitiveness
513.60 - 599.19 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
599.20 - 684,79 7
684.8 - 770.39 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
770,4 - 855.99 9
856 and above 10
Percentage of Population with Access to Potable Drinking Water
Global Benchmark
The midpoint of the average class is 68. This is the percentage of popula-
tions inthe medium humandevelopment category, to which the Philippines
belongs, with access to safe drinking water. Data were obtained from the
1995 World Development Report.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
39,2 and below 1
45,6 - 51.9 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
52- 58.3 - 3
58.4 - 64.7 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
64.g - 71.1 5 Average Competitiveness
71.2 - 77.5 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
77.6 - 83.9 7
84 - 90.3 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
90.4 - 96.7 9
96.8 and above 10183
Population Density, in persons per square kilometer
Global Benchmark, Old Scale
Value Score ..Qualitative Meaning
5000 1






1500- 1999 8 HighCompetitiveness(sustain)
1000- 1499 9
999 below 10
Cleanliness of Open Bodies of Water
Survey Indicator
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale.
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 -2 Very LowCompetitiveness (area ofimprovement)
3 -4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 -7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 _ ..Hi._.Competitiveness (sustain/
Number of Tertiary Level Educational Institutions within the City
(in number of tertiary schools per 100,000 of the population)
Global Benchmark, Old Scale
Value Score ..QualitativeMeaning,
,89 and below 1
.9 - 1.19 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
1,2 - 1,49 3
1.5 - 1.79 4 Below Average COmpetitiveness (improve)
1.8 - 2,0 5 Average Competitiveness
2.1 - 2,39 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
2.4 - 2,69 7
2,7 - 2.99 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
3.0 _3.29 9
3.3 and above 10
City Product Per Household, in 1994 Prices
RP-Benchmark
2.5 class is P 140,000 (i.e., P139,846 rounded offto the The midpoint of the
nearest ten thousands), the 1997 figure per household GNP of the country
in 1994 prices.184 APPENDIX B
__ Value Score ..Qualitative Meaning
95.000 and below .-. 104,999 .5
1//5,000 - 114,999 I
I 15,000 - 124,999 1.5




165,000 - 174,999 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
175,000- 184,999 4.5
185,000- 194,999 5
195,000 - 204,999 5.5








285,000 and above 10 High Competitiveness/sustain)
Growth Rate in Exports
RP-Benehmark
In the period of 1995 to 1998, exports grew at an average annual rate of
19.16 percent. Divide the average growth rate in investments of the city by
the country's average growth rate.
Value Score Qualitative Meanin B
All negative growth ratios, due to a negative city growth I
rate
r < 0.2499 2 Vep] Low Competitiveness (improve)
.25 - 0,49 ]
,50 - 0,74 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
.75 - 1.24 5 Average Competitiveness
1,25 - 1.49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1,50- 1.74 7
I 75 - 1.99 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2.00 - 2,24 9
2,25 + 10
Growth Rate in Investments
RP-Benchmark
In the period 1995 to 1998, investments recorded by the Board Of Invest-
ments grew at an average annual rate of20.11 percent (23.51%, 37.34%, -
0.53%). Divide the average growth rate in investments of the city by the
country's average growth rate.
Value __ Score Qualitative Meaniag
All negative growth ratios, due to _ negative city grovcth rate I ............
r < 0.2499 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
,25 -0.49 3
.50 - 0.74 4 Below Average Competitiveness (imprtwe)
,75 - 1.24 5 Average Competitivenes_
1.25 - 1.49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1.50 - ],74 7
1,75 - 1,99 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2.00 - 2,24 9
2.25 + 10185
Growth Rate in Tourist Arrivals
RP-Benchmark
In the period 1994 to 1998, tourist arrivals in the country grew an average
annual rate of 8.36 percent (11.84%, 16.43%, 8.45%, 3.29%). Divide the
average growth rate of tourist arrivals in the city by the country's average
growth rate.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning __
All negative growth ratios, doe to a negative city growth rate 1
r _ 0.2499 2 Very Low Competinvcnoss (improve)
25 - 0.49 3
.50 - 0.74 4 Below Average Coml_titiv_ness (improve)
75 - 1.24 5 Average C_¢npetitiveness
125 - 1.49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1.50- 1.74 7
1.75 - 1.99 8 High Competttiveness (sustain)
2.00 - 2,24 9
2.25 + 10
Per Capita Exports vis-a-vis National Average
RP-Benchmark, based on old scale
In 1998, per capita exports at the national level was P6,251.92.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
.2499 and below 1
,25 - 0.499 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
.5 - 0.7499 3
.75 - 0.99 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
1 - 1.2499 5 Average Competitiveness
1.25 - 1.499 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1.5 - 1.7499 7
1.75 - 1,99 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2,0 - 2.2499 9
2,5 and above 10
Exports as a Percentage of City Product
RP-Benchmark
In 1997, the value of Philippine exports was 50.14 percent (_50%) the
value of GNP.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
0-0.14 1
.15 - 0.24 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
,25 - 0.34 3
35 - 0,44 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
.45 - 0.54 5 Average Competitiveness
.55 - 0.64 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
.65 - 0.74 7
.75 - 0,84 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
.85 - 0.94 9
.95 - 1,00 10186 APPENDIX B








the I,,ILURB, orthe regionaldEvElopment councilforcomponent 5 Averagecompetitiveness
cities
L_.nd useplanupdatedandapprovedbyallconcernedbodies
Nozoningordlnallces enacted,or inthe processofenacting 7.5 Aboveaveragecompetitiveness
zoningordinances (Enhance)
I_,and useplanupdatedandapprovedbyallconcernedbodms
Zcmn__dinancesLmacted 10 ,l-li_,h competi,uveness (sustain)
Number of Days Required to Secure a Business Permit
Survey Indicator
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale q
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 High Competitiveness (sustain)
Number of Government Employees to '000 of Population
RP-City Benchmark (11 cities)
t
On average, five (5.43) local government employees attend to every '000
of the population in Philippine cities. This serves as the midpoint of the
average class.
Value Score Qualitative Meaning
6.4 and above I
6,2 - 5.38 2 Very Low Competitiveness (improve)
5.8 -6.19 3
5.4 - 4,79 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
5 - 5,39 5 Average Competitiveness
4,6 - 5.49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
4.2 - 4.59 7
3.8 - 4,19 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
3.4 - 3.79 9
3.00 - 3.39 10
Corruption Perception
Survey Indicator
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the IO-point scale.187
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 Hil_h Competitiveness (sustain)
General Attitude of Government To Business Needs
Survey Indicator
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale.
Score Qualitative Meaning
0 - 2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3 - 4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6 - 7 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
8 - 10 High Competitiveness (sustain)
Internal Revenue Allotment as a Percentage of City Government
Revenue
RP-City Benchmark (all cities;)
For the period of 1996 to 1998, the Internal Allotment Revenue share of city
governments' total receipts averaged 45 percentage (44.78%). This serves
as the midpoint of the average class.
..... Va_!ue..................... Scj.r.e ................................Qualitati_v.et___l.ean!ng_ ................
81 and above I
73 - 80 2 Very I.ow Competitiveness (improve)
65 - 72 3
57 - 64 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
49 - 56 5 Average Competitiveness
41 - 48 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
33 - 40 7
28 - 32 8 High Competitiveness Isustain)
20 - 27 9
19 - 12 and below 10
Growth of City Government Revenue
RP-City Benchmark (all cities)
Average annual growth for the period of 1996 to 1998 was 18.34 percent.
Value Score Qualilative Meaning
All negative gt'owth ratios, due to anegative tips'_-owth rate [
r < 0.2499 2 Ve=_Low Competitiveness (improve)
0.25-.49 3
0.50-.74 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0.75-1 24 5 Average Competitiveness
1.25-1.49 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
1.50-1.74 7
1.75-I.99 8 High Competitiveness (sustain)
2.00-2.24 9
2.25 and above 10188 APPENDIX B
Presence of an Electronic Database/Monitoring System
Qualiiative Analysis
Criteria Score Qualitative Meaning .
Minimal use of computers in local government operations
No effort IOcomputerize operafi.ons 1 Very Iow competitiveness (improve)
Computerization of some operations being pleamed; Budget Below average competitiveness
already planned to acquire the necessary equipment, 2,5 (improve)
Any three of the tbllowing being implemented:
1. Computerization of issuance of business permits and
licenses
2, Computerization of tax assessment and billing
3. Computerization ofpayments and collection
4, Computerization of assessment aad billing of fees and
chal-ges
5. Computerization of budget monitoring and creation of 5 Average competitiveness
financial statemems
6. Crea[iorl oiea local government website
7. CreatioJJ of an electronic database of employment
records
8. I>rovislon of electronic public employment services
Or the use of G.I.S.
Any six of the aforementioned being implemented Above average competitiveness
Or any of three of the aforementioned, with G.I.S. or L.A.N. 7.5 (enhance)
Any six or more of the aforementioned being implemented
Utilization of_Geographichfformation System . 10 . High competitiveness (sustain)
Computer to Bureaucrat Ratio
Score ................................................... .Y_.!_ .......................................................................................................................... Q_u_a J2!_,t..!._..Me_a n_!ng. ..........................
0-.14 (1:]0) I
0. t 5-,24 (1:5) 2 Very. Low Competiti'veness (improve)
0.25-.34 (I :4) 3
0,35-A4 (2:5) 4 Below Average Competitiveness (improve)
0.45_,54 (1:2) 5 Average Competitiveness
0.55-.64 (3:5) 6 Above Average Competitiveness (enhance)
0.65-,74 (7:10) 7
0,75-.84 (4:5) 8 Vligh Competitiveness (sustain)
0,85-,94 (9:10) 9
0.95-1.00 & above (1:1 & more) 10
Presence of Initiatives/Forums to Elicit Opinions of Constituents
Sttrl:ey Indicator
Convert score in six-point scale to a score in the 10-point scale.
Score Qualitative Meaning
0-2 Very Low Competitiveness (area of improvement)
3-4 Below Average Competitiveness (area of improvement)
5 Average
6-7 Above Averagc Competitiveness (enhance)
8-I0 High Competitiveness (sustain)189
Appendix C
City Competitiveness Survey
The purpose of this activity is to help us gauge the competitiveness of An-
geles City as a place for living and doing business. Each item in this survey
relates to a factor which businesses and residents may consider when lo-
cating in a city, with the rating of 1 being most undesirable and 6 being most
desirable. Encircle the number which corresponds to your perception of the
city's level of competitiveness in the factor being considered.
Example: The urban environment is 1 2 3 4 5 6
Visually Revolting Aesthetically pleasing
1.Ease oftraining personnel The presenceofor accessto insurancefirms
in the city is
'['rainingcity residents forthe bulk offunc.
tions performed in my company is 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 inadequate adequate




2, Presence of business support in the city is
services
1 2 3 4 5 6
The presence of or access to consultancy
servicefirms inthe city is inadequate adequate
to meetmy business needs.
1 2 3 4 5 6 .....
3. Quality ofroad network
inadequate adequate
to meet my business needs, The city's road network II
The presence of or access to legal firms in 1 2 3 4 5 6
the city is
isinferior because is able
1 2 3 4 5 6 it brings about to facilitatethe
frequent efficient flow
inadequate adequate
to meet my business needs, trafficcongestion, ofvehicles,
I190 APPENDIX C
4. EASE OF MAKING TELEPHONE 6. PROXIMITY TO MAJOR SOURCES
CALLS OF PRODUCTION INPUTS
Making calls to telephone lines from other The city is located
telephone service providers within the city
is 1 2 3 4 5 6
tar from near
1 2 3 4 5 6 the major sources of
production inputs for my industry.
difficult easy
The length of time required to transport raw
Making domestic long distance calls is
materials from domestic sources to the city is
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
too reasonably
difficult easy long short.
and a long distance call to Manila would take,
on average, __ minutes just to be con-
nected through an operator. 7. Proximity to international entry
and exit points
The city is located Making international long distance calls is
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
far from near
difficult easy
and a long distance call to the United States international points of entry and
would take, on average, minutes just to exit, such as ports, airports, and other
be connected through an operator, transshipment points that lead to
international ports and airports.
I
Regardless of proximity, the process of
5. CLEANLINESS OF SURROUNDINGS movingraw materials or finished goods from
and to international destinations is
The cleanliness of the urban environment is
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
slow, fast,
not maintained by the well bureaucratic and
city government and maintained
citizens, and inefficient, efficient.191
The length of time required to move raw In general, the current city government is
materials or finished products to and from
international markets to the city is 1 2 3 4 5 6
hostile and receptive
I 2 • 3 4 5 6 restrictive and accommodating.
too long. reasonably 10. OPENNESS
short_
The local government
8. CLEANLINESS OF NATURAL
BODIES OF WATER 1 2 3 4 5 6
does not hold holds
Natural and open bodies of water in the city forums to elicit the
are opinions of constituents.
1 2 3 4 5 6 I1. PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT
dirty and hazardous clean and The business community
to citizens' health aesthetically
pleasing 1 2 3 4 5 6
9. RESPONSIVENESS OF THE GOVERN- has not has
MENT TO BUSINESS NEEDS actively sought the social
desirability of economic development in
The length of time required to secure a busi- the city.
ness permit nowadays, which is __ days, is
Name of respondent:
1 2 3 4 5 6 Name of business:
too long. reasonably Type of business:
short, iS Light Manufacturing,
-- !] Heavy Manufacturing,
The local government bureaucracy is _ Wholesale/Retail
[_ Others, please specify
Market:
1 2 3 4 5 6
FIDomestic - Angeles City, Pampanga
riddled with transparent
LJDomestic - Pampanga and areas outside
corruption, and
Pampanga
honest in its dealings. ._ International
Estimated Number of Employees192 BIBLIOGRAPHY
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The Philippine APEC Study Center Network (PASCN) was established
on November 23, 1996 by virtue ofAdministrative Order No. 303, as the Philip-
pines' response to the APEC Leaders' Education Initiative. Among the goals of
the PASCN are to promote collaborative research on APEC-nelated issues; facili-
tate the exchange of information between or among government and nongovern-
ment organizations, academic or research institutions, business sector and the
public in general; encourage faculty and students of higher education to under-
take studies, theses and dissertation on APEC issues; undertake capacity-build-
ing programs for government agencies on matters related to APEC," and provide
technical assistance to government agencies andprivate organizations on APEC-
related initiatives.
The Network is composed of the Asian Institute of Management, Ateneo
de Manila University, Central Luzon State University, De La Salle University,
Foreign Service Institute, Mindanao State University, Silliman University,
University of Asia and the Pacific, University of the Philippines, University of San
Carlos, Xavier University, and the Philippine Institute for Development Studies
as Lead Agency and Secretariat.